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A bstract
This dissertation addresses the problem of unifying identification and control in 
the paradigm of H co to achieve robust adaptive control. To achieve robust adaptive 
control, we employ the same approach used for identification in Hoo and robust 
control in H In the modeling part, we aim not only to identify the nominal plant, 
but also to quantify the modeling error in H<x> norm. The linear algorithm based on 
least-squares is used, and the upper bounds for the corresponding modeling error 
are derived. In the control part, we aim to achieve the performance specification 
in frequency domain using innovative model reference control. New algorithms are 
derived that minimize an H<x, index function associated with the deviation between 
the performance of the feedback system to be designed, and that of the reference 
model. The results for modeling and control are then combined and applied to 
adaptive control. It is shown that with mild assumption on persistent excitation, 
the least squares algorithm in frequency domain is equivalent to the recursive least 
squares algorithm in time domain. Moreover, finite horizon H ^  control is employed 
to design feedback controller recursively using the identified model that is time 
varying. The robust stability of the adaptive feedback system is then established.
C hapter 1 
Introduction
This dissertation is a first attem pt to unify identification and control in the 
paradigm of to achieve robust adaptive control. The research is mainly moti­
vated by the lack of robustness for adaptive control. It is shown in [61] that adaptive 
control systems tend to be unstable if the true plant involves unmodeled dynamics 
and/or its environment involves unknown disturbances. Although this is quite sur­
prising, there are two basic reasons for the lack of stability robustness in adaptive 
control systems. The first lies in the identification part. In conventional adaptive 
modeling, physical plant is assumed to be identifiable exactly by finite dimensional 
models. Modeling uncertainties are largely ignored. Recall that any mathematical 
model is never a true representation of the physical system. The second reason lies 
in the control part, where the control strategy is “unsophisticated” in the sense that 
there is no guarantee on any measure of the stability margin. Modeling inaccuracies 
are ignored again. The lack of knowledge on the modeling error in the identification
1
part and the lack of stability margin in the control part lead inevitably to the lack 
of stability robustness in adaptive control systems.
This dissertation focuses on the robustness issue for adaptive control. Because 
robust adaptive control requires that both identification and control be capable of 
coping with model uncertainties, our strategy is the unification of robust identifica­
tion and control in for adaptive control systems. The unification is based on 
recent advance for identification in 'H<Xn and 'HO0 control theory that are nonrecur­
sive in nature. In particular, linear algorithms based on least-squares are studied 
for identification in 7 capable of quantifying the modeling error in frequency do­
main (Chapter 2). Novel algorithms for loopshaping based model reference control 
are investigated under the paradigm of Hoc capable of tackling the modeling error 
(Chapter 3). The link to adaptive control is made through recursive least-squares 
and finite horizon 7 i^  control (Chapter 4). Our contributions are summarized briefly 
as follows:
• Least-squares based algorithms for identification in have been developed 
not only to identify the nominal plant model, but also to quantify the modeling 
error in frequency domain (7ix,-norm).
Frequency domain error bound is crucial to ensure the stability of the feedback 
control system. The emphasis of the modeling error is a significant departure 
from the conventional identification approach where undermodeling error is 
often ignored. The use of least-squares algorithm in frequency domain also al-
3lows us to relate it to the conventional least-squares algorithm in time-domain, 
and thus allows real time implementation for the purpose of adaptive control. 
Our results include hard bound (worst-case identification error) as well as soft 
bound (stochastic identification error).
•  Novel algorithms for robust model reference control have been developed under 
the paradigm of Hex, in connection with loopshaping design methodology.
A principle reason for the rising of "Hoo control is due to the presence of model 
uncertainties. It ofTers worst-case stability and performance guarantees for 
those systems involving H<x, norm bounded uncertainty. The use of Tico de­
sign methodology in model reference control allows us to tackle the model 
inaccuracies for adaptive control. Our results include based loopshaping 
that is incorporated into the model reference control.
• Robust identification and control are unified under the paradigm of H ^  that 
is applicable to adaptive'control.
Adaptive control has been an important research area for modeling and con­
trol of unknown systems because of the “self-tuning” capability. However the 
lack of robustness has made adaptive control less popular. Our results show 
tha t the lack of robustness can be removed with new algorithms developed 
for identification in Tioo and robust model reference control using Hoo based 
loopshaping. Consequently, this research has made robust adaptive control 
possible,
The details of this dissertation for robust adaptive control will be elaborated in 
the next three sections.
1.1 Overview
Theory and application of the adaptive control have progressed continuously in 
the last twenty years. The evolution of microcomputer technology has accelerated 
the availability in more realistic and wider applications since the resulting adap­
tive controller is implementable with microcomputer. Although adaptive control is 
led by microcomputer technology, it has more profound meaning for learning and 
adaptation in feedback control systems. Because physical systems are never known 
precisely, and its environment may involve unknown disturbances, of which both can 
be time-varying, adaptive technique has long been interested by control engineers [3] 
due to its “self-tuning” capability. It is not surprising to see that adaptive control 
is often used whenever system parameters are poorly known or system is subject to 
unknown disturbances. By the early 19S0s, mathematical theory of adaptive control 
had reached its maturity, and stable adaptive control was made possible [23],
Unfortunately the success of adaptive control theory did not lead to the success 
in control engineering application. It was soon realized [61] that the stability of 
the adaptive feedback system is not ensured if undermodeling is involved and/or 
persistent disturbance is present that had not been taken into consideration in ear­
lier research. The lack of robustness for adaptive control has led research for Tioo 
robust control that aims to design a single controller to achieve both stability and
performance for a family of systems that capture the characteristic of the uncer­
tain plant. While most researchers in the control community turned their attention 
to robust control in Woo, research efforts in adaptive control persist. These efforts 
can be classified as conventional and unconventional according to their approaches. 
In what follows, the conventional approaches are briefly described first, and other 
unconventional approaches are discussed subsequently.
( 1 ) Dead-zone method. The standard parameter update laws are modified such
that the adaptation takes place only when the size of prediction error or er­
ror dynamics exceeds a certain threshold [63]. The degree of robustness for 
adaptive systems is limited and related to the size of dead-zone. However, one 
needs to know certain bound on disturbance for using this method.
(2 ) Adaptive law modification. This method turns ofT adaptation whenever the
norm of the estimated controller parameters exceeds a certain value [38, 41]. 
Thus a backup controller is required that guarantees, in the least, the stability 
of the system. However, one needs to know a bound on the norm of desired 
controller parameter.
(3) Persistency excitation method. An external signal is introduced in control loop
to produce persistency of excitation that in turn ensures exponentially stable 
adaptive control systems. As a consequence of exponential stability, stability 
is retained in the presence of bounded disturbances. However, in the presence 
of bounded disturbance, the amplitude and frequency richness of the external
signal should be large enough at some particular frequencies to secure persis­
tently exciting the plant input and output to prevent the noise in the closed 
loop. A major shortcoming of excitation for robust design is that in many 
practical applications, the desired set point is not persistently exciting, and it 
is not usually desirable or it is impossible to inject additional probing signals 
into the plant [2, 56, 60].
The above methods commonly require knowledge of an upper bound on distur­
bance or the norm of unknown matching controller parameters that is not known 
in advance. Actually, a more serious problem with the conventional approach is the 
difficulty to tackle the problem of undermodeling that spurs recent advance on con­
trol oriented identification. Recall that the lack of robustness for adaptive control 
has made /H<X) popular where the plant is assumed to consist of a nominal model 
and an upper bound on the modeling error in frequency domain (7^-norm ). It 
provides worst-case stability and performance provided such uncertain model de­
scription is available. Thus how to obtain such uncertain models from experimental 
data becomes the focus of the current research in the control community [6 6 , 67]. 
It should be clear that this is one of the key problems for robust adaptive control. 
The research efforts along this line are briefly described as follows.
( 1 ) Ellipsoid parameter bounds. These methods are based on the notions of set- 
membership estimation, eg., [6 , IS, 64]. The model parameters are shown to lie 
in a set defined by a quadratic form, i.e., an ellipsoid or hyperboloid, depend­
7ing on the data. A similar approach was used in [70] based on least-squares 
estimate. Although ellipsoid bounded plants can be incorporated with robust 
control, it is less consistent with the existing robust control methodology. In 
particular there is a considerable difficulty to relate such ellipsoid bounds to 
the Hoc bounded uncertainty except some conservative error bounds.
( 2 ) Worst-case identification in Tice- Several researchers have considered the prob­
lem of identification using the norm starting from bounded error frequency 
response data at a. finite set of frequencies. Both linear and nonlinear algo­
rithms have been developed and bounds on the worst-case identification error 
are also derived [25, 26, 31, 35, 36]. Recent development includes interpola­
tion algorithms [S, 9, 32, 33]. This is the only identification approach that 
is compatible with Hoc based robust control. The problem lies in the lack of 
time-domain algorithm. Other worst-case approaches work with bounded time 
domain disturbances but appear to suffer from computational difficulties.
(3) Stochastic embedding method. In contrast to the above so called “ worst-case”
approaches, Goodwin et <ii adopted an “average-case” philosophy based on 
the stochastic embedding principal, e.g., [24]. It is assumed that both the un­
modeled dynamics and noise are drawn from a probabilistic set having certain 
amplitude and smoothness properties. These properties are then estimated by 
maximum likelihood (ML) techniques. However, these bounds are “soft” in
the sense that the associated H <*, control design can not guarantee the robust 
stability in the worst case.
Up to the present excluding, the existing adaptive control for robustness is 
treated to concentrate on either the identifier or the control law. This is caused 
by gaps between system identification and robust control. In the robust control 
area, the error bound associated with the identified model is assumed to be avail­
able without considering where it comes from. On the other hand, the identification 
area has over-emphasized the estimation of nominal model without necessary as­
sessments for identified model quality [67]. Moreover, the interconnection between 
the control law selection and the identification algorithm is often ignored in research 
work of robust adaptive control. We need a unified approach to identification and 
control in the paradigm of 7-foo- In the next section we outline our solution approach 
to robust adaptive control.
1.2 Solution Approach
The goal of this dissertation is to achieve robust adaptive control with greater 
closed loop stability margin with respect to both plant undermodeling and distur­
bances. This dissertation is an attem pt to unify identification and control in the 
paradigm of to achieve robust adaptive control. The analysis of the combined 
robust identification and robust control in Hoc would possess a greater stability mar­
gin than that of the separate analysis. Although the progress is slow in this research
direction, there are some new interesting developments. For instance, Bitmead et 
al. [7] have combined a least-squares identification algorithm with receding horizon 
LQG control that demonstrates certain nice properties required for robust adaptive 
control, our solution approach is motivated by [7]. However there is a significant 
difference: Our approach is based on identification in Hoc and robust control in Tfoo 
whereas [7] uses mean square error for both identification and control.
As discussed earlier, a serious problem with conventional adaptive control is the 
assumed finite dimensionality of the physical plant. With this assumption, stable 
adaptive control can be proven using a simple identification scheme in conjunction 
with an unsophisticated control method because model uncertainty does not exist. 
However, physical systems are often infinite-dimensional, and possibly nonlinear. 
This causes the instability of adaptive control in the presence of modeling uncer­
tainties and disturbance uncertainties [7,39,61]. To achieve robust adaptive control, 
we need not only identify the nominal plant but also quantify the model uncertainty 
compatible with robust control in the adaptive modeling part. Furthermore, we 
must use both nominal plant and model uncertainty to self-tune the adaptive con­
troller. This is our basic principle to tackle the robustness issue for adaptive control. 
In what follows next, we outline the solution approach used in this dissertation.
• Adaptive Modeling of Uncertain Systems.
Our approach is to modify the algorithms from worst-case identification in 
Tioo that produces not only nominal models, but also the modeling errors
in Tioo norm. The chosen algorithm is least-squares based linear algorithms 
from [27, 36]. There are several reasons for choosing least-squares based linear 
algorithms. First, the least-squares algorithm has been used extensively in 
conventional identification. It is simple and effective, and can be implemented 
using time-domain data recursively. Second, the convergence of the least- 
squares algorithm from conventional parametric modeling in [23, 47] is hinged 
to the persistent excitation amounting to a set of non-zero spectrum lines. 
When the input signal is periodic with the same set of non-zero spectrum 
lines, the ratio of the discrete Fourier transforms between the (steady-state) 
input and output signals defines the frequency response data for identification 
in 7foo> and the two least-squares algorithms are then equivalent. Finally the 
least-squares algorithm from identification in 7i0o is capable of quantifying 
the worst-case identification error. Hence, the modeling uncertainty can be 
computed given certain a priori information.
• Robust Model Reference Control.
Model reference control has been used extensively in adaptive control. How­
ever, the control algorithm did not take model uncertainty into consideration. 
Our approach to model reference control is the employment of loopshaping 
methodology. Roughly speaking, the reference model is used to represent the 
ideal loopshape that is in turn determined by the ideal frequency shape of sen­
sitivity and complementary sensitivity. The control objective is to synthesize
a stabilizing feedback controller that minimizes the Hoo cost associated with 
the reference model. The resulting design is close to the Hoo loopshaping in 
[48]. This approach has taken the additive model uncertainty into considera­
tion. Furthermore, the resulting feedback system also admits other robustness 
properties. Moreover, the resulting Hoo controller has an observer-structure. 
The idea of incorporating ideal frequency loopshape into the reference model 
is novel, and has not been studied before. For robust adaptive control, finite 
horizon control or filtering is employed to implement robust model reference 
control on line. With appropriate conditions, the finite horizon Hoo control 
converges asymptotically to Hoo loopshaping based model reference control.
As it can be seen, our approach is quite different from the conventional ones. We 
begin with deterministic problems for robust identification and control under the 
paradigm of Hoot ai*d then implement the resulting algorithms in real time. This is 
one of the reasons why least-squares algorithm and finite horizon control algorithm 
are chosen. In comparison with the existing results, our approaches have three 
distinguishing features. The first one is the “hard bound" for the quantification of 
the modeling error. This hard bound is obtained through the use of certain a priori 
information of the infinite-dimensional system and the experimental sampled data. 
This is in sharp contrast with the “soft bound' as in [24], It is believed that the 
“hard bound ” is necessary in order to have worst case guarantees for both stability 
and performance of the feedback control system. The second one is in the syn
dissertation of stabilizing feedback controller through minimization of an Hoo cost 
associated with nominal performance determined by the reference model and robust 
stability in presence of bounded additive uncertainty. The resulting controller has 
the same McMillan degree as the nominal plant model and the resulting feedback 
system is close to that of the reference model in terms of the frequency shape for 
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity if the nominal model is close to the true 
physical system. The last one is the consistency between identification and control 
for which both identification and control use Hoo norm to measure the identification 
error and control performance cost.
1.3 D issertation Organization
This dissertation consists of five chapters. The content of these five chapters are 
described briefly next.
Chapter 1 gives the introduction of the dissertation. It indicates the importance 
of the research work accomplished as well as the contribution of the dissertation. 
The existing research in the areas of system identification and adaptive control is 
reviewed. Different approaches to tackle robust adaptive control are described. Our 
solution approach adopted in this dissertation is outlined in comparison with others. 
Unique features of our dissertation work are also discussed.
Chapter 2 introduces the problem of identification in Woo. The focus of the chap­
ter is the least-squares based linear algorithms due to their simplicity, efficiency, and 
more importantly, to the applicability to on-line identification. This chapter begins
with the deterministic identification problem in frequency domain (identification in 
'Hoo)- The central results are the improved identification error bounds in Hoo norm. 
It reveals some interesting features of the least-square based linear algorithms. The 
most important one is that the linear algorithms developed in [35, 27] for iden­
tification in Hoo are exponentially convergent for nonunifornily spaced frequency 
response data. Moreover, it can be used in conjunction with Kung’s algorithm to 
produce a low order state-space model that is very effective for identification of the 
lightly damped systems. Stochastic identification error bound is also derived for the 
least-square based linear algorithm in [36, 27]. Two simulation examples are used 
to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Chapter 3 considers an alternative approach to model reference control (MRC). 
The focus is on Hoo loopshaping with observer-based feedback controllers. We for­
mulate a specific MRC problem that incorporates the reference model into the Hoo 
optimization. The key idea is the representation of the ideal sensitivity and comple­
mentary sensitivity with a simple reference model. The H^. cost has taken additive 
model uncertainty into consideration. More importantly, the feedback system has 
performance robustness in presence of small plant perturbation. This chapter be­
gins with analysis of observer-based feedback systems. The MRC problem is then 
tackled for continuous-time systems. The syn dissertation algorithm is developed 
that consists of design of state feedback gain, and design of output injection gain.
The same problem is tackled for discrete-time system also. State-space solutions are 
derived for both continuous-time and discrete-time systems.
Chapter 4 is concerned with the real time implementation for least-squares based 
linear algorithm for identification in and robust model reference control. The 
frequency domain least-squares algorithm is translated into the one of time domain 
using Parseval’s Theorem and with the assumption of persistent excitation. It is 
shown that the identified model converges asymptotically and exponentially to the 
identified model produced by least-squares based linear algorithm studied in Chap­
ter 2. Because our adaptive control system has a feedback structure, the convergence 
issue for closed-loop adaptive identification is also investigated. The use of filtered 
input data for least-squares algorithm leads to an additive uncertainty with H c» 
norm error bound that is consistent with the robust model reference control. To 
implement robust model reference control in real time, finite horizon Tico control is 
introduced. The performance cost associated with model reference control is 
converted into that of finite horizon. The feedback controller is computed iteratively 
based on the identified model and the real time input/output data. Finally to pre­
vent possible instability caused by inaccurate a priori information, model validation 
result in [58] is employed to monitor the adaptive system.
Chapter 5 gives the concluding remarks of the dissertation. It summarizes the 
research achievements, and points out the unsolved research problems for robust 
adaptive control. Because contributions of this dissertation have been discussed in
the first chapter, this chapter focuses on the future research direction. The controller 
law adaptation is emphasized, and real time implementation for the finite horizon 
Hoo control is elaborated. These problems are expected to be resolved in near future.
Finally, an appendix is used to include those background materials not available 
in each chapter, and those computer programs compiled for computer simulations.
C hapter 2
Least-squares A lgorithm s for 
W orst Case Identification in H qo
2.1 Introduction
This chapter considers least-squares algorithms for the robust identification prob­
lem discussed in Chapter 1 that is hinged to the robustness of the adaptive feedback 
control system. Our objective is the development of identification algorithms that 
not only identifies the nominal plant, but also quantifies the identification error in 
the sup-norm, compatible with robust control in Woo- Furthermore, this research will 
focus on the adaptability of the algorithm for on-line identification of the nominal 
plant, and on-line quantification of the model uncertainty. This leads to the least- 
squares based identification algorithm that is applicable to both frequency domain 
and time domain data.
Least-squares algorithm is well known and allegedly dates back to Gauss. It is ex­
tensively studied in the context of identification and filtering. In [47], the application 
of the least-squares algorithm to system identification using time domain measure­
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ment data is described in great detail. Although the physical system is assumed to 
have an exact finite-dimensional model, the modeling error induced by measurement 
noise is analyzed in the stochastic framework. The modeling error caused by under- 
modeling is not considered in [47] until the recent work reported in [24] where the 
stochastic embedding is used to quantify the variance of the undermodeling error 
in frequency domain. A drawback with the conventional least-squares algorithm is 
the lack of “hard bound” on the quantification of the modeling error in frequency 
domain.
Our work on least-squares algorithm is motivated by robust control-oriented 
identification in " H formulated by Helmicki, Jacobson and Nett [35] that aims at 
both identification of the nominal plant and quantification of the model uncertainty 
in sup-norm. Roughly speaking, the identification problem proposed in [35] can be 
stated as follows: given a finite number of noisy experimental frequency response 
data, find an algorithm which not only identifies the nominal plant model, but 
also quantifies the worst case identification error in H<x, norm. Furthermore, the 
algorithm is required to have the property that the worst case identification error 
converges to zero as the noise level goes to zero and the number of experimental 
data points goes to infinity. This particular identification problem is termed as 
identification in Tic#, In the context of feedback system design, it is essential that the 
resulting system identification algorithm produce an identified model that converges 
in a topology for which feedback stability is a robust property. Such topology
is chosen as Woo that is consistent with the robust control design. The research 
work along this direction constitutes an important part of robust identification. In 
the past a  few years, several effective algorithms are developed, including linear 
algorithms, two-stage nonlinear algorithms, and interpolation algorithms. See [1, 9, 
25, 35, 36, 54, 55, 58, 71] and references cited therein.
In this chapter, we will focus on least-squares based linear algorithms for iden­
tification in Woo due to their simplicity, efficiency, and more importantly, to the 
applicability to on-line identification. This chapter will begin with the deterministic 
and stochastic identification problem in frequency domain (identification in Woo), 
and then discuss identification of lightly damped system. Our result reveals some 
interesting features of the least-square based linear algorithms. The most important 
one is that the linear algorithms developed in [36] for identification in Woo are ex­
ponentially convergent for nonuniformly spaced frequency response data. Improved 
upper bounds are derived for the least-square based linear algorithm in [36]. It is 
also interesting to note that the linear algorithms studied in this paper, combined 
with the balanced model reduction, give an effective procedure for the identification 
of lightly damped systems. Upper bounds for modeling error are also derived for 
stochastic (or probablistic) case. Due to the linearity of the algorithms, such error 
bounds are particularly attractive. A comparison between worst-case and stochas­
tic error bounds shows that the worst-case approach is not so pessimistic as some 
people think. In fact, these two error bounds are close to each other.
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2.2 Problem  Form ulation and Prelim inaries
In this section we describe the identification problem formulated by Helmicki, 
Jacobson, and Nett [35]. The system in consideration is assumed to be linear, 
discrete-time, shift-invariant, and possibly infinite-dimensional. Such system admits
transfer function which corresponds to 2-transformation:
00
G(s) 9 k € R pxm (2.1)
k=0
where {#<_•} is the impulse response. It is further assumed that the system admits 
certain stability margin in the sense that
M — sup a(G'(z)) <  oo 
p|s|>i
where M  >  0, p > 1. Moreover the transfer function Ci[z) is continuous on toroidal 
circle |s | =  'p~x > p~x. The set of all such systems is denoted by S (p ,M )  C 
The value of M  represents the system gain as an upper bound over all exponentially 
weighted sinusoidal inputs while the value of p represents as a lower bound on the 
relative stability of the system. The pair (M ,p)  characterizes the a priori informa­
tion of the system to be identified which can be experimentally estimated. Indeed,
the output response of the system at time k is given by
k
y(k) -  gk*u(k) =  giii{k -  i)
1=0
by causality where {«(&)} and {«/(&)} define the input and output sequences, and 
the impulse response. If the system input is given by







then the output response y(k) is given by 
y(Ar) =  ^ ^ R e [p - ( fc- ‘)e ^ - ‘> ]
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= R ef Y ,9 i P {
\L«=o
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E 9 i P
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pky(k) = Re
ii= fc+ l
=  R e [G ( /r1eJ'uV * u'] - R e 2  I eJ
ii=H 1
The hypothesis that G(z) is continuous on the circle |s| =  p-1 > p— 1 implies
It follows that the quantity
M  — sup a (G (z))  
p|*l>i
can be estimated from the output response pky(k) asymptotically by sweeping the 
frequency from 0  to 7T. S o  we have the interpretation that M  is the worst case 
gain of the system over the weighted sinusoidal input, and p stands for the stability 
margin. Because the measurement at the output can not be noise free, large p is 
prohibited. Otherwise pk weights the measurement noise exponentially that will
amplify the noise considerably. Since the value of
9ip‘e-iiu j
depends on the time constant of the system, the appropriate value of p should be 
determined such that pkJio(k) is not large.
The experimental data consists of a finite collection of frequency response sam­
ples corrupted by noise A. In a deterministic case, noise A is assumed to be available. 
In a stochastic case, the noise is assumed to be a random variable. Some statistical 
properties of the noise are needed and stochastic errors in frequency domain can be 
derived, but no explicit hard error bound can be established. In worst case, noise 
A is assumed to be deterministic that is bounded a priori by some known level 8. 
In the case of m (number of inputs) > p (number of outputs), the noisy frequency 
response samples are given by
E k = G(ej*k) + A*, CT(iy(eJua)Ajt) <  8, k = 0 ,1  N -  1, (2.2)
where W{e,UJ) is a known weighting function. Our objective is to find a causal 
polynomial (or FIR) model G(z) such that HH^C? -  G)||oo is minimized. We assume 
temporarily that the frequency samples ate uniformly spaced. For the case m  <  p, 
the measurement data is given by
E k =  G (e ^ k) +  A*, or(A/.H/ (e''u'fc)) <  8, k  =  0 ,1 .......A ' - l .
The objective in this case is to find a causal polynomial (or FIR) model G{z) such
R c { k ) = * (  £ ;
\i=H
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that ||((7 — GJH^Hoo is minimized. In what follow next, we consider only the case 
m > p.
Since a physical system has real impulse response, its frequency response satisfies 
the property of conjugate symmetry. It is thus clear that we need perform frequency 
response experimentally for only positive frequencies. The problem of identification 
in H co is to find an identification algorithm A n which maps the experimental data 
(2.2), and a jmori information (M ,p ,8 ) to an approximate model G € Woo such 
that the identification error en(A;v,/!/,/>, <5) defined by
en(A N,M ,p,6)-.=  sup { ||H '( G -G ) I U :  |A*| < 8,1 <  k < N \  (2.3)
aes(P,M) K J
is suitably small. Furthermore, the modeling error is derived with an explicit worst 
case error bound. The algorithm A n  is said to be convergent if erl(/1/v, M, p, 6) 
approaches to zero as <5 goes to zero and the number of data points N  goes to 
infinity:
lim e„(/lA', yV/,/?, <5) =  0.
6— Q,N,n— <x>
The convergence has the same meaning as the identifiability [»17] in the sense that the 
algorithm produces the plant model exactly if the data is complete, and noiseless.
An algorithm is said to be tuned if the a priori information of the plant model 
or/and noise level is used in the identification process. Since untuned linear algo­
rithms are divergent in presence of the worst case noise, convergent linear algorithms 
are necessarily tuned, A class of tuned linear algorithms are those reported in [36] 
based on the least-squares fitting. While it. remains unknown for the existence of
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other types of tuned linear algorithms which are convergent, we will focus on the 
least-squares based linear algorithms. In what follows next, some preliminary re­
sults will be presented that are important to the development of the later sections. 
The following lemma clarifies the relation between frequency and time domain for 
the case of discrete finite data that is referred to mixed Parseval theorem.
L em m a 2.1 Let P(e3“) =  po +  Pie~ju> +  ... +  where {pu} is the coef­
ficient sequence. Denote IFyv =  ej2,r/W. Then, for any N  > n ,
n  k—0
Proof: The Fourier coefficients are given by
’ j  N - 1
1 f 2lt
Pi




= —  I P(e3u,)elu,du) =
27T J o
Hence we may write
/V")=£ E
1=0 t = —co
It follows that
P ( e ^ )  =  /’( l ^ )  =  E w l V i
1=0
We prove the lemma by direct verification using definitions:
Z P i p J  =  ±  P i P l
1=0 f = —co
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=  j c  ( [ £  C  P ^ ) ^ }  [ £  / ; *  P ( ^ ) e > ^ ] ' )
=  5 5  r  r  ■p(e;'"> [p(ej'“ >i ’ j l  ^
= h  J o * p ^  Of* lp ^ ]  * s (u  ~  d u
=  s / o 2’ -P(eJ'" ) t/,(c i" )] ' ^
where we have used relation
£  e*'1"-*) =  27r«(a;-w).
( =—CO
Taking trace both sizes gives the first part of the mixed Parseval theorem. Similarly, 
there holds
n—1
4 }  E P ( K X  i  E P ( K ) W %
' V k= 0 Ljy  1=0
N - 1
S  t r  \PiPl] =  E  t r
i=0 i'=0
= j E E tr E wNl"n
JV k - o  1=0 \  1=0
= I e  *  ( p w & m K ) ) ' )  ■
k=0
where we have used relation
1 n -  1
Ar *1=0
1, iffc =  /,
0 otherwise.
Thus the second part of the mixed Parseval theorem is proven. ■
Because least-squares algorithm minimizes mean-square error while for robust 
control, the modeling error has to be quantified in Hoo norm, this poses a serious 
problem for the identification algorithm based on least-squares. The next result is 
useful to provide worst-case identification error bounds on the quantification of the
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Woo norm in terms of the W2 norm. The proof is modified from [36] but has a tighter 
upper bound.
L em m a 2.2 Denote W2('Pp) as the collection of functions analytic onT>p, and each 
element absolutely square integrable on the boundary o fD p. For any function F  € 




=  F  t r ( F ( p - V “ ) [ F ( , r ‘0 ] ‘) < k .
Then, F  € Woo, and
Proof: For any harmonic function U(z), it can be represented by Possion’s inte­
gral
1 -  r
rdt
• cos (0 — t) + r2
where u(t) is the boundary function. Set F(e^u) =  U (re^) ,  u(t) = F (^=et). Thus, 
Possion’s integral is given by
1 - p - 1
x!2 cos(u; — t) +  p~l
dt.
Applying Schwartz inequality yields
imi~ < 1 -  2p~lV2 cos(/) +  p~l dt
1/2
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We first derive an upper bound on H-Flkv^ From [36], any function G  6 H 2{Vr2) 
satisfies inequality
HGllwi^/n) < ||G||!|;'1(r,/r)iiG||!,';*<r/ri) 
by Hadamard’s theorem provided that rj <  r  <  r2 . This is equivalent to
ll^lkr < 11^ 115,*
where 0 <  a  =  lo g (^ ) /lo g (^ )  <  1 for 0 < rj <  r <  r2. Now taking r\ =  1, r = yfp 
and r2 =  p with G replaced by F,  then a  =  1/2 and thus
^ < \ \ n h n i P
To complete the proof, we note that the Possion kernel can be written as
1 — r2
1 — 2r cos(0) +  v2 =  J 2  r w e
M \ J n O
N
=  1 +  2 5"! r'1 cos nO.
n= l
It follows for r =  p~1^ 2,
- r  (— 12k J-ir \  1 — 2p~1 -  2p~ll/2 cos(/) +  p~x 
\  1/2
dt
CO \  ' /  CO '






Therefore, we can bound the sup-norm of F  using the 2-norm according to
co<
The lemma is thus true.
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Earlier work on identification in Hoo norm has used Cl norm to bound the Hoo 
that always gives a factor l / (p  — 1) in the identification error bound. As discussed 
earlier, the value of p is often close to one in order to obtain a reasonable estimate of 
M .  This factor l / ( p — 1) gives excessively large error bound. To avoid this factor, n- 
width approximation theory can be used. The final lemma in this section is quoted 
from [57]. Define Vm as the collection of all (m — 1) th order causal polynomial (or 
FIR) model
Vm = { P :  / ’ =  p0 + p , s - , +  ... +  pm_ ,s - (m- ,)} . (2.4)
The following lemma can be found in [57] (Theorem 2.1 of page 250).
Lemma 2.3 Let M > 0,p > 1. Then for m = 0,1,...,
SUP  P c v  II6 '  “  =  M P ~ m -GeS(M,p) p £v ’"
Further, for any G € S(M ,p), the globally optimal approximant of G
m - l
r;,\G] ■= £  (i - />><*-” 1)
k=0
achieves the bound M p~m. That is,
sup | |G ' - JP„°l[G]||00 =  M p-"1.
GeS(M,p)
It should be mentioned that the result in [57] is stronger than what was quoted 
here. However, Lemma 2.3 suffices our application for identification in Hoc,. Finally, 
we also note that with P,n[G] given above, there holds
l l^ [ G ] l lv < l |G ||2.P < M , p >  1. (2.5)
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2.3 M odeling U ncertainty U sing Least Squares
In this section, the algorithms interest to us are the luncd linear algorithms 
reported in [36]. This is called least-squares based linear algorithms. We treat 
the unified least-squares based linear algorithms, and derive error bounds of the 
modeling uncertainty applicable to the uniformly spaced frequency response data 
samples. The extension to nonuniformly spaced frequency response data samples will 
be discussed at the end of the section. For convenience, the results will be presented 
for scalar functions. The generalization to transfer matrix functions requires only 
notational change.
Let the experimental data sequence {Ef?} be given in (2.2) with its DFT coeffi­
cients defined by inverse DFT:
Ck(EN ) =  - ] - Z  E F W ' l  W n  =  <j2’ / N, k  =  0,1 , N  -  1. 
n  1=0
Let the identified model be in V m given by
*(*) =  E  " S N -
k=o
The objective of the linear algorithms is to determine p^’s which are linear functions 
of the experimental data (2.2) such that the identification error measured in 
norm is suitably small. The class of linear algorithms in [36] are based on the 
solutions of certain least-squares problems. The purpose of these algorithms is to 
perform suitable polynomial interpolation so that a. convergent algorithm is obtained 
in the presence of noise corruption in the data, The identified model is constrained to
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satisfy only the a priori information in the presence of noise. Two such least-squares 
problems which lead to linear algorithms are constrained minimizations
Ji =  minPk £ | P4 - c k(E » ) \
1/2
, subject to ||G ||2,p < M
.k—0
with the convention that pu =  0 for n < k < N  — 1 if n < N ,  and
Ji  =  min 
dev „ A-=0
1/2
, subject to ||G'||2,p <  M.
These two minimization problems are treated differently in [36] and result in two 
different linear algorithms, as well as error bounds. It turns out that the two different 
linear algorithms produce the same identified model.
P ro p o s itio n  2.1 The two different constrained minimization problems J\, and Ji 
yield the same solution G, and J\ =  Ji,
Proof: The fact that J\ =  J 2 is a. direct consequence of the mixed Parseval’s theo­
rem in Lemma 2.1. Since the constrained minimizations are least-squares problems, 
they have unique solution. The fact is thus true. I
The above observation is important, since one needs to consider only Ji. The 
next result gives an improved bound for the resulting identification error.
T h e o rem  2.2 Let the noisy experimental frequency response data be given in (2,2). 
Let the approximated model be G(z) 6 Vn where the coefficients are defined by the 
solution o f the constrained minimization problem Ji. Then, the worst-case identifi-
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cation error satisfies
e^(M , p, 8) <  M p~n +  2M » p +  1 (  6
p -  1 \ M
1/2
+ p~
Proof: The constrained minimization problem given has a  solution with
ly fc=0
1/2
s  ( £  E  !<*«*> -  G « ) | 2) 1/2 + ( i  g  |A «f),/!
< S + Mp-"
where the triangle inequality is used. To see this note that
G =  P ‘ [G] +  v, and ||r)||2 < M p~ "
yields one such solution by the n-width approximation. Hence,
N k=0
1/2
< 28 + M p~n
by the hypothesis on E N, which in turn implies that
g - ^ [ g ] | | 2 =  j j Np \ G ( w k ) - p ; m w $ , ) f
<  2 (6 + M p - )
1 /2
in light of Lemma 2.1. Note also in light of (2.5) that
Hence, ||G — P,?[G']||2,p < 2M, Using Lemma 2.2, it follows that
< +  M p -n) y i 2{2M }x' 2
Now the error bound can be established by noting that
cn( M , p ,S) 5  s u p { | |G - d | | « , :  G e S ( M , p ) , \ A t \ <6,1  < k < N }
< Mp~n +  sup {||G  — / ’”[G ]|U  G € S(M .  p), lA ^ <  i}
=  A / p - '+ 2 A / y g ( ±  +  p - » ) ‘/2 .
that concludes the proof. I
It should be clear that the error bound in Theorem 2.2 improves the one in 
[36], and has a simpler form. This is due to the fact that for the case 6 =  0, the 
error bound in Theorem 2.2 decays in the order 0(p~n/2), whereas in [36], the error 
decays in the order 0 (p ~ an) where a < 1/2 for p > 1. Furthermore, the factor 
(p +  1 )/(p — 1) in [36] is replaced by ^ ( p  + 1 )/(p -  1) in Theorem 2.2. This is 
especially important because p is close to one in order to have good estimate of M. 
The constrained minimization problem means that as N  > n —> oo, the worst-case 
identification error decays to zero exponentially for noise free case. Because it is 
difficult to solve the constraint minimization problem, we will convert it into the 
unconstraint problem. This gives our next result.
C o ro lla ry  2.1 Let the noisy experimental frequency response data be given by (2.2).
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Denote 8 =  8 *f Mp~n. Form the approximate model
*= -1 +  (3 7 )
tw7/i { c * ^ ) }  the DFT coefficient o f {E(?}. Then, the worst case identification
1/2
error satisfies
eN(M,p,8) < Mp~n +  (1 +  ( J j  + P~n
Proof: Consider the following unconstrained minimization problem:
-<)+(£) Vil
with Gn =  po +  -f- ... +  Pn—iz n~^. It admits a solution Gn such that J  <  282.





A  A - 0
1/2
< \/2  6.
It follows that
/  i N - i  , „ \
l |6 - /» [ G ] | |a =  E  +  j
■ 1 N ~ l  . 2 l 1 / 2  /  1 / V _ 1  .
< T f E  c K ) - ' 5*  +  T f E  W ® - 1!
L n  A-=0 J \ A  A - 0
\ n  A - 0
1/2
Since J  <  2£2, there holds, by (2.6),
m ) 1*1!,s *  =►
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and ||G — P n i^ l ^ p  ^  11  ^— ^[^IIIoo.p ^  M  +  y/2M. The worst case identification 
error bound can then be obtained following the same steps in the proof of The-
A
orem 2.2. To obtain the explicit solution G, one notices that the unconstrained 
minimization problem is equivalent to
J = mjn E |» - + E h<£W)f + (^)! (’£' W’/■")
by mixed Parseval’s theorem. The optimal solution pu s can then be obtained by 
setting the partial derivatives dJ/dpk  =  0 that gives
=  2(W -« (£ ■ « ))  +  2 Ky ‘ = o
for k =  0 ,1 ,..., n — 1. After simplification we obtain
Pk ^1 +  ( J ^ j Pkp2^  = ck(E N).
Therefore, the solution
Pk = — - J J 7 T — > * '=  0,1,...,)! -  1,
1 +  ( £ )  />"
is obtained. The proof is now completed. I
Comparing the two upper bounds, one for constrained minimization, and the 
other for unconstrained minimization, we conclude that a factor of \/2 is added for 
unconstrained one. Before concluding this section, it should be emphasized that all 
the linear algorithms discussed so far are derived for uniformly spaced frequency re­
sponse data. Naturally, one would like to know whether or not the linear algorithms
can be adapted to the case where the frequency response data is nonuniformly spaced 
as studied in [1, 54]. This question will be answered for the tuned linear algorithm.
C o ro lla ry  2.2 Let the experimental frequency response data E N be obtained at 
{w,}^.q1 which is not uniformly spaced. Define matrix Ui as
1 eJU,° ... 1)w°
U,=
e j ( l - l)u/i
where 0 < I < N . Suppose that the identified model G € Vn is obtained from the 
following unconstrained minimization problem
J “ =rfils. (* 1 - <)+ (£)’
with the same 6 as in Corollary 2.1. Then, the worst case identification error satis­
fies
e/y(M, p, 8) < Mp~" + / ^ (1 + p +  1 ( s _  
p -  \ \ M +  / » - " •S.(Un ) \
Proof: It is noted that the tuned algorithm is similar to that in Corollary 2.1
except that the frequency response data is not uniformly spaced. Same argument
in Corollary 2.1 gives J„ <  252, and thus a. solution G € Vn exists such that
N - \  * / 2
Denote F  =  G — 6 P,,. Then, the above is equivalent to
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where V is a column vector of size N  with first n elements being the n coefficients 
of F (z ), and the rest elements zero. Note that by the definition of singular values, 
1 <  n /M tT O 1) =  \/N /s .(U l\ ) .  It follows that
l|G -  J M I j  =  | | f  ||j <  v/V (l + y /Z )b iU S ')  = 
for any G € Similarly, ||G ||2,P <  y/2M. Thus
l|G -  Gib., <  (1 +  y/2)M <
Hence, the error bound can be established following the same steps in the proof of 
Corollary 2.1. I
A few comments are in order. First, denote P as a column vector of size n with 
coefficients of G as the elements. Then, the minimization problem in Corollary 2.2 
has a matrix representation
7 n U"mm
PeR."
L i v m A
p -
0
where Un is same as in Corollary 2.2 with / =  n, A =  diag(l,p, ...,p (n-1)), and
y/m
1 1 1 1 
1 1
1 If/11 • m If/"**11' m ta
 II E {* , m > n. (2.7)
1 iy m - 1  ' ' m 11 m
4
i
Hence, the solution P  is easily obtained from the orthogonality condition. Second, 
since Vm satisfies V*tVm = /„ for m > n where V," denotes the conjugation transpose
which is well defined even if U*Un in singular, though in this case, the error bound 
is not defined. It should be clear that U*Un is nonsingular if and only if all {w,}’s 
are distinct. Finally, note that if w,-’s are uniformly spaced, then U„Un =  N I n for 
which U*EN/N  is the inverse DFT of the experimental measurement data and both 
the solution and the error bound reduce to those of Corollary 2.1 by noting that 
<7(Vn ) = h (Vn ) = ' /N .
2.4 Stochastic A nalysis o f the Least-Squares 
B ased Identification A lgorithm
The least squares method is a classical stochastic approach to determining the 
finite order approximant
G(=) = ' j 2 P k z - k\  pk € R ',x’". (2.9)
k= 0
The finite sequence {pa-J/IIo represents the impulse response of G{~). The previous 
section has derived a worst-case identification error bound in the Tioo norm. This 
section is devoted to the stochastic analysis of the least-squares algorithm as dis­
cussed in the previous section. As assumed before, the unknown system is a set 
S (p yM )  C 7Yco. The noise A*. k =  1,2, . . ,N  is now assumed to consist of N  in­
dependent, identically distributed, complex random variables with zero mean and
variance a 2. The experimental data. Ejf  has the same form
E% =  G(eju,k) + A k (2.10)
= -P„°(GKey"*) + (G(ey“‘) -  fSlGKe*1*)) + 4
(2 . 11)
n-1
=  £  ,*  =  0,1...... N  -  1
A - 0
where A consists of two parts: The deterministic part bounded by M p~n according 
to the n-width approximation theory as P°[G]{z) is the globally optimal approxi- 
mant; The stochastic part with variance a 2. Denote
1 1 1 f f l d )
11 1 , P =
C K W 1)
1 W%~' . .. 1 _ P°[G ](H ^(,- 1)) _
(2 . 12)
and use the same notation as in Corollary 2.1 and (2.7), we can write (2.10) as
E  =  V P  +  A, A “ = AS AI ... A ^_j (2.13)
To treat the stochastic problem, we set the cost function as (equivalent to the case 
of 6 =  0)
J , := min ( 1  £  Ig " V " ‘ ) -  E ? f )  +  P 'M l|G"IIL- P-M )G»en \A ' k=Q 1 /
The above cost function is motivated by zero mean of the radom noise {A*}. The
next result shows that the solution to Js is unbiased asymptotically.
P ro p o s itio n  2.3 Let G € V n be the solution of Js in (2.14) where n < N . Then it 
is an asymptotically unbiased solution in the sense that its expectation approaches
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to the true plant as the number of samples tends to infinity. There holds stochastic 
error bound
sup l\ s { G } - G \ U < M ^  + ^ ± ^ m j m - n P ,
GeS(M,p) L J g\UN) V p - 1
where £ is expectation operator and Un  is the same as in Corollary 2.1 with I
replaced by N . I f  the frequency response measurements are uniformly sampled, then
there holds
sup IIS  { 6 }  -  GIU < Mf>-"  +  (1 +
G<ZS{M,p) *• J V “  1
Proof: The solution to the unconstrained least-squares solution is given as in 




P n - l
( W *  , r u ; G K u - A \
- { — + p  A )  \ n r  + - 7 r )
where
G,\ —
0 ( 1 ) Ao
G ( H V )
, A  =
A ,
A w - i
Taking expectation yields
£ { 'J) =  ( ^  +  P '2"A2)
U;GN
N
This is exactly the same solution as in Corollary 2.1 with 6 =  Mp~n (see the 
discussion after Corollary 2.1). The error bound can then be concluded using the
3 9
results in Corollary 2.1 with 6 =  0, or equivalently 8 =  Mp~n. The error bound for 
uniformly spaced frequency response samples can be obtained by setting U*U„ =  /„ 
and <l {Un ) =  \/~N. I
Although the least-square based algorithm is biased, the bias is caused by under 
modeling, but not the corruption noise. Because the bias approaches to zero as 
N  > n -* oo, it is asymptotically unbiased. In what follows next, we consider 
computation of variance in worst-case for scalar systems. It applies to multivariable 
systems with simple notational change. First we write
G = S  {<?(-.)} + Z{z) +  p - 2" ^ y '  ^  =  £  {G(-.)} +  A{.-)
where
' t W ,  ,Z(eJU>) = 1 e-JU' ... e~^n~ ^w , A(.-) =  Z(.-) ( i i p  +  p -2"A2) N
Then we have the following bound for the worst-case variance in frequency domain.
P ro p o sitio n  2.4 Let G 6 V n be the solution of Ja in (2. l j ) inhere n < N . Suppose 
that the frequency response samples a re uniformly distributed, and the variance of the 
corruption noise is a2. Then the worst-case variance in frequency domain satisfies 
the following inequality:
2
•I I J 2< I M  +  (1 +  v 2 ) i / -----   ) p ” +  cr .
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Proof: Because A k lias zero mean for each fc, it follows that
| e  { (G  -  G) (G -  G )'}  L  =  flc {6} -  C  + ll£ ( A A '
The first term on the right hand side satisfies
(2.15)
ll£  I 6 )  -  Gfll < ( M  + (l + P -  (2-16)
for G € <S(M, p) using the result in Proposition 2.3. To quantify the second term 
on the right hand side of (2.15), we use the representation
A (e^ ) =  Z(ej“) +  p- 2«A2^
1 C~u g-fn-Ou)




e j ( / V - l ) u / i A
N
where w; =  2iir/N  for uniformly distributed frequency samples. Hence, we obtain, 
using the fact that U*Un =  Ar/„, and £(AA*) =  a 2 that
r2 n—1
Thus, substituting the above and (2.16) into the right hand side of (2.15), and 
taking appropriate supremum can then conclude the upper bound for the worst- 
case variance in frequency domain. I
Proposition 2.4 shows that the stochastic error (i.e., variance error) in frequency 
domain is comparable to the worst-case error in the previous section. The modeling
error caused by noise is not significant. A more important issue is the under modeling 
error that has been investigated in the previous section.
The cost of using the least squares method, or more generally any stochastic 
approach, is that at least some information about the noise statistics must be as­
sumed known. Additionally, the least squares method is biased if there is a model
uncertainty, although it is asymptotically unbiased. One way to improve the least
•  Asquares estimate is to increase the order of the estimate C?'(s). As n increases, the
quality of the model improves. However, the worst-case variance of the identification 
error caused by noise remains the same. It shows that worst-case variance is close 
to the worst-case identification in the sense that variance does not vanish that is the 
same as the worst case noise level S.
2.5 A pplications to Lightly D am ped System s
In this section, we consider identification of lightly damped systems using the 
least-squares based linear algorithm, in conjunction with the Kung’s algorithm. This 
problem is significant because frequency, response fitting has been the main tool for 
modeling of lightly damped systems such as flexible structures, while other identifi­
cation algorithms from identification in Ho* do not work well for such applications. 
For instance, the two-stage nonlinear algorithms in [35, 25] are not effective for 
lightly damped systems [29]. Its difficulty lies in the model reduction part of the 
identified model. Most model reduction algorithms such as balanced realization and
Hankel norm approximation require computations of the controllability and observ­
ability gramians. Since the identified model from the two-stage nonlinear algorithm 
inevitably has a high order for flexible structures and is a sum of a rational function 
(resulted from Nehari approximant) and a causal polynomial function, it is almost 
impossible to compute controllability and observability gramians, or the resulting 
gramians are not accurate. This problem also exists for interpolation based algo­
rithms [8, 9, 33]. It is noted that the linear algorithms studied in this paper produce 
identified models having an FIR. structure, and the computation for controllability 
and observability gramians requires only one singular value decomposition [30, 43]. 
Due to the reliability of singular value decomposition, the reduced order model re­
tains dominant modes of the flexible structure. However, before we present the 
simulation examples, some results on Kung’s algorithm will be discussed, and its 
relation with the algorithm developed in [30] will be investigated.
In approximation of infinite-dimensional systems, Gu, Khargonekar, and Lee 
have proposed an algorithm [30] that derives first an FIR approximate model, and 
balanced model reduction is then applied to obtain reduced model. This algorithm 
requires only computation of one inverse DFT, and one singular value decomposi­
tion, it is thus quite effective for obtaining low order approximate models. More 
importantly, upper bound on the approximation error can also be derived based 
on a priori information of the system, and the Hankel singular values of the FIR 
model. This algorithm is then adapted into the two-stage nonlinear algorithm for
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identification in Hoc,. The disadvantage of the algorithm is that full information of 
the FIR model is needed. We will show that this algorithm is also related to Kung’s 
algorithm [43] that is more flexible, more suitable if the FIR model has an extremely 
high order. The difference lies in the fact that there is no error bound for the Kung’s 
algorithm. Because there are some misconcept about Kung’s algorithm, we will be 
more detail in analyzing its properties next.
2.5.1 A nalysis o f K ung’s A lgorithm
To be specific, for a given FIR model
G  & < =  R ” * " ' ,
A- 0
a finite Hankel matrix of order q is defined by
Iiq :=  {9i+k - i ] “<k=l =
(J\ 92 . .  9 q -l
fa  fa  •• fa (2.17)
9 q -l 9q •• <72(9 - l )
Kung’s algorithm uses 2q < L so that Hq is “full”. It begins with the assumption 
that fa =  C A k~ 'B  for 0 < k < L — 1, and G is a truncated model of G(z) — 




B A B  .. A ' - ' B
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To obtain the realization of (A, B,  C) based on the finite sequence {gk = <7fc}fc=n 




C A q- l
B  A B  .. Aq~xB (2.18)
where Hq =  USV r  is the singular value decomposition of Hq. If G{z) has finite 







US ,/2. 5  =  S 1/2\/ t
0
(2.19)




= s_1/2c/7’ 0 Ip[q-1) 
0 0
c/s1/2.
U S 1/2 (2.20)
A problem arises for inaccurate data gu ^  gk- For the case m > p, we have 
C/,S € and V  € R pq*mq satisfying UTU = UUT =  Ipq and V TV = Imq, For
the case that m  <  </, V, S € R m»XH,9 and U € satisfying V V T =  I/7V  =  Imq
and UTU =  / p9. This is a generic case especially when the true system is infinite- 
dimensional of practical interest to us. Nevertheless, Kung suggests partitioning
U = Ux lh , K = Vi V2 , E =  d ia g (£ i,E 2) ( 2 .21)
where C/j 6 R px", V\ € R mx", and Sj 6 R "xn with n chosen depending on the gap 
between S i and E2.
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It is noted that there is no reason to impose the assumption 2q < L  if the data 
is inaccurate, or the true system is infinite-dimensional because then the Hankel 
matrix Hq may have full rank generically. We consider an extreme case when q =  L.
P ro p o sitio n  2.5 Let H i  be the satne as in (2.17) with q =  L, and m  >  p. Then 
H i  has full rank if  and only if  g i  has rank p. Let H i  =  U'LV'1 be the singular value 
decomposition and (A, B ,  C) be as in (2.19). Then (A , B , C) is a balanced realization 
of G[z) with S controllability and obsci'vabiliiy gramian. Suppose U,V and S are 
partitioned as in (2.21), then direct truncation of (A, B ,C )  can be obtained as
A =  TrA T j  = S r ,/2f/1r
0 Ip(L-1) 
0 0
it v 1/2 (2 .22)
B  =  TrB  = Z \ /2VT
’  /»  ’
05
» li o II Ip o
0
where Tt = In  0
u,  e ! / ! ,
is the truncation matrix. I f  Si and E2 have no common
element, then the reduced order model is stable.
Proof: The rank of H i  is the same as the minimal dimension of state-space 
model of G that is determined by minimal realization of g i z~ L which is pL if and 
only if g i  has full rank p as p < m  by assumption. To simplify the notation, we 
denote






Note the difference between f/,- and (/,•, and Vj and V{ for * — 1,2. With A, B,  C as 
in (2.19), we have C B  = g\, and
a m  =  2 - I / J 0 T ( p , 0 i )  1/ 2 .
Prom (2.23), and UU7 =  we obtain
o , u r = 5„,t - n =




The above implies that






Substituting C and B,  we obtain (using (2.23), and f /f /3 =  IpLxpL)>
Ci4fc+1J3 = /„ 0
0  /p(L-A-l)
0-2'£'/ '20 2'ZVr
’  /„, ’
0 0 0
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if k < L  — 1. For k >  L — 1, we have that C A k+1B  =  0 by S ^ L_ =  0 if k > L — 1. 
It follows that
G{z) = D + C{z I l - A ) - ' B ,  D = g0.
Now equation (2.18) implies that
S =  £  (A T)iC TC A i =  X ; A iB B T(AT)i
i=o i=o
that verifies the claim on controllability and observability gramian. Hence (A, B , C) 
is a balanced truncation of ( A ,B ,C )  that is stable if Si and S 2 have no common 
element. I
For lightly damped systems, the FIR model G'(;) obtained from linear algorithm 
is likely to have high order. Thus the singular value decomposition of may have 
difficulty. In such a situation, it is suggested to use Hq with q < L  so that the 
computation of singular value decomposition of Hq is feasible. Although in this 
case, the resulting (A , B , C ) as in (2.19) is not a realization of C?(s), and S is not 
controllability gramian, there still holds (using the same derivation earlier)
<7a+2 if 0 < & < < / — 1,
0 if k > q — 1.
Moreover S  is still the observability gramian as
C B  = gu C A k+' B  =
E -  Ar E/t =  E - S  1/2t /T
0 r
. >^(9- 1) .
0 Ip(q-1) U E1/2
=  E ' l 2UT V Ip 0
0
r UE1/2 =  C TC\
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Hence it can be expected that if q is close to L, the reduced order model still has
A
good approximation to G(.c) in terms of sup-norm. For reduced model
A A
Gn = D + C (z ln -  A) B, D — go,
A A
we may also try to compute a dilTerent B  and D such that it minimizes
||G„ -  G ||| =  lr f f  [6„(e*-) -  ( V “ )] [*„(<>) -  .
We may also replace G by experimental data E  and the integral with summation to 
simplify the computation. In this case we have a least squares solution for B  and 
D.  One may also use convex programming method to minimize the sup-norm that 
may improve significantly the approximation error.
R e m a rk  2.1 The same analysis holds for Kung’s algorithm if  m  <  p. In this case, 
we can take
A = S 1''2Kt
A  =  TrA T j  =  S j/2FiT F jS r1/2.
0 0 
/„,(,_!) 0
0  0 
An ( ,- 1) 0
This modification gives a similar result to Proposition 2.5. It is noted that Kung’s 
original algorithm does not consider the difference between m >  p and p < m.
2.5.2 Tw o Illustrative Exam ples
The purpose of this subsection is to illustrate the effectiveness of the linear 
algorithm, and its application to the identification of lightly damped systems in
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conjunction with the Kung’s algorithm. Two simulation examples are used. The 
first one assumes that the true system is given by
G<-> “  1 + 5 ^+ 1 0 * *  ' <2'26>
It can be verified that G(s) 6 S (M ,p )  with M  =  2.1 and p = 1.5. The experimen­
tal data is generated by uniform samples of G(eJ") with corrupting noise A* =  <5ej(? 
where 0 is a  uniformly distributed random variable. We have chosen 8 =  0.2 which 
is roughly one-tenth of the ||G'||oo. The simulation consists of N  =  64 experimental 
data points for both uniform and nonuniform sampling cases. The identified models 
are obtained using least-square based linear algorithm for n = 15. The magnitude 
error responses are plotted in Figure 1 with solid line for uniformly spaced sampling 
case and with dashed line for nonuniformly spaced sampling case. Because nonuni­
form sampling takes more samples at fast variation interval and fewer samples at 
slow variation interval of the frequency response, it often has a better performance 
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Figure 2.2: Magnitude response of the true system for the second example
i e
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Figure 2.3: Magnitude response of the identification error for the second example
The second example is taken from [29] where the true system is a  flexible struc- 
ture. While the two-stage nonlinear algorithm in [35, 25] is not effective for identifi­
cation of lightly damped systems [29], the linear algorithm studied in this paper, in 
conjunction with the Kung’s algorithm, yields a very impressive result. The magni­
tude response of the experimental data is plotted in Figure 2 with solid line. Since 
no a priori information on M, p and 8 are given in [29], we have used M  =  130, 
p =  1.01 and 8 — 0.5. Corollary 2.1 is applied with N = n = 1024 to obtain the 
FIR model. Kung’s algorithm is applied with L = N  — 1, and q =  N / 2, to obtain a 
low order model of McMillan degree 24. Its magnitude error response is plotted in 
Figure 3. We would like to comment that although other algorithms can also obtain 
similar results with less computational effort, the linear algorithm studied in this 
section combined with the Kung’s algorithm constitutes a convergent algorithm for 
identification in //<». Since only one singular value decomposition of a q x q ma­
trix is involved with q < N ,  this example demonstrates that the algorithm is quite 
reliable. We tabulate the simulations for other values of (M, p, 5) and q in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Error Value with Different Order of Approximate Model

























The least-square based linear algorithms in [36] are revisited and new error 
bounds are derived. It is shown that the tuned linear algorithms in [36] are applicable 
to nonuniformly spaced frequency response data which are quite different from the 
two-stage nonlinear algorithms as in [1], In particular, exponential convergence 
for noise free case is preserved. Moreover upper bounds for stochastic error are 
derived that are comparable with the worst-case deterministic error bounds. This 
algorithm is also used for identification of lightly damped systems in conjunction
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with Kung’s algorithm that is very effective as shown in the example with a JPL 
flexible structure.
C hapter 3 
M odel R eference C ontrol w ith  
H o o  Loopshaping
3.1 Introduction
This chapter considers an alternative approach to model reference control (MRC). 
For the past two decades, MRC has been used extensively in adaptive control. How­
ever the control strategy employed in MRC is not sophisticated in the sense that 
the modeling error is ignored. Because MRC assumes the exact knowledge of the 
plant model, it is difficult to ensure the stability of the feedback control system de­
signed with MRC in the presence of the model uncertainty. Consequently adaptive 
control based on MRC does not have stability robustness. As discussed in Chapter 
1, robust adaptive control requires that both identification and control be capable 
of coping with model uncertainties. This chapter will focus on the control part. A 
novel approach based on Hoo loopshaping will be employed to tackle MRC in the 
face of model uncertainties; the aim to enhance the stability robustness of the feed­
back control system. In this new approach, the reference model is determined by
54
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the frequency shape of the ideal sensitivity function. Our objective is to synthesize 
a feedback controller that achieves the frequency shape of the ideal sensitivity spec­
ified by the reference model within a prescribed tolerance in terms of the H oq norm. 
This leads naturally to Hoc loopshaping for MRC. Through appropriate formulation 
of the objective cost function, it will be shown that the resulting controller has 
an observer structure for which only two gains, state feedback and state estimator 
gains, need to be synthesized. The corresponding solution will also be derived 
and an efficient algorithm be developed for solving the Tioo controller.
This chapter is organized as follows. We begin in Section 2 with problem for­
mulation for loopshaping that is based 011 the frequency shape of sensitivity and 
complementary sensitivity functions. The loopshaping objective is to achieve the 
desired frequency shape of the ideal sensitivity specified by reference model. Be­
cause we are interested in observer-based controllers, some preliminary analysis is 
presented for observer-based feedback control systems. The solution is derived 
in Section 3 and Section 4 for the MRC based loopshaping problem for continuous­
time systems. It is shown that how the ideal sensitivity function can be synthesized 
based on the reference model that amounts to solving an output injection prob­
lem, and how the feedback controller can be synthesized by solving a state feedback 
problem. A dual case is the synthesis of the state feedback gain to achieve ideal 
frequency shape of the sensitivity specified by the reference model, and the synthe­
sis of the output injection gain to recover the target loopshape. Section 5 treats
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discrete-time systems. It shows that the results in Section 3 and Section 4 can be 
generalized to discrete-tiine systems, and the resulting 'H(X> controller again has an 
observer form. Section 6 presents some simulation results on the "Hoo loopshape for 
MRC. In particular, a nonminimum phase system is used as an illustrative example 
to show the effectiveness of the proposed loopshaping algorithm.
3.2 Problem  Formulation and Prelim inary Anal­
ysis
The feedback system has configuration in Figure 3.1. The nominal plant has m 
inputs, p outputs, and admits a state-space realization




where S = s for continuous-time systems, and 6 =  c for discrete-time systems. If 
m  < p is not indicated particularly, It is implicitly assumed that m  >  p. The 
problem is to synthesize a stabilizing observer-based feedback controller
I<(6) =  - F { 6 I n -  A - B F -  LC)~ 'L
A + B F  + LC - L
F 0
(3.2)
such that the closed-loop system resembles that of a given reference model in terms 
of the frequency shape for sensitivity and complementary sensitivity. These are 
equivalent to the frequency shape of the loop transfer matrix. Thus the reference 
model represents the ideal frequency shape of the loop transfer matrix and its state-
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space realization is denoted by
R(8) =  Cr(6Ir -  A r) - xB r =
The ideal sensitivity and complementary sensitivity are given by





Tid{f>) =  - R ( 6 I r -  R(8))~l =  - C r{8Ir -  A T-  B rCr)~lB,





respectively. We take the size of the square reference model /?(<$), thus of Sid{8) and 








-0 < — n
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Controller 
Figure 3.1: Feedback control system
Consider the feedback system in Figure 3.1. The plant P  has size p x m and the 
controller K  has size m x p. The associated sensitivity functions are defined by
5V„(<5) := (Im - L in)- '  = ( / , „ -  K (6 )P (8 ) ) - \  (3.6)
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• W 6 )  := {Ip -  //out)-1 =  {Ip -  P{6)I<{6))-\  (3.7)
where £ in(6) and Sout{8) are the sensitivity functions at the plant input, and the 
plant output, respectively. The input loop gain L{n is obtained by breaking the loop 
at the input u of the plant and the output loop gain Lout is obtained by breaking 
the loop at the output y of the plant. It is well known that the frequency shape of 
the sensitivity functions measures the stability robustness and the performance of 
the feedback system [14]. For MIMO plant, .?,„(<5) ^  Sout{8) in general, and in this 
case, it is difficult, to synthesize a single controller I \ { 6 )  such that both sensitivity 
functions have desired frequency response. In fact, if m  > p,
Sin(<5)) =  <r{I -  K{6)P{6)) ~  1 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that a(I  — M)  <  1 + <z(M) =  1 for 
the case M  =  K{S)P{8) due to in > p. Hence, if the number of inputs is larger than 
the number of outputs, it does not make sense to minimize the sensitivity function 
at the plant input. Similarly, if the number of outputs is larger than the number 
of inputs, it does not make sense to minimize the sensitivity function at the plant 
output either.
The complementary sensitivity functions at the plant input and output for the 
feedback system in Figure 3.1 are given by
Tin =  S i n - I m =  K P ( I m - K P r \  T out =  S out{6)  -  Ip =  P K ( I p -  PA')-1 (3.8)
respectively. Suppose that in > p. The performance measure for model reference
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control is chosen as the relative error ||2?out||oo between the ideal sensitivity and the
output sensitivity in (3.6) and (3.7) where
(3.9)
Relative error has an advantage in that small relative error implies that Sout(6) 
resembles S;d{8) in frequency shape by S0Ut(S) =  (Ip +  E0Ut{8))Sij(8). Consequently 
Tout(8) also resembles Tid(8) in frequency shape if | |£ 0u»||o& is small due to the fact 
that
More importantly, small relative error implies good loopshape properties as shown 
in the next result.
P ro p o s itio n  3.1 Consider the feedback system in Figure 3.1. Let. L(S) =  P(8)K{8) 
be the loop transfer matrix of the feedback system. I f  'y = ||i?||co <  1 where E  =  
I  — SoutSff , then there holds
Tout(6) =  Sout ~  h  =  Tid[S) +  E0Ut[S)Su [S)
H + a[Lij(8)) i s .W ) )  > " { L ' M )  -  7
It follows that the frequency shape of the loop transfer function resembles that of
ideal one if  7  is small.
Proof: By the definition of relative error, we have
E  =  /  -  SoutSfd1 = / - ( / -  L)~l (I  -
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The argument 8 is omitted for simplicity. To obtain L we rearrange left side and 
right side terms of the above equation as
I - E  = ( I - L ) - x( I - L {d).
It follows that
L = 1 -  ( I  -  L id)(I -  E ) - 1 
=  ( J - E ) { I - E ) - ' - ( I - L id) ( I - E ) - '  
= (I  -  E  -  I  + L id)(I -  E)~'
= (Lid- E ) { I - E ) - x. (3.11)
Since a(>) is norm, we obtain by 7  =  ||/?||<xn
*(L) < a(Lid(I  -  E)~l ) + a ( E ( l  -  E D  <
1 -  7
Furthermore, we obtain from (3.11) that
>  s { L id -  E )  >  a ( L j d ( 6 ) )  -  7 
1 + 7  ~  1 + 7
The inequalities in (3.10) are thus true. I
We emphasize that the use of relative error is consistent with the perturbation 
analysis. An important aspect for robust control is the stability and performance 
robustness in the face of uncertainties. Such uncertainties are often treated in forms 
of additive uncertainty and multiplicative uncertainty. Consider the case m  > p. 
Let the true plant .P|(5) be given by
Pt(6) =  P(6) +  Au(6)l+„(<5), or Pt{6) =  P{8)(lm +  A m(6 ))l+„,(6 ) (3.12)
where P(8) is as in (3.1), Aa and A m are unstructured uncertainty, and Wa and 
Wm are also weighting function or desired function in additive and multiplicative 
respectively as shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Then simple calculation yields 
that the true sensitivity is given by
Sout =  St(Ip -  AaWJtSoui),  or Sout = st(lp -  A mWmP K S 0Ui) (3.13)
for additive and multiplicative perturbed plant respectively. If the true plant Pt{8) 
and the nominal plant P(8) have the same number of unstable poles, and HAaHoo < 
1, l|Am|U  <  1. the robust stability conditions are given by
=  || 1F„A'Soui||co <  1, and em = \\WmP K 50Ui|U  =  IIWmToutHoo < 1
respectively. Hence if the above conditions hold, then the relative error between the 
nominal and true sensitivity are given by
c = i|/„ -  .srX(<iu = \\srl(st -  iwjiico < i
where e =  ea =  HlFaA'.SoujHoo for additive uncertain plant, and e =  cm = ||H/rmA,A'5,0U(|| 
for multiplicative uncertain plant.
For the case m < p , the performance measure is given by ||A'i n | |00 where
Ein = S~d\ S id -  Sin) = Im ~  S~d'S iu (3.14)
and 5m(5) is the sensitivity at the plant input. Similar conclusion holds for the
frequency shape of the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity if ||£^in||TO is small.
For perturbation analysis, the model uncertainties are assumed of the form
Pt(6) = P(6) + 1Ku(<S)Ah(<5), or W )  *= (/„, -f Wm(S)Am(6))P(8) (3.15)
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Figure 3.2: The additive uncertainty plant
m
Figure 3.3: The multiplicative uncertainty plant
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In this case, if the true plant Pt{8) and the nominal plant P{8) have the same number 
of unstable poles, and ||A 0||<» <  1, HAmU^ < 1 , the robust stability conditions are 
given by
Ca =  II^A 'lV Joo  < 1 , and em =  ||5 in/vP W m\\„ =  | | ^ „ ^ m||oo < 1 
respectively. With the above conditions, dual result
c = \\iv -  sr'SoutWn =  ii5r'(.s’( -  5, o < 1
holds where c =  e„ =  ||.S,-„A'Wa||o& for additive uncertain plant, and e =  em =  
||iS;nI\ P\Vm jjoo for multiplicative uncertain plant.
Although the relative error is quite effective for loopshaping, it alone may not 
suffice the performance. For instance, in the case m > p, it is difficult to guarantee 
the frequency shape of Tjn(6) even if HAcmtUoo is small. This may cause stability 
robustness problem in the face of multiplicative uncertainty as in (3.15). A dual 
problem exists for the case m <  p. Hence, a better performance measure as a mixed 
sensitivity problem is given by ./j for m >  p and J2 for m < p as follows:
Ji  =
( 1 - A ) £ 0II, 
A TinWi
, or J -2 = (1 - A )Ein Aw 2r out , 0 < A < 1 .
(3.16)
The transfer matrices 1Fj((5) and li/2(5 ) are weighting functions that represent the 
inverse of the ideal 2)„{8) and Tout[8) respectively. The parameter A reflects the 
trade-off between the two cost functions of which one is relative error in sensitivity 
and the other is the weighted complementary sensitivity. Our problem is to synthe-
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size an observer-based controller K(6)  as in (3.2) such that J\ is minimized if m > p , 
or J2 is minimized if m < p. To formalize the above discussion, we summarize the 
problem formulation as next.
M RC Loopshaping Problem :
A ssum e: the plant model has a realization in (3.1);
G iven: ideal sensitivity in (3.4) specified by the reference model (3.3);
F in d : an observer-based feedback controller of the form (3.2) such that 
J\ is minimized if m > p, or J2 is minimized if m < p.
Before tackling the MRC loopshaping problem, we would like to provide some 
insight to the observer-based controller design, and illustrate some inherent advan­
tages in using observers for Hoc loopshaping. The following set of identities are 
useful. See also [52, 59, 62].
Lemma 3.1 Let P(8) = C(6I — A)~XB  be the plant model where {A ,B)  is sta- 
bilizable and (C ,A) is detectable. Let I\(8) =  —F(SI  — A — B F  — LC)~lL be 
observer-based controller. Then there hold 
(I  -  P{S)K{8))- lP(8)I<{6) =  -C{81  -  /I -  B F ) - 'B F ( 8 I  -  A -  LC)~'L,  
( /  -  P(8)K(8))~1P(8) =  C(8J - A -  B F ) - ' B ( l  -  F{81 -  /I -  LC)~ 'B)  , 
=  ( /  -  C(6I - A -  B F )~ XL) C{8J -  A -  LC)~l B , 
(I  -  P{8)I\(8))~X =  ( /  -  C(<57 -  .4 -  B F ) ~ ' l )  ( /  +  C{81 -  /I -  LC)~xl )  ,
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K{8){I  -  P(8)K(8))~l =  -  ( /  +  F(8I  - A -  B F )~ 1B'j F(6J -  A  -  LC)~'L,  
-  - F ( 8 I  - A -  B F )~ lL  ( /  +  C{61 - A  -  LC)~1l ) , 
( /  -  K(8)P(8))~1 =  ( /  +  F (8I  - A -  B F )~ lB ) ( /  -  F(<!j/ -  A  -  L C )-1# )  , 
( /  -  K(8)P{8))~1K(8)P(8) = - F ( 8 I  - A  -  BF)~ 'LC{8I  -  A -  LC)~ 'B .
Proof: By stabilizability and detectability of (y4,B,C), there exist left and right 
coprime factorizations for plant and observer-based controller
P  =  N M ~ l =  A J - 'N ,  I{ =  UV~l = V~'U
where the space realization of M  and N  is defined by
M(8) =
A + B F B
F I
, N( 8 )  =
A + B F B
C 0
with stabilizing state feedback gain F  and output injection gain L respectively. Thus 
there hold RCF and LCF for plant P  as
M
A + B F B
F I
. N  . C 0
M  N
A + LC L B
C I  0
Similarly, RCF and LCF of controller K  are obtained by





Combining the above formulas yields
V U
A -f- LC 1 to 1 tM __
__
I
F /  0
M N  
U l>
A + LC L B
;= C I 0
- F 0 I
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V  ~ N  
- U  M
It follows that the doubly Bezout identity [50]:
A + B F L B
= - C I 0
F 0 I




V - N  ’ ' M N  ’ J O
U V - U M - U M U V 0  7
holds. Consequently,
( / - / W v W ' / W ^ )
(I  -  P{6)K(6))- 'P(6)  
(I -  P(8)K(8))~'  
K(8)(I -  P(6)K(6))- '  
(I -  K(8)P(8))~'  
( I -K (6 )P (8 ) ) - ' I< (8 )P (6 )
NU
N V  = V N  
V M
M U = U M
M V
UN
Substitution of the state-space realization into the above equation can then conclude 
the lemma. I
The identities in Lemma 3.1 allow us to relate the sensitivity and complementary 
sensitivity transfer matrices for feedback system in Figure 3.1 with those for state 
feedback and output injection. Consider the two feedback systems in Figure 3.4 
where either state feedback, or output injection is used. The associated sensitivity 
functions and overall transfer function matrices are given by
S sJ(8) = I  + F(8J -  A -  DF)~lB, Tsf(8) = - C {81 -  .4 -  (3.17)
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- * 0 - *  B  - o \ ln b -*q -n */»
-------------------  f  ,
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: State feedback and output injection
Soi(S) =  I  +  C(SI — A — LC)~lL, T0i(6) — —C{61 — A — LC)~lB ,  (3.18)
respectively. It is interesting to note that P  =  { - T 3j ) S~j =  .S' " 1 (—T01) are also left 
and right coprime factorizations of the plant model and thus
M ( 6 )  =  S o i ( 6 ) ,  N ( 8 )  =  - T o i ( 8 ), M ( 8 )  =  S s J ( 8 ) ,  N ( 8 )  = - T aJ ( 8 ) .
Furthermore by Lemma 3.1, the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions 
with observer-based output feedback controller are related to those of state feedback 
and output injection as follows:
S o u , ( 8 )
T i n ( 8 )
S , „ ( 8 )
T ou, ( 8 )
( I - C ( 8 I - A - B F ) - 1l ) S 0> ( 8 ), 
- F ( 8 I  - A  — B F ) ~ ' L T o i { 8 ), 
S s / { 8 )  ( /  -  F ( 8 I  - A  -  L C ) - l B )  , 





The above relations, though simple, are the very reason why state feedback gain
6S
and output injection gain can be designed separately for observer-based controller. 
Indeed as shown in the next section, our synthesis algorithm is a. two-step algorithm 
of which the output injection gain is synthesized in the first step for the case m > p 
to achieve the ideal frequency shape for SQi and T0i, and then the state feedback 
gain is synthesized in the second step to recover the ideal frequency shape of the 
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity. A dual case is m < p where the state 
feedback gain is synthesized in the first step to achieve the ideal frequency shape for 
Saf  and Taj,  and then the state feedback gain is synthesized in the second step to 
recover the ideal frequency shape of the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity. 
For this reason, we choose the weighting function l'Fi(<S) as
w,  = T$  =
It follows that
right inverse of T0,• if m  > p, 
left inverse of Tsj  if m < p
(3.23)
PW,  =  =  S 3  = Su '
for m >  p and
W ,P = T * ,T . , S : } = S u '
for m <  p. That is, the weighting function IKj is chosen as the generalized inverse 
of the ideal complementary sensitivity. In the next three sections, the state-space 
solutions for the Woo loopshaping problem will be derived for both continuous-time 
and discrete-time systems.
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3.3 O bserver-Based Loopshaping w ith Tioo Cri­
terion
Loopshaping design is one of the few direct ties between modern control theory 
and engineering practice. The basic idea is embedded in classical lead-lag compen­
sator design [72]. The gain and phase margins achieved through shaping the loop 
transfer function are now understood in the context of robust control [14, 16] and 
efforts have been made to extend those classical results to multivariable systems 
which result in loopshaping. Thus, loopshaping can be viewed as a natural exten­
sion of the classical control system design to multivariable systems which unifies the 
design of SISO (single-input/single-output) and MIMO (multi-input/multi-output) 
feedback control systems and which enhances the robustness of the multivariable 
feedback systems.
There are two basic approaches to loopshaping. The first one is based on LQG 
control [16, 6 S, 62]. In this approach, a state feedback gain is synthesized first 
to obtain the desired loopshape, and then a state estimator gain is designed to 
recover the loopshape achieved with state feedback. The feedback compensator is 
a standard observer which has the same order as the plant model. Although LQG 
based loopshaping is simple and effective, it is in general difficult to obtain the 
desired loop shape for the state feedback case and difficult to recover the desired 
loop shape for nonminimum phase systems because of the use of the 7 norm,  or 
mean square cost function in the LQG control. This gives rise to a second approach
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which is based on Woo control [48]. In the second approach, the desired loopshape 
is specified by shaped plant through the use of simple weighting functions. An 
output feedback controller is then synthesized to minimize the Woo norm of a certain 
augmented feedback system to achieve the desired loopshape. It is interesting to 
note that the resulting feedback controller is again an observer and thus it also has 
an LQG interpretation. However both methods are difficult to be generalized to fit 
the MRC that is used extensively for adaptive control.
In this dissertation, we investigate Woo based loopshaping from a different per­
spective. Reference model is used to represent the frequency shape of the ideal 
sensitivity function. The control objective is to design a feedback controller such 
that it achieves the desired frequency shape specified by the reference model within 
a prescribed tolerance in Woo norm. This leads to the WK. loopshaping for model 
reference control. It is shown that the resulting Woo controller has an observer 
structure for which only two gains, state feedback and output injection gains, need 
be synthesized. We begin with our first result on the MRC loopshaping problem 
formulated in Section 2 .
T h e o rem  3.2 Let the physical plant P(s) be given as in (3.1) with m >  p, and J\ 
be the performance index for the Woo loopshaping problem. Suppose that the ideal 
sensitivity and the weighting function are given by
S id =  I  +  C (s ln -  A -  H C )~XH, I'Kj =  P+S-f 
for some stabilizing / /  where P + is the right inverse o f P(s) that exists by m >
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p. Then the resulting 'Hoc, controller has an observer form (3.2). Moreover, the 
stabilizing controller achieving J\ < 7  is given by L =  H, and F  =  —\~ 2B ' X  where 
X  is the stabilizing solution for
A*X + X A  -  X  -  i ~ 2H H m) X  +  (1  -  A)2C~C =  0 .
Proof: Since P P + =  Iv, there holds TinW\ =  (Im—K P )~ lK 5',“/ .  From equations
(3.8) and (3.9), we define transfer matrix T j i (s ) by
T j i  : =
' (A -  1 )E0Ut ‘
A TinWi
{Ip — P k  )~ Sfd ~  Ip
(Im -  I < P ) - ' K S r >
( 1 - A  )/„ 0
0 A/m
Then J\ =  ||Tl/i||c<>. In order to use the stale-space formulas in [15, 20], we write 
T j i {s ) =  F(G ,  A A') in the form of linear fraction:
Tj  1 =
(1 -  a) ( s r /  -  /„) 
0
+
(1 -  A)P/A
X K ( I p - ( P / \ ) ( X K ) r l S u l .
It follows that the generalized plant is given by
G =
G\\ G\i






A state-space realization for G{s) is given by
G(s) =





0 Im + 0
h 0 c
(SI  — A) -1 ■II B f \
_ _
A - I I B /A




Applying the state-space formulae in [20], we have that there exists a stabilizing 
controller such that ||Ji||co <  7  for some 7  >  0  if and only if there exist stabilizing 
solutions X  >  0  and Y  > 0  satisfying
A * X + X A - X ( \ ‘ 2B B ' - - , - 2H H * ) X  + { l - \ ) 2C mC =  0 , (3.24)
(A +  H C )Y  + Y (A  +  H C )m -  o ? Y C mC Y  =  0 , (3.25)
where a 2 = 1 — ( i ^ )  and p (X Y )  < 7 2. It is noted that 7 2 >  (1 — A) 2 in order
for the Tioo problem to be solvable. As H  is stabilizing, it follows that Y  =  0 is the
stabilizing solution to (3.25). In this case the condition p{XY’) <  7 2 is automatically 
satisfied. Suppose that A' > 0 is a stabilizing solution to (3.24), then the central 
controller can be easily computed according to [2 0 ]
K (s)  =  - F ( s l  — A — B F  — LC)~1L, F  = —X~2B ’X , L — H
which is indeed an observer. I
We note that IKi =  7 $  is the generalized inverse of the ideal complementary 
sensitivity in light of (3.23). Hence, with the assumption that II is stabilizing, our 
first result gives a simple solution to the MRC loopshaping problem. In addition 
Theorem 3.2 indicates that the synthesis of the H<x> controller for Hoo loopshaping 
is a two-step procedure. The first step is to synthesize a stabilizing output injec­
tion gain h  — H  such that both .S',-,/ =  S0\ and T0\ have desired frequency shape. 
The second step is to synthesize the state feedback gain F  such that it minimizes 
the performance index J\ through solving the stabilizing solution for (3.24). This
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two step procedure decouples the synthesis of the state feedback gain and output 
injection gain, and thus results in more efficient algorithm for "Hoc design. Clearly 
a crucial problem is the synthesis of the output injection gain L = H  such that it 
achieves the desired frequency shape for both S0i(s) and T0i(s). It is interesting to 
note that this can be achieved by shaping the plant model directly. Indeed suppose 
that the original plant P0{s) has size p x m  with p < in. Suppose further that there 
exists IF(s) having size m x p such that P(s) = / 3o(-s)H/ (.$) has an equal number of 
inputs and outputs and has a desirable loopshape. Often VFfs) can be chosen as a 
PI type compensator. Our strategy is the same as in [48] by synthesizing L — H  
such that P (s) =  S ^ lT0i such that there holds power complementary condition
SoiS'., +  ToiT'oi =  Ip (3.26)
Proposition 3.3 Suppose that the shaped plant model P{s) — P0[s)W{s) =  C (s l  — 
A)~*B has an equal number o f inputs and outputs and has a desirable loopshape. 
Suppose further that P(s) has a stabilizable and detectable realization (A ,B ,C ) .  
Then there exists a stabilizing output injection gain L such that S 0i and T0{ satisfying 
(3.26). Furthermore such an L achieves approximate desirable frequency shape for  
S 0i and T0{ and can be computed by L =  —ZC" where Z is the stabilizing solution 
of the following algebraic Riccati equation
A Z  +  Z A * -  Z C ’C Z  +  B B - =  0. (3.27)
Proof: For any stabilizing output injection gain L, P(s) =  M~lN  is a left
coprime factorization where
M  N  ] =  C {sl - A -  L C y 1 L B  ] +  Ip 0 ] .
By [48], (M ,N )  is a pair of normalized coprime factorization satisfying (3.26) if 
L  =  —Z C * where Z  is the stabilizing solution of (3.27). Since S0i — M  , T0i =  —N, 
and M M * +  N N “ = / ,  it follows that
So!1 (So!1)* =  M ~ l ( M ~ 1)'
= j i r ' f M *  +  N N m)(M ~ 'y  
= M ~l M  +  M " 1 N N m(M ~ l )- 
=  I  + PP"
We conclude that ,S0I- and To,- are power complementary to each other. It is easy to 
see that
»(& i(;«)) =  l / \ / 2 ( /  +  P (^)[PU u,)]-),
<  i j l  -  l / a ( /  +  [/s(ju')]-./J(ju))).
Hence, both 50l- and 7o,- have an approximate desirable frequency shape provided 
that P(s)  has a desirable frequency loopshape. I
Dual results to Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 can be derived for the case m < 
p. Our objective is similar to the case m > p in that a stabilizing feedback controller 
K(s)  is synthesized such that the sensitivity and the complementary sensitivity 
functions achieve the desired loopshape using the 7i<x, optimization technique.
T h e o rem  3.4 Let the physical plant P{s) be given as in (3.1) with m < p, and J 2 
be the performance index for the Hoc, loopshaping problem. Suppose that the ideal 
sensitivity and the weighting function are given by
S id = I  +  H(sln -  A -  B I1 ) -XB , Wt = Sfd'P+
for some stabilizing H where P + is the left inverse of P(s) that exists by m < p. 
Then the resulting controller has an observer form. Moreover, the stabilizing 
controller achieving J 2 < 7  is given by F  = H, and L =  —A~2YC" where Y  is the 
stabilizing solution for
A Y  +  171* -  Y  (A~2CmC -  7 " 2I l 'H ) Y  +  (1 -  A? B B '  =  0.
Proof: Since P +P  =  Ip, there holds WfTout =  Sj)x I \ ( l p—P J\)~ l . From equations
(3.8) and (3.14), we define transfer matrix Tj2{s) by
Tj2 = (1 - A  )Ein m T 0Ul 
Sfd' ( I  -  K P )~ ' -  /,„ SfdxK (Jp -  PK )~ '
( 1 - A  )/m 0
([ Sid' 0 + S - , ' K ( I - P K ) P I ])
0 XL
( 1 - A  )/„, 0
0 XL
Then J 2 =  ||T!;2 ||,X,. In order to use the state-space formulas in [15, 20], we write 
T j2{s) = 1F(G, X I \)  in the form of linear fraction
T j,  =  [ (S , ; 1 -  /,„)(! -  A) 0 ] + S-d'. \K (I  -  ((P/A)(AA'))-' (1 -  \ ) P / \  Ir
It follows that the generalized plant is given by 
G = Gn
G12 (5 a 1 -  / m)(l -  A) 0 s 7d
G21 G22 (1 -  \ ) P / \ b P / X .





0 Ip 0 “
+
\ ~ XC
A (1 - A  )B 0 B
= - I I 0 0 Im
A->C 0 Ip 0
Applying the state-space formulae in [20], we have that there exists a stabilizing 
controller such that Halloo < 7  for some 7  >  0  if and only if there exist stabilizing 
solutions A' >  0 and Y  > 0 satisfying
{A + B I I ) ' X  +  A'(/l + BH)  — a P X B B ' X  =  0, (3.28)
Y A ’ + A Y - Y { \ - 2C - C - y - 2i r H ) Y  + { \ - \ ) 2BB" = 0 , (3.29)
respectively where a 2 = 1 — ( ^ )  > and p[XY)  < -y2. It is noted that 7 2 >  (1 — A)2 
in order for the problem to be solvable. As F  is stabilizing, it follows that 
X  =  0 is the stabilizing solution to (3.28). In this case the condition p(XY)  < 7 2 is 
automatically satisfied. Suppose that Y  >  0  is a stabilizing solution to (3.29), then 
the central controller can be easily computed according to [2 0 ]
K(s)  =  -F{ s J  - A  — 13 F -  W ) ~ l L, L = - \ ~ 2Y C \  F = H  
which is indeed of observer form. I
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We note that Theorem 3.4 is dual to Theorem 3.2 by the dual relation L —» F*, 
B  —* C*, X  —» K*, and (.S„;,Tol) —> (5 ,/,T s/)  respectively. We recognize that J 2 is 
the output injection problem and J\ is the state feedback problem for standard Hoo 
control problem. We also note that IV2 =  Tfj in light of (3.23). Thus the synthesis 
of the state feedback gain F  =  H  is crucial here. We now use the same procedure 
as the dual case by synthesizing II such that with P(s) =  TfjxSaj  there holds power 
complementary condition
s ; , s . s  +  t ;}t sj =  /,„. (3.30)
As in this case, the relation
5 ( 5 . / ( » )  =  l / v f e  ( /  +  T O « ) ] - P ( J W)),
nT„U»)) < <Ji -  1/e.V + PiMlPU")]-)-
is true that implies good frequency shape for S aj  and Taj  provided that P{s) can 
in turn be shaped directly with suitable PI compensator. The next result is dual to 
Proposition 3.3 and thus the proof is omitted.
P ro p o s itio n  3.5 Suppose that the shaped plant, model P(s) = Z(s)P0(s) =  C (s l  — 
A)~*B has an equal number of inputs and outputs and has a desirable loopshape. 
Suppose further that P(s) has a stabilizable and detectable realization (A ,B ,C ) .  
Then there exists a stabilizing output injection gain F  such that Ssj  and Tsj  satisfy­
ing (3,30). Furthermore such an F  achieves approximate desirable frequency shape 
for  Ssj and Tsf  and can be computed by F  — —B 'X  where X  is the stabilizing
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solution of the following algebraic Riccati equation
A 'X  + X A  -  X B B mX  + C mC  =  0. (3.31)
3.4 M odel Reference Control w ith  Tioo Loopshap­
ing
The purpose of this section is to study model reference control using Hoo loop- 
shaping procedure as developed in Section 3 with the objective to enhance the robust 
stability and performance for MRC using Hoc loopshaping methodology. For this 
purpose, consider the plant model given by
P(s) = Cp{sln -  Ap)~lBp. (3.32)
We consider again the case m > p first. For the reference model in (3.3), we augment 




B,> r ^ 0A = , B  = r , c  = c p c\ , / /  =
0  A r . 0 . Br .
Then there holds
C (s ln+r -  A ) - 'H  =  Cr(slr -  A , .) - 'B r =  R(s) (3.34)
and
C(sJR+r -  A )~ 'B  =  Cp(sJ„ -  AVY ' B V =  P(s) (3.35)
In this case Sij(s) = (7;1 -  R(s))~l -  lp -f C (s ln+P -  A -  I IC )~XH  where
Ap 0
/I +  HC  =
B rCp Ar + B rCr
It follows that the matrix A -f H C  may not be stable if P(s)  is not. Thus the results 
in Section 3 can not be directly applied for model reference control. In fact even 
the existence of the controller such that J\ < 7  for some 7  > 0 is questionable. 
The next result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for J\ < 7  to be solvable 
with stabilizing controllers.
T h e o re m  3.6 Let P(s) =  C(sl„ — A)~lB with siabilizable and detectable realiza­
tion. Let the weighting function in Tj\(s) be the same as in Theorem 3.2. Suppose 
that A  +  H C  is unstable. Then there exists a stabilizing controller K{s) such that 
J\ <  7  for  some 7  >  0  if and only i f  A A HC has no eigenvalues on imaginary axis. 
I f  the condition for A +  IIC  having no eigenvalues on imaginary axis holds, then (a) 
there exists a stabilizing solution V > 0 for (3.25), such that, the following transfer 
matrix
V(s) =  I + C (s ln+r - A -  LaC ) - '(L s -  II), (3.36)
is stable and all-pass where Ls = II — a 2Y C m; and (b) the central Ti^, controller 
achieving J\ < 7  is given by
K (s)  =  —F  ( s i  — A — 7 ~2[H -  Z ^ L s] i r X  +  \~ 2B B 'X  -  Z ^ L 3
(3.37)
where F  =  —\ ~ 2B ' X  with X  > 0 a stabilizing solution for (3.24) an(l Z<x, ~
(/n- 7-2rx)-1.
Proof: In light of Theorem 3.2. the existence of the stabilizing controller such 
that J\ < 7  is determined by the existence of the stabilizing solution A' and Y
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for (3.24) and (3.25) respectively, and the coupling condition p {X Y ) < 7 2. The 
equation (3.24) is a standard Woo algebraic Riccati equation that admits a unique 
solution by the given hypothesis provided that 7  is sufficiently large. The coupling 
condition can also always be met for some 7  >  0. Now the existence of the Hoo 
controller amounts to the existence of the stabilizing solution for (3.25). Since (3.25) 
corresponds to standard LQR problem for dynamic system .i(l) = A"x(i) +  C mu(t) 
with zero state weighting, it follows from [42] that, by the hypothesis that (C, A) is 
detectable which is equivalent to that (C, A +  HC) is detectable, the existence of the 
stabilizing solution V > 0 is equivalent to that the matrix A + HC  has 110 eigenvalues 
on imaginary axis. Indeed, by Schur decomposition, there exists a unitary matrix 
U such that
Um(A  +  HC)U  =
with conformal partition, where /\s contains all the stable eigenvalues of the square 
matrix A  +  H C  and A u contains all the unstable eigen values of A  +  HC. Define Z  
as the solution to the Lyapunov equation
' A u l^lS
, a C U  =
r ' u ;  ’cu Cs , V '  =
0 As _ . u : .
z ( - / i u) +  ( - ^ ) z  +  c?;c7u =  o. (3.38)
Then Z  > 0 is a unique solution if and only if A u has no eigenvalues on imaginary 
axis. In this case the stabilizing solution Y  for (3.25) is given by Y  — UUZ ~ XU’ 
which is also unique. With the stabilizing solution Y  >  0 , it is noted that (3.25)
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can be written as
Y{ A + LaC)m +  (A  +  LaC )Y  +  a ‘ 2(L, -  H)(La -  H )* =  0 , (La - H )  + a? Y C ‘ =  0.
By [2 1 ], the above equation implies that the square transfer matrix V(s) given in 
(3.36) is both inner and co-inner, and thus all pass. I
Because the set of eigenvalues for A  +  H C  contains those for Ap as in (3.33), 
it is quite restrictive for Ap not to have eigenvalues on imaginary axis. In fact, for 
loopshaping purpose, it is often the case that integrators are employed to shape the 
original plant. A simple way to get rid of this problem is to decompose A p =  diag 
(Api, AP2) where A p2 contains all the imaginary eigenvalues of Ap. The A r matrix 
for the reference model is then chosen to be Ar =  diag (Ari , / l r2 ) with A r 1 =  Ap2 . 
Moreover it is assumed that
Ap\ 0 Bp 1 i4rl 0 Bt 1 AP2 0 B t 1
P{s) = 0 Ap 2 Bp2 , R(s) = 0 Ar2 Br 2 = 0 Ar2 Br2
Cp 1 C,,2 0 . Cn Cr 2 0 . Cp2 Cr 2 0
(3.39)
where Cr\ =  Cp2 is satisfied. The augmentation can then be taken as
Ap\ 0 0 ' Bpl '
»
0
A  = 0 Ap2 0 , 13 = BP2 , 6 '3' = Cp2 , H  = B r 1
0 0 1 0 f
t
• B T2
In this case, relations (3.34) and (3.35) again hold true. Furthermore with the 
reference model augmented in P{s). we have that
Soi(s) = S u i ( s ) ^ ( I p -  l i (s )) -1 = J p + C( s In+r- A - H C ) - ' H ,  (3,41)
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Toi(s) =  (Ip - R ( s ))- lP(s ) = - C { s I n+T- A - H C ) - ' B . (3.42)
Therefore, the reference model should be synthesized such that S0i($) and T0i(s) 
have desired frequency shape for the ideal sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 
matrices so that the Hoc, control can achieve the desired loopshape by minimization 
of J\ as in (3.16) by the fact that IVi =  7$ .
It is noted that for unstable A +  H C , the Hoo solution for J\ < 7  needs to solve 
two AREs in (3.24) and (3.25), and satisfy one coupling condition p ( X Y )  < 7 2. 
This is numerically quite intensive if a search for the optimal 7  is required. Recall 
that our eventual goal is to use Hoc loopshaping for MRC in real time adaptive feed­
back control that prohibits those control algorithms require intensive computation. 
Moreover the resulting controller in (3.37) is not of observer form. To resolve this 
issue, we consider a modified performance index J\ where
• A H M c o ,  ?jx =
(1  — A) {Sout — VSid) 
A TinP+
(VSid) - ' , 0  < A < 1 (3.43)
and K(s) is the same as in (3.36) except a  =  1 is used. Due to the all pass property 
for V'(.s), VSid has the same frequency shape as Sid(s). From loopshaping point of 
view, there is no difference between J\ < 7  and J\ < 7 . However, this modification 
yields a more efficient algorithm for solving the required Hoc controller that is an 
observer.
T h e o re m  3.7 Let P(s) be augmented as in (3Jt0) where (/l, B, C) is both stabi- 
lizable and detectable, Consider the performance index in (3J,3), Suppose that
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Su  — Ip + C( s l  — A — HC) ~ lH  where A-\-HC is unstable but avoids eigenvalues on 
imaginary axis. Then the Tl<x, controller solves J\ < 7  has an observer form (3.2) 
where Ls — H — Y C m with V  a stabilizing solution for (3.25) in the case a  =  1 . 
The state feedback gain is given by F  =  —\~ 2B ' X S where X s > 0 is the stabilizing 
solution for
A mX s +  X ,A  -  X a (A~2B B '  -  7 ~2LaLma) X a + (1 -  A)2C 'C  =  0 (3.44)
Proof: Simple computation shows that
Sid =  V(a)SM(a) =  1 +  C( s l  - A -  LaC)~lLa
that is stable by La =  II — Y C m where Y  is the stabilizing solution. Hence, Theorem
3.2 can be applied for solving J\ < 7  with Sid replaced by Sid- The theorem is thus 
true. I
We summarize the MRC T t^  loopshaping algorithm as follows for continuous­
time systems in the case of 77? >  p.
M RC A lgorithm  w ith  H lX> Loopshaping (m > p):
• Step 1: For the given physical plant, decompose its realization according to
(3.39) where A P2 contains all the imaginary eigenvalues of Ap.
• Step 2 : Synthesize the reference model in the form of (3.39) such that S 0i 
in (3,41) and Tc,i in (3.42) have desired frequency shape for sensitivity and 
com pi emen t ar y sen s i t i v i ty.
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•  Step 3: Augment the plant model according to (3.40).
• Step 4: Compute L — Ls =  H  — YC*  where Y  is the stabilizing solution for 
(3.25) with a  =  1. Compute F  =  F„ = —A~2B*XS where X 3 is the stabilizing 
solution for (3.44) for some 7  >  0.
•  Step 5: Set the Woo controller as the observer in (3.2) with state feedback and 
output injection gains given in Step 4.
In what follows next, we consider the dual case m  < p. For the plant model in 
(3.32) and the reference model in (3.3), we augment the plant according to
A =
'  AP 0
, B  = BP
C = c p 0
>0 V . B r . 11 = 0 Cr
(3.45)
Then there holds
H {sln+r -  A)~XB  =  Cf {slr -  A r) B r =  R{s) (3.46)
and
C (s ln+r -  A)~XB  =  Cp(sJn -  AP) - 'B P =  P{.s) (3.47)
In this case 5 l(f(s) =  {Ip -  R{s))~l — Ip -{- H (sln+P -  A -  B H ) ~ XB  where
/I., BpCr 
0  Ar +  BpCr
It follows that the matrix A + B H  may not be stable if P(s)  is not. A parallel result 
to continuous-time system is given by next.
A +  B U
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T h eo rem  3.8 Lei P(s)  =  C [sln — A)~*B with stabilizable and detectable realiza­
tion. Let the weighting function in T j2 (s) be the same as in Theorem 3.4. Suppose 
that A  +  B H  is unstable. Then there exists a stabilizing controller K(s)  such that 
J 2 < 7  for some 7  > 0 if and only i f  A A- B H  has no eigenvalues on imaginary 
axis. I f  the condition for A  -f B H  having no eigenvalues on imaginary axis holds, 
then (a) there exists a stabilizing solution X  >  0 for (3.28), such that the following 
transfer matrix
K(s) =  I  +  (F, -  H )(s ln+r - A -  BFs)~l B.  (3.48)
is stable and all pass where Fs = H — a2B mX;  and (b) the central TLco controller 
achieving J 2 < 7  is given by observer
K[s)  = - F ,  ( s /  - A  + a 2B B ' X  -  B I I  -  Z ^ L C ) _1 Z ^ L  (3.49)
where L = X~2Y C '  with V  >  0 a stabilizing controller for (3.29) and =  (/„ —
7 - 2V A T 1.
Proof: In light of Theorem 3.4, the existence of the stabilizing controller such 
that J2 < 7  is determined by the existence of the stabilizing solution X  and Y  for
(3.28) and (3.29) respectively, and the coupling condition p ( XY)  < 72. It follows 
from [42] that, by the hypothesis that (A , B ) is stabilizable which is equivalent to 
that (A +  B H , B )  is stabilizable, the existence of the stabilizing solution X  > 0 is 
equivalent to that the matrix AArBII  has no eigenvalues on imaginary axis. Indeed,
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1o•
B u ' r  *
, aU B  = u ;  u ;
1•J■Js
______I .  B >  .
by Schur decomposition, there exists a unitary matrix U such that 
U(A + BF)Um =
where Aa contains all the stable eigenvalues of the square matrix A +  BH.  Define 
Z  as the solution to the Lyapunov equation
Z { - A ’u) +  (~ A U)Z +  BUB ‘u =  0. (3.50)
Then Z > 0 is a unique solution if and only if Au has no eigenvalues on imaginary
axis. In this case the stabilizing solution A' for (3.2S) is given by A' =  U^Z~XUU 
which is also unique. With stabilizing solution A' >  0, it is noted that (3.28) can 
be written as
(A +  BFa)mX  +  X[A + BFa) + a~2(Fa -  F)'(Fa -  F) =  0, Fs = I I -  a2B ' X  = 0.
By [21], the above equation implies that the square transfer matrix V(s)  given in 
(3.48) is both inner and co-inner, and thus all pass. I
Because the set of eigenvalues for A + B H  contains those for Av as in (3.33), it
is quite restrictive for Ap not to have eigenvalues on imaginary axis. As discussed 
earlier, it is often the case that integrators are employed to shape the original plant 
for loopshaping purpose. A similar method is employed here. For the plant model 
in (3.32) and reference model in (3.3), we assume that the decomposition in (3.39) 
holds with Ap? —  Arj.  Moreover it is assumed that
,2 0 Bp 2
(3.51)
A r\ 0 Brl ' Api i
R(s) = 0 A t2 B n = 0 A n B n
. C ri Cri 0 . Cr j C n 0
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where B r\ — Bp2 is satisfied. The augmentation is now taken as (compare with 
(3.40))
>1 =
Api 0 0 Bp\
, B =
C  = Cpi CP2 0
0 Ap2 0 Bp2 J
H  = 0  C T1 Or 2





It follows that relations (3.46) and (3.47) hold again. Furthermore with the reference 
model augmented in P{s),  we have that
Ssj(s) = Sij(s) = { I p - n ( s ) ) - '  = Ip + H( s l n+r - A - B H ) - xB,  (3.53) 
T 3j ( s )  =  (Ip - R ( s ) ) - ' P ( s )  = - C ( s l n+r- A - B H ) - lB.  (3.54)
Therefore, the reference model should be synthesized such that Ssf{s) and Taj(s)  
have desired frequency shape for the ideal sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 
matrices so that the 7i,x, control can achieve the desired loopshape by minimization 
of J2 as in (3.16) by the fact that IK2 =  T*j.
It is also noted that for unstable A  4 - B H , the H*. solution for J2 < 7  needs to 
solve two AREs in (3.28) and (3.29), and satisfy one coupling condition p { X Y ) <  7 2. 
This is numerically quite intensive if a search for the optimal 7  is required that is 
similar to the dual case. To resolve this issue, we consider a modified performance 
index J 2 where
h  :=  P j 2 |U , 7 j2 =  V S m-j ( 1 - A )  (VSid -  Si„) A P +Tout , 0 <  A <  1 (3.55)
and V(s)  is the same as in (3.48). Due to the all pass property for V'(s), VSid 
has the same frequency shape as .^-./(s), As discussed before, there is no difference
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between Ji  <  7  and J2 <  7  in terms of loopshaping. But this modification yields a 
more efficient algorithm for solving the required Hoo controller that has an observer 
form.
T h e o rem  3.9 Let P (s ) be augmented as in (3.52) where (A , B , C ) is both stabi­
lizable and detectable. Consider the performance index in (3.55). Suppose that 
Sid =  Ip + H( s l  — A — BH) ~XB  where A + B H  is unstable. Then the controller 
solves J2 <  7  has an observer form (3.2) where Fs — H — B ’X  with X  a stabilizing 
solution for (3.28) for the case a =  1 and L =  —A~2Y3C m where Ys > 0 is the 
stabilizing solution for
Y ,A m +  AY, -  Ya (A~2C 'C  -  i - 2F;F.) Y, +  (1 -  A)2B B ‘ =  0  (3.56)
Proof: Simple computation shows that
Sid = =  /  +  F( s l  - A  -  B F s T 'B
that is stable by Fs =  I I  —B".X where X  is the stabilizing solution. Hence, Theorem
3.2 can be applied for solving J 2 < 1  with S-,d replaced by .S',,/. The theorem is thus 
true. I
As dual results, the following algorithm summarizes model reference control 
(MRC) using loopshaping for the case m <  p.
M R C  'H o c  Loopshaping A lgorithm  (m <  p):
• Step 1 : For the given physical plant, decompose its realization according to
(3.39) where A p2 contains all the imaginary eigenvalues of .4,,.
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• Step 2 : Synthesize the reference model in the form of (3.51) such that Sa/ 
in (3.53) and Tsj  in (3.54) have desired frequency shape for sensitivity and 
complementary sensitivity.
• Step 3: Augment the plant model according to (3.52).
• Step 4: Compute F  = Fa = H  — B mX  where X  is the stabilizing solution for
(3.28) with q =  1 . Compute L =  La =  A~2YaC" where Ya is the stabilizing 
solution for (3.56) for some 7  > 0.
• Step 5: Set the Hoc controller as the observer in (3.2) with state feedback and 
output injection gains given in Step 4.
It is noted that in order for Ssj  and Tsj  to have desired frequency shape, the 
plant P(s) does not require shaping but R(s) does. Because the reference model 
R(s) contains those imaginary axis poles of the plant P{s), it helps the synthesis 
for R(s) to achieve desired frequency shape for both Saj  and Taj. Finally, if it is 
required to search for the optimal 7  value, simple scheme such as in [65] can be used 
as our H ^  problem does not involve the coupling condition.
3.5 M RC w ith 'H00 Loopshaping for D iscrete-tim e  
System s
This section treats H<x, loopshaping problem as formulated in Section 2 for 
discrete-time systems. There are several reasons to consider discrete-time case. The 
first one is the wide use of digital computers in engineering applications. It is
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a known fact that more and more digital computers are used in control systems. 
The second reason is that the state-space solution on Hoo control for discrete*time 
systems is quite different from that for the continuous-time systems. Perhaps a more 
relevant reason for our dissertation is the adaptive control that employs 'Hoo control 
algorithms. It should be clear that numerical computation of the control law has 
to be implemented in real time if optimal control is used for adaptive control that 
requires the use of digital computers. Although adaptive control has a parallel theory 
for continuous-time systems, it is felt that discrete-time adaptive control matches 
more naturally the increasing use of the digital computers in control systems. Hence 
there is a need for developing corresponding results on Hoo loopshaping for discrete­
time systems.
As in the preceding sections, there exists a. parallel procedure for discrete-time 
loop shaping with H <» criterion. More importantly, the resulting Hoo controller 
is again of observer form. To avoid tedious repetition, some of the background 
materials and proofs in this section are given in the Section 1 of the Appendix. We 
begin our discussion on the first result that is analog to Theorem 3.2.
T h e o re m  3.10 Let the physical plant P[z) be given as in (3.1) with m  >  p, and 
J\ be the performance index for the Hoo loopshaping problem. Suppose that the ideal 
sensitivity and the weighting function are given by
Su, =  I  +  C{z l n - A -  / /C ) " 1//, W x =  P+S-f 
for some stabilizing II where P + is the right inverse of P(z) that exists by in > p
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. Then the resulting central Ttco controller is an observer. Moreover, the stabilizing 
controller achieving J\ < 7  is given by (3.2) with L = H , and F  — —X~2B ’X[ I  +  
(X~2B B * — y~2HH ' ) X ] ~ l A where X  is the stabilizing solution for
X  = A ‘X[ I  +  (A~2B B '  -  j ~ 2H H' ) X] ~ 1 A  +  (1 -  A)2C 'C  (3.57)
such that I  — 7 - 2 / / * ( 7  -f B B ' X / X 2)"1 II  > 0. (We shall skip the invertiability 
condition by including it into the condition for stabilizing solution in the future).
Proof: The proof is similar to the preceding section of continuous-time case. 
Because P P + =  /,„ we again have that =  (Im — K P ) ~ l I\ S~ f . Define transfer
matrix Tj i {z ) by
r ( l - A ) / „  0
0 A lm
Then J x =  ||Tji(|oc.. Next we write Tj\{z)  =  P( G, XK)  and G'(~) in the form of 
linear fraction with G{z)  generalized plant:













a P- P K ) - ' s r d' - ] P
( lm -  KP)-'I<S~{1
T j  1 = X K ( I p - ( P / X ) ( X K ) ) - x SrJl
G(z)  =
C?n G'i2
' ( i  - A ) ( 5 r ; - / P) 
0
(1  — X)P/X 
Im
G21 G'22 q- 1 *■ id P/X
A state-space realization of G(z)  is given by
0 0 " (1 -  A)C
G(z)  = 0 Im + 0
0 C
{ s i - A ) -1 - I I B/ X
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A - I I
( 1 - A  )C 0 0
0 0 I m
C h m\
0
Applying the state-space formulae in [37], we have that there exists a stabilizing 
controller such that ||Ji||oo < 7  for some 7  >  0  if and only if there exist stabilizing 
solutions X  >  0 and Y  >  0  satisfying
X  =  A\ X[ I  +  (\ - 2B B ‘ -  7 ~2HH' ) X] ~ lA + (1 -  X f C ' C ,  (3.58)
Y  =  (/I +  HC)[I  + a 2Y C mC)~' Y[A  +  H C ) m, (3.59)
with some additional constraints where cv2 =  1 — ( ^ ) 2 and p { X Y ) < 7 2. It is noted 
that 7 2 > (1 — A)2 and I  +  {X~2B B '  -  ^ H H " ) X  and /  +  a 2C 'C Y  are invertible
in order for the problem to be solvable. As H is stabilizing, it follows that
Y  =  0  is the stabilizing solution to (3.59). In this case the condition p { XY)  < 7 2 is 
automatically satisfied. Suppose that X  > 0  is a stabilizing solution to (3.58), then 
the central controller can be easily computed according to [37]
I<{z) = —F{ z l  - A  -  B F  -  LC)~l L,
F  =  - \ - 2B \ X [ I + { \ - ' 2B B m- j - 2H H m) X} - lA, L = H
which is indeed an observer. 1
We note that W\ = Tjj is the right inverse of the ideal complementary sensitivity
by
m  =  -  .s" 1 -  v
Although Theorem 3.10 is specialized to discrete-time systems, it has the same 
implication as the continuous-time systems: The synthesis of the 'HIX> controller for 
Hoc loopshaping is a two-step procedure. The first step is to synthesize a stabilizing 
output injection gain L — H  such that both S{& — S0i and Ta,• have desired frequency 
shape. The second step is to synthesize the state feedback gain F  such that it 
minimizes the performance index J\ through solving the stabilizing solution for 
(3.57). This two step procedure decouples the synthesis of the state feedback gain 
and output injection gain, and thus results in more efficient algorithm for Pioa design. 
Clearly a crucial problem is the synthesis of the output injection gain L — H  such 
that it achieves the desired frequency shape for both 5 0i(^) and T0i(z). It is again 
noted that this can be achieved by shaping the plant model directly. Indeed suppose 
that the original plant P0{~) has size p x m  with p <  m. Suppose further that there 
exists W{z)  having size m x p such that P(z) = / 30(c)VK(c) has an equal number 
of inputs and outputs and has a desirable loopshape. Often IT'(~) can be chosen as 
a  PI type compensator. The strategy is the same as earlier by synthesizing L such 
that P{z) — S~^T0i such that there holds power complementary condition
SoiS-oi + Tails  s  Iv (3.60)
P ro p o s itio n  3.11 Suppose that the shaped plant model P{z)  =  P0(z)W(z)  =  C ( z l — 
A)~*B has an equal number of inputs and outputs and has a desirable loopshape. 
Suppose further that P(z)  has a stabilizable and detectable realization (A, B , C). 
Then there exists a stabilizing output injection gain L such that S'd and Tot satisfy''
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ing (3.26). Furthermore such an L achieves approximate desirable frequency shape
for S0i and T0i and can be computed by L =  — AZC'{ I  + C Z C m)~l where Z is the
stabilizing solution of the folloiuing algebraic Riccati equation
Z  = A( I  +  a2ZC*C)~1Z A m +  B B '.  (3.61)
Proof: For any stabilizing output injection gain L , P(z)  =  M ~ x N  is a left
coprime factorization whei e
i 
i 
'< A + LC L B
D-1/2C f r 1/2/ P 0
, n = I„ + CYC".
By [48], (M , N ) is a. pair of normalized coprime factorization satisfying (3.60) if 
L = —A Z C ’(I +  CZC' )~X where Z is the stabilizing solution of (3.59). Because 
S0i =  M  and T0{ =  — JV, we conclude that S0i and T0j are power complementary to 
each other. It follows that
ff(s . ,'(<>)) =  i / v '2 ( /  +  'V " ) [ J V " ) ] - ) ,
a (T ,J c ^ ) )  < y i  - l / 2 ( /  +  P (^"[-P(c '” )]-)).
Hence, both S0i and T0j have an approximate desirable frequency shape provided 
that P(z)  has a desirable frequency loopshape. I
Dual results to Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.11 can be derived for the case 
m < p. We are interested in synthesizing a stabilizing controller K  such that 
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity achieve those associated with the reference 
model in the of 7ix. optimization problem.
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T h e o rem  3.12 Let. the physical plant P(z)  be given as in (3.1) with m < p, and 
J2 be the performance index for the Hoo loopshaping problem. Suppose that the ideal 
sensitivity and the weighting function are given by
S id =  I  +  H ( z l n - A -  W2 =  Sfd'P+
for some stabilizing II where P + is the left inverse of P(z)  that exists by m  < p. 
Then, the resulting Hoo controller is an observer. Moreover, the stabilizing controller 
achieving J2 < 7  is given by (3.2) with F  =  II, and L = —X~2A[I  +  Y(X~2C"C — 
' l~2I I mH)]~l Y C m where Y  is the stabilizing solution for
Y  = A[I +  Y(X~2C ’C -  H mII)\~XY'A’ +  (1  -  X)2B B m (3.62)
such that I  — 7 ~2IJY{I  +  C 'CV’/A2 ) -1  IP  > 0. (We shall skip the invertiability 
condition by including it into the condition for stabilizing solution in the future).
Proof: See the Appendix. I
The relation =  Tf) holds by
w*P =  rt,T.,s;/ = s;f = s j .
Hence the weighting function IVjfc) as in (3.16) is the generalized inverse of the 
ideal complementary sensitivity. A crucial problem in the synthesis of the Hco 
controller is the synthesis of the state feedback gain F  — H  such that it achieves the 
desired frequency shape for both Ssf{z) and Ts/(z). This can be achieved by shaping 
the plant model directly that proceeds as follows. Suppose that there exists Z(s)
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having size in x p such that P ( z ) =  Z(z)P{(z)  has an equal number of inputs and 
outputs and has a desirable loopshape. Our strategy is the same as the dual case 
by synthesizing F  such that with P(z)  = T~jlSsf  there holds power complementary 
condition
S ' s A f  +  t ;st 3j =  I m (3.63)
As in this case, there holds also
5(S ./(cj")) =  l / v ' a a  + I/V '-H -JV ")),
< yjl -  1/2 ( / +  [P(eJ")J-P(ci")).
Thus the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity have the desired frequency shape 
provided that P[z)  does. The following result gives the formula to synthesize such 
a gain F  =  / / .
P ro p o sitio n  3.13 Suppose that the shaped plant model P(z)  =  Z(z)Pi (z) =  C ( z l — 
A) -1  B  has an equal number o f inputs and outputs and has a desirable loopshape. 
Suppose further that P{z) has a stabilizable and detectable realization (A , B , C ). 
Then there exists a stabilizing state feedback gain F  such that Ss/  and Tsj  satisfying 
(3.63). Furthermore such an F  achieves approximate desirable frequency shape for 
Sa/  and Tsj  and can be computed by F  — — + B ' X B ) ~ lB ' X A  where X  is the 
stabilizing solution of the following algebraic Riccati equation
X  =  A ' X { I m +  B B ’X ) ~ l A + C X \  (3.64)
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Because our goal is to develop Hoo loopshaping for MRC, in what follows next, 
we will derive similar results to Section 4. For this purpose, consider the plant model 
given by
P(z)  =  Cp{zln -  Ap)~lBp (3.65)
We consider again the case ?n > p. For the reference model in (3.3), we augment 









to II r II
O
Cp Cr , H  =0
1u 1 O t
L J
. B * .
(3.66)
C (z ln+r -  A)~ 'H  =  Cr(z lr -  A r)~ 'Br =  R(z)-l
and
C(zl„+r -  A ) - ' B  = Cp{zl„ -  AP) - 'B P =  P(z)
In this case Sid{z) =  (Ip — R{z))~l =  Ip +  C{z ln+P — A — H C )~ lH  where




B rCp A,. +  B rCr
It follows that the matrix A + HC  may not be stable if P(z)  is not. The next result 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for J\ < 7  to be solvable with stabilizing 
controllers.
T h e o rem  3.14 Let P{z) — C[zJn — A)~xB  with stabilizable and detectable I'ealiza- 
tion. Let the weighting function in Tj\{z) be the same as in Theorem 3.10, Suppose
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that A  +  H C  is unstable. Then there exists a stabilizing controller K (z )  such that 
J\ < 7 for  some 7  >  0 i f  and only if  A  +  H C  has no unstable eigenvalues on the 
unit circle. I f  the condition for  A +  I IC having no unstable eigenvalues on the unit 
circle holds, then (a) there exists a stabilizing solution Y  >  0 for  (3.59), such that 
the following transfer matrix
V(z) = I  +  C (z ln+r -  /I -  L ,C )- ' (Ls  -  I I ), (3.69)
is stable and satisfies VV~ = I,, +  a 2C Y C m where L3 = II — a 2(A + H C ) Y C m{I + 
at2C Y C m)~l ; and (b) the existence of stabilizing controller such thatJ\  <  7  is equiva­
lent to the existence of  a stabilizing solution X  >  0 for (3.57) satisfying the coupling 
condition p ( X Y )  <  7 2 where V'* > 0 is the solution to (3.59).
Proof: In light of Theorem 3.10, the existence of the stabilizing controller such 
that J\ <  7  is determined by the existence of the stabilizing solution X  and Y  
for (3.57) and (3.59) respectively, and the coupling condition p{X Y )  < j 2. The 
equation (3.57) is a standard algebraic Riccati equation that admits a unique 
solution by the given hypothesis provided that 7  is sufficiently large. The coupling 
condition can also always be met for some 7  > 0. Now the existence of the 
controller amounts to the existence of the stabilizing solution for (3.59). Since (3.59) 
corresponds to standard LQR problem for dynamic system x(t) = A ’x(t) +  C'u(t)  
with zero state weighting, it follows from [42] that, by the hypothesis that (C, A) is 
detectable which is equivalent to that (C, AA-HC)  is detectable, the existence of the 
stabilizing solution Y > 0 is equivalent to that the matrix .4 + IIC  has no eigenvalues
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on imaginary axis. Indeed, by Schur decomposition, there exists a unitary matrix 
U such that
tT(A  +  I iC )U  =
where A s contains all the stable eigenvalues of the square matrix A  +  H C  and A u 
contains all the unstable eigen values of A  +  HC.  Define Z  as the solution to the 
Lyapunov equation
Aus
, aCU  =
p i " u ; '
Cu Cs , U' =
0 ^  .
z  ~ ( A ; ' ) - Z A Z '  = ( A z 'YC„c ; a -„'. (3.70)
Then Z > 0 is a unique solution if and only if A u has eigenvalues within unit circle. 
In this case the stabilizing solution Y  for (3.59) is given by Y  =  UUZ ~ XU“ which is 
also unique. With stabilizing solution Y  > 0, it is noted that (3.59) can be written 
as (see Appendix)
Y  = (A + L ,C )Y (A  +  LsCY  +  a~2(Ls -  H)(LS -  H)% (3.71)
La =  I i - a 2{A + I I C ) Y C ' { I +  c? C Y C ’ )~l .
As discussed in the Appendix the above equation implies that the square transfer 
m atrix V(z)  given in (3.69) satisfies VV" =  Ip +  aPCYC’ that is quite similar to 
the all pass function. I
Because the set of eigenvalues for A + H C  contains those for Ap, it is quite 
restrictive for A v not to have eigenvalues on unit circle. A simple way to get rid 
of this problem is to decompose .4,, =  diag (,4pi , / t p2) where /12 contains all the
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imaginary eigenvalues of Ap. The Ar matrix for the reference model is then chosen 
to be A r = diag (Ar\ ,A r2) with A ri =  AP2. Moreover it is assumed that
(3.72)
A p i 0 BPi Api 0 Bpi
P(z) = 0 Ap 2 B p2 = 0 ■^ rl Bp2
Cp i CP2 0 Cpi Cp 2 0
A r\ 0 Brl ' Ap2 0 B r i
R(z) = 0 A T2 Br 2 = 0 A r2 B r 2
. Crl Cr2 0 L Cvi Cr 2 0
where Cr\ = C',,2 is satisfied. The augmentation can be taken as
A =
■oo1_____ Bpi
oNo , B = Bp2
0 0 Ar 2 0
0




In this case, relations (3.67) and (3.6 8 ) again hold true. Furthermore with the 
reference model augmented in P(z),  we have that
&,•(*) =  Sid(z) = (Ip - R ( z ) ) - ' = I p + C (z In+r - A - H C ) - lH  (3.74) 
Toi(z) =  (IP -  R{z) )- 'P{z)  =  - C ( z l n+r - A -  H C )~ 'B  (3.75)
Therefore, the reference model should be synthesized such that .Softs) and Tai(z) 
have desired frequency shape for the ideal sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 
matrices so that the control can achieve the desired loopshape by minimization
of J j as in (3.16) by the fact that IKj =  T*;.
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It is noted that for unstable A  +  H C , the Hoo solution for J\ <  7  needs to solve 
two AREs in (3.57) and (3.59), and satisfy one coupling condition p{X Y )  < 7 2. 
This is again numerically quite intensive if a search for the optimal 7  is required. 
Now we employ a similar approach to the continuous-time systems by considering 
a  modified performance index J\ where
(1 - A  ) (S 0Ut- V S id)
[VSij ) - ' , 0 < A <  1 (3.76)
A T,„P*
and V(z)  is the same as in (3.69). Due to the almost all pass property for K(^), 
VSid has the same frequency shape as S,d(z). It should be clear that the difference 
between J\ < 7 and J\ < 7  is very small. However, this modification yields a more 
efficient algorithm for solving the required H 00 controller that is an observer.
T h e o re m  3.15 Let P(z) be augmented as in (3.73) where ( A , B , C )  is both sta- 
bilizable and detectable. Consider the performance index in (3.76). Suppose that 
Sid =  Ip +  C ( z l  — A — IJC)~lH where A +  IIC is unstable but avoids eigenvalues 
on the unit circle. Then the Hoo controller solves J\ < 7  has an observer form (3.2) 
where L  =  L„ =  II — {A +  I IG )YC '{1  +  a 2C Y C ’ )~l with Y  a stabilizing solution 
for (3.59) in the case a  =  1 and F  =  - \ ~ 2B mX s[I +  (A~2B B ’ -  7 " 2 /f//*)A 's]-M  
where X s > 0  is the stabilizing solution for
X a =  A*XS[1 +  (X~2B B ’ -  +  (1 -  A f C ' C .  (3.77)
Proof: Simple computation shows that
Sid =  V(c)5w(c) = 1 +  C (z l  -  A -  LSC)~XLS
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that is stable by La =  II  — (A + H C )YC*(I  + a 2C Y C ‘)~x where Y  is the stabilizing 
solution. Hence, Theorem 3.10 can be applied for solving J\ < 7  with Sid replaced 
by Sid• The proof is now complete. 1
We summarized the MRC 'H(x> loopshaping procedure for discrete-time systems 
in the following algorithm.
M RC H o p  Loopshaping A lgorithm  (m > p ) :
• Step 1 : For the given physical plant, decompose its realization according to 
(3.72) where Api contains all the imaginary eigenvalues of Ap.
• Step 2 : Synthesize the reference model in the form of (3.72) such that S0i 
in (3.74) and T0; in (3.75) have desired frequency shape for sensitivity and 
complementary sensitivity.
• Step 3: Augment the plant according to (3.73).
• Step 4: Compute L =  Ls =  II  — (A + H C W C ' i l + a ^ C Y C ' ) " 1 where Y  is the 
stabilizing solution for (3.59) with a  =  1 . Compute F  =  Fs =  — A_213*A'’S[ / +  
(X~2B B m — ‘y~2IIIJm)Xs]~1A where A's is the stabilizing solution for (3.77) for 
some 7  > 0 .
• Step 5: Set the controller as the observer in (3.2) with state feedback and 
output injection gains given in Step 4.
In what follows next, we consider the dual case m < p. For the plant model in
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, B  =
'  Bp C = Cp 0
0 A r ' . B r . H  = 0 Cr
Then there holds
(3.78)
H ( s ln+r -  A)~l B  =  Cr{zlr -  A r T 'B r  =  R(s)
and
C (z ln+r -  A)~lB  = Cp{sln -  Apr ' B p = P(s)
In this case Sw(s) =  (Ip -  R(z))~x =  /„ +  H ( z ln+P - A -  B I I )~ l B  where
4,>




0 A r -j- BpC?
It follows that the matrix A + B H  may not be stable if P{z)  is not. The next result 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for Ji < 7  to be solvable with stabilizing 
controllers.
T h e o rem  3.16 Let P(z)  =  C(zJn — A)~XB  with stabilizable and detectable realiza­
tion. Let the weighting function in T j 2[z) be the same as in Theorem 3.12. Suppose 
that A  +  B H  is unstable. Then there exists a stabilizing controller K (z )  such that 
J2 < 7  for some 7  >  0 i f  and only if  A + B H  has no eigenvalues on unit circle. If 
the condition for A +  BII  having no eigenvalues on unit circle holds, then (a) there 
exists a stabilizing solution X  > 0 for
X  = (4  +  B I i y X { l  +  a * B B m)- '{A  +  BH) (3.81)
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such that the following transfer matrix
V(z) = I  + (FS -  H ) (z ln+r - A -  B F S) - ' B , (3.82)
is stable and satisfies VmV  =  I m + B * X B  where Fa = H  — B * X ( I  + a 2B B mX ) ~ 1(A + 
BH );  and (b) the existence of stabilizing controller such that J 2 < 7  is equivalent 
to the existence of a stabilizing solution Y  >  0 for (3.62) satisfying the coupling 
condition p (X Y )  < 7 2 where X  > 0 is the solution to (3.81).
Because the set of eigenvalues for A -f B H  contains those for /lp, it is quite 
restrictive for Ap not to have eigenvalues on imaginary axis. A simple way to get 
rid of this problem is to decompose Ap =  diag (Af,i, . ^ 2) where A p2 contains all the 
imaginary eigenvalues of Ap. The A r matrix for the reference model is then chosen 
to be A r =  diag (Ari , / l r2) with A r\ =  Ap2. Moreover it is assumed that
(3.83)
A p 1 0 Bp\ Api 0 Bpi
P(z) = 0 AP2 B P2 = 0 Arl B P2
Cp 2 0 Cpi Cp2 0
A rl 0 B r 1 A P2 0 Bp2
R(z) = 0 A T2 B r 2 = 0 A r 2 B r2
Crl Cr2 0 Crl Cr2 0
where B r\ =  BP2 is satisfied. The augmentation can be taken as
0 0 Bpi
A = 0 Ap> 0 , B = BP2
0 0 A,•2 Br 2




In this case, relations (3.79) and (3.80) again hold true. Furthermore with the 
reference model augmented in P{z), we have that
SaJ(z) =  S id{z) = {Ip - R ( z ) r '  = Ip + H{zIn+r- A - B H ) - ' B  (3.85) 
Ta/(z)  =  (lp - R ( z ) r ' P ( z )  = - H ( z l n+r- A - B H ) - ' B  (3.86)
Therefore, the reference model should be synthesized such that Sa/(z )  and T,j(z)  
have desired frequency shape for the ideal sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 
matrices so that the control can achieve the desired loopshape by minimization 
of Ji  as in (3.16) by the fact that IV2 = Tjj.
It is noted that for unstable A +  BH,  the 'H<x> solution for J 2 < 1 needs to solve 
two AREs in (3.62) and (3.81), and satisfy one coupling condition p { X Y ) < 7 2. This 
is numerically quite intensive if a search for the optimal 7  is required. Moreover 
the resulting controller in (3.37) is not of observer form. To resolve this issue, we 
consider a modified performance index J 2 where
^2 : =  H a l l o o ,  Tj2 = VSi-1hi ( 1 - A ) ( V S id- S in) AP+Toul , 0  <  A < 1 (3.87)
and V{z) is the same as in (3.82). Due to the fact that K(c) is almost all pass, VSid 
has similar frequency shape as Sid{z). From loopshaping point of view, there is no 
much difference between J 2 < 7  and J 2 < 7 . However, this modification yields a 
more efficient algorithm for solving the required H oq controller that is an observer. 
Because this is dual to Theorem 3.15, the proof is omitted.
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Theorem 3.17 Let P(z) be augmented as in (3.84) where (A , B , C ) is both sta- 
bilizable and detectable. Consider the performance index in (3.87). Suppose that 
Sid — Ip +  H ( z l  — A — B H )~ XB  where A  +  B H  is unstable. Then the Hoo con­
troller solves Ji <  7  has an observer form (3.2) where F  =  F„ =  H  — B ’X ( I  +  
a 2B B mX ) ~ 1(A  +  B F )  ivith X  a stabilizing solution for (3.81) with a  =  1 and 
L  =  —A” 2 i4 [7  +  Y ( \ ~ 2C*C — 7 ~2H mH)Y]~XYC* where Y3 > 0 is the stabilizing 
solution for
Ya =  A[1 + YS{\~2C"C -  7 ~2H mH))~xYaA m +  (1 -  A)2B B ' .  (3.S8)
We summarize the results into the following algorithm for model reference control 
(MRC) using Hoo loopshaping.
M RC H qq Loopshaping A lgorithm  ( m  <  p ) :
• Step 1: For the given physical plant, decompose its realization according to 
(3.83) where Ap\ contains all the imaginary eigenvalues of Ap.
• Step 2: Synthesize the reference model in the form of (3.S3) such that Saf 
in (3.85) and Taj  in (3.S6) have desired frequency shape for sensitivity and 
complementary sensitivity.
•  Step 3: Augment the plant according to (3.73).
• Step 4: Compute F  =  Fa =  H  — B ’X { I  +  a 2B B ’X ) ~ l (A + B H )  where 
A' is the stabilizing solution for (3.81) with a  =  1 . Compute L — L s —
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—A“M [/ +  YS( \~ 2C*C — 7 “2F*F)]~lYaC ’ where Ya is the stabilizing solution 
for (3.8S) for some 7  > 0.
• Step 5: Set the Hoo controller as the observer in (3.2) with state feedback and 
output injection gains given in Step 4.
It is noted that in order for Sa/  and Ta/  to have desired frequency shape, the 
plant P(z)  does not require shaping but R{z) does. Because the reference model 
R(z)  contains those imaginary axis poles of the plant P (c), it helps the synthesis 
for R(z)  to achieve desired frequency shape for both Ssj  and Taj. Finally, if it is 
required to search the optimal 7  value, simple scheme such as in [65] can be used as 
our Hoo problem does not involve the coupling condition.
3.6 A n Illustrative Exam ple
In this section we will illustrate our synthesis algorithm discussed in the previous
sections. Consider the feedback system shown in Fig.3.1. Let the size of plant
p — m  =  1. The non-minimun phase plant P(s)  is given by
s — 9 k\ bis2 + b2s -f 63
T 7 7 T “ TTT = ~  +  ' a . ■ . .  . ■
The realization of the plant is found as
- 6  - 1 1  - 6  
Ap -  1 0 0 , Bp = l 0  0
t
0 0
1.5 9 17.5 ,
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Our objective is to design a feedback controller K  such that the plant achieves the 
reference model given by the ideal sensitivity. The performance of reference model 
by the step input has the requirements as follows:
• the percentage overshoot P.O. <  5%,
• settling time t3 <  3sec.
•  the steady state error ess < 0 .1
We choose reference model as the prototype given by
R ( s )  =
4
s(s +  2 .8 )
that represents both the ideal time domain and frequency domain performance. 







, B r = 2 -4 .3
It follows that
P(s) = Cp(s l  -  Ap) Bp, R(s) =  Cr(s l  -  A r) - lBr




- 6  - 1 1  - 6  0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0  0 0 




0 0 - 2.8
B  = 1 0 0 —0.0S57 -1 .4
-1 .5  -1 .4  ] ,  #  = 1.5 9 17.5 1 - 1
Further, we choose A =  0.1 to emphasize the performance requirement, and 7  =  1 
for which an Woo controller exists. Using the MATLB as a computation tool, the 
state feedback gain F  obtained from the simulation is given by
F  = 45.S 24.5 13.3 S6.4 • -15.0
and L = H.  The synthesized feedback controller is obtained as
K(s)  = - F ( s l  - A  — B F  — LC)~XL
0.1s*1 +  s3 -|- 3.4s2 +  4.6s +  2.2 
s5 +  17.7s*1 +  150s3 +  760s2 +  2420s +  3183
For comparison, the magnitude response of the sensitivity for the reference model 
(dashed line), and for the designed feedback system (solid line), according to the 
value of 7  and A, are plotted in Fig. 3.5, and the complementary sensitivity in Fig. 
3.6, respectively. The step response of the the designed feedback system satisfies 
the design requirements specified by the the ideal model as shown in Fig. 3.7. for 
















Figure 3.5: The sensitivity of the plant and the reference model.











Figure 3.6: The complementary sensitivity of the plant and the reference model.
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Figure 3.7: The step response of the plant and the reference model in 7  =  1 case.










Figure 3.8: The step response of the plant and the reference model in 7  =  2 case.
C hapter 4 
A daptive Identification and  
C ontrol in H o o
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is a unification of the previous two chapters with adaptation in both 
identification and control. The objective is to model and control the physical sys­
tem adaptively under the paradigm of As discussed earlier, to achieve robust 
adaptive control, we need not only identify the nominal plant, but also quantify the 
model uncertainty in the adaptive modeling part. Moreover, we need use both the 
nominal plant model and the quantification of the model uncertainty to self-tune 
the adaptive control law based on 7ix, robust control. An obvious difficulty for the 
unification of identification and control in H <» is the lack of recursive algorithms 
using real tim e data. This is one of the reasons why least-squares algorithm is cho­
sen in Chapter 2 for solving the problem of identification in 7 i» . By the Parseval 
Theorem, it is possible to convert the frequency domain least-squares algorithm into 
the time domain one. The problem is the equivalence of the two least-squares al­
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gorithm, and/or under what conditions they are equivalent. The use of Hoo control 
for the control part also gives the opportunity to implement the resulting control 
law adaptively because Hoo norm is induced two norm (i.e., the size of energy). This 
is also manifested by the Hoo performance index in time domain. The problem is 
clearly the computational complexity associated with Hoo design that prohibits its 
implementation in real time. Recall that we do not know the true system except 
the identified model that is a function of time t. Thus the Hoo controller needs 
to be designed for each identified plant that is simply not possible for real time 
implementation.
To resolve the aforementioned problems, the following strategies are used. First, 
a periodic signal is injected that ensures the persistent excitation at the plant input. 
Then it can be shown that the least-squares algorithm in frequency domain is equiv­
alent to a specialized recursive least-squares algorithm asymptotically. Fortunately 
the amplitude of the periodical signal is not large that keeps the resulting perfor­
mance degradation small. Second, the time domain performance index is used to 
convert the infinite horizon problem for Hoo control into the finite horizon problem 
at each time instance. In this case the two algebraic Riccati equations involved 
in Hoo control become Riccati difference equations that can be solved recursively, 
and thus allow the real time implementation of the robust model reference control. 
Under certain conditions, the finite horizon Hoo control converges to infinite horizon 
Hoo control. Hence robust adaptive control can be achieved. Because the identified
model is very inaccurate at the early stage of adaptive control, model validation is 
employed to monitor the closed loop system. If the system produces undesirable 
size of signals, the Hoo controller designed for finite horizon case must be shut off. 
This prevents the system from suffering extremely poor performance. The block 









Figure 4.1: The block diagram of robust adaptive control
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, the conventional recursive 
least-squares algorithm is reviewed first. Its frequency domain properties are dis­
cussed that lead to the equivalence between the two least-squares algorithms. In 
Section 3, finite horizon control for H o© case is studied for time varying systems 
because of the time varying model obtained from recursive least-squares algorithm. 
Its convergence is investigated, anti the model equivalence principle is employed to 
achieve robust adaptive control where model validation is used as a monitor for the
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closed loop system. For simplicity, the results in this chapter are derived for single­
input/single-output systems. Because both recursive least-squares algorithms and 
finite horizon control algorithms are applicable to multivariable systems, the results 
in this chapter can be generalized to a multivariable case without much difficulty. 
There do exist some problems if the plant is unstable as in this case, and therefore, 
the results in Chapter 2 fail to apply. This problem will be discussed in Chapter 5.
4.2 R ecursive Least-Squares A lgorithm  for Iden­
tification in Hoc
This section focuses on recursive least-squares algorithm that has been used exten­
sively in conventional system identification [47]. Although least-squares algorithm 
has been investigated for undermodeling problem [70, 24], recursive least-squares 
algorithm remains untouched regarding to its associated identification error. This 
section reveals a surprising result that relates recursive least-squares algorithm to 
the frequency domain least-squares algorithm studied in Chapter 2. Under some 
mild conditions, these two algorithms are equivalent that leads to the quantification 
of Woo norm error for the recursive least-squares algorithm.
4.2.1 R ecursive Least-Squares A lgorithm
Recursive least-squares algorithm considers on-line identification of a linear discrete 
time system with additive disturbance modeled by the input-output relationship
y(t) =  G(5t)m(*) +  »(/) (4.1)
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where G{z) is the true unknown transfer function, u(t) is the control input and 
v(t) is an unmeasurable stochastic disturbance or measurement noise acting on the 
output y(t). The conventional identification algorithm assumes
2/(0 =  G(z, 6)u(t) +  H ( z y 0)q(t) (4.2)
for some stable G(c) and H{z)  where H ( z ) is a fixed transfer function that resembles 
the noise spectrum of v(t), and thus ( / / ( c ) ) -1  is also stable, and the exogenous 
signal q(t) is white noise. In conventional system identification [47], both G(z,0)
A
and H{z,Q) are assumed to be FIR (or MA) model
« —1 m -1
C(=,«) =  H(z,d)  = •£, h z - K
h=0 k=0
The parameter 0 is defined as
0r  =  0X 02 ... 0n+m , (4.3)
where the following relations hold:
. for i = 1 , 2 ,
0; =
hi-n - i> for i = n + 1 ,...,?? +  m.
For our application, the parameter vector 0 6  M  consisting of all possible (n +  
7n)-dimensional real vectors that are bounded1. Recursive least-squares algorithm
A
estimates 0(t) at time t using past data, and past estimate. As time passes, the 
estimate 0(t) is expected to be closer to the true unknown 0 as more data become 
available.
b e c a u se  |ff,| < Af for each i by G'(;) €  S(p,M), and | / j , |  <  6 for each i by  |A ,| <  6, See 
Chapter 2 for details.
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Because of the unknown nature of {<?(0}> the identified model at t — 1 can only 
give predicted output
3/(0 =  (4.4)
k= 0
Thus the prediction error is given by
e ( t j )  =  5;
=  f f - ’ M ) [ ( G ( . - ) - G ( z , '  + » ( i ) ] .  (4.5)
For convenience, and consistency with the least-squares algorithm in Chapter 2, 
H(z)  =  1 is assumed, and thus 0 is ?i-dimensional. In this case, the model in (4.4) 
has the form
y(t) — 4>7 (/. — 1)37, $ T =   ^ u(t) u(t — 1 ) ... u[i — n +  1 ) 
The prediction error at time i is thus given by
e(M ) =  2/(0 ~  2/(0 = 2/(0 “  $ T0  “  0^-
The recursive least-squares algorithm seeks 0 at t = L that minimizes 
J i W  = E  e2( ( ,» ) + ( « - »o)T /o ' 1 ( « -» o )
t=1
=  E m - m f m - m )
t=l
+  ( « -« „ ) Tp„-1 ( i - h )
(4.6)
=  D » (< )  -  - 1 m T(v M  -  * Tv  - 1 )0)
(=i




where P0 is the covariance related to the initial estimate 0o. A remarkable fact is
A
that such 6 can be estimated recursively [23].
 ^  A  A  A
T h e o rem  4.1 Suppose 0 =  0(L — 1) minimizes j£_i(0) at t — L — 1 using in-
A A A A
put/output data up to t  — L — 1 , where 0(0) =  0q. Then the minimizer 0 =  0(L) for
A
Jl (0) can be computed according to
6 m  = 6 a  -  » + ^ - W - D ( i > W - * ( £ - i ) T^ - i ) )
 ^ '  ( ) +  l + $ { L - l ) TP ( L - 2 ) $ { L - l )
where P ( —1) =  P0 for L =  1, and
r i L  11 m  "1 P { L - 2 ) m - m L - \ f P { L - 2 )
1) -) l + 4>( i_l )3-p( i _ 2 ) * ( i - l )
/07’ // >  1 .
The modeling error for recursive least-squares algorithm has been investigated in 
[47] in the presence of the stochastic noise. Under mild conditions, it can be shown
A
that the estimate 0(t) converges to 0 asymptotically that is summarized as follows.
L em m a 4.1 Suppose G(z)  € S( p , M) ,  and {y{t)} and {»(<)} are guasi-stationary 
for all t. Then with J l {0) defined in (4-7), there holds
sup y |  J l{0) — Jl {0)| —» 0 , as L —> oo 
h M  L
— A A
where Ji{0) is the expectation of JjfO) given by
J l (0)  =  j £ { J l \  =  £ { < ? V , 0 ) } .
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It is also shown that under reasonable conditions [47], the recursive least square
A  A
parameter identification 9" converges asymptotically to a value 0* defined as follows:
9{L)* =  arg min Jl (9, D l ) (4.8)
where D L denotes the data set as L —► oo.
4.2.2 U nderm odeling Error in Frequency D om ain
Although recursive least-squares algorithm has nice stochastic performance, there 
lacks analysis for undermodeling problem. Recall that G{z) € S ( p , M)  is in gen­
eral infinite-dimensional. Thus it is not possible to model G{z)  with FIR transfer
function. In this subsection, we establish the asymptotic equivalence relation, under
persistent excitation condition, between recursive least-squares algorithm and the 
least-squares algorithm in Chapter 2, and thus establish the undermodeling error 
bound in frequency domain for recursive least-squares algorithm. To be consistent 
with stochastic analysis in [47], we define, for a signal sequence {s(i)}, correlation 
function by
Rs[i,r)  =  £ {s{t)s{t -  r ) } . (4.9)
The signal s(t) is called quasi-stationary [47] if
\ €{s( t )} \  < C, |f l .(< ,r ) |< C , Vi,
R s [ t )  =  lim —  5 3  R s { t , t  — r) , Vri.-eo L (=1
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exists where C  is a finite constant. The spectrum of the signal s(t) is defined by
OO
E R s ( k ) e - ^ k.
A'=—oo
It is not difficult to see that for deterministic s(t), there holds $(u>) =  |5(w ) | 2 where
1 L
5(w) =  lim —=  E  s(t)e~3Wt.
By using Parseval’s theorem, it is established in [47] for quasi-stationary signals u(t) 
and ?/(£), the least-squares criterion function J l {0) is given by
tlim A (« )  =  ( o - k ) .  (4.10)
It follows from (4.S) that
O' =  arg min ^  $ c(< ^ duo +  (O -  O^f P0“ ' [f ~ Oo) •
Denote $ y(u>)> $ u(w), and $„(u>) as spectral functions for y(i),u[t) and v(t) respec­
tively. Then there holds, if u(t)  and v(t) are independent,
h  = l<V") - + *„(w). (4.11)
Now suppose the input signal is persistently exciting, i.e., the input signal has the 
form
Cn N/2
M( 0  =  —  +  E cos(u it +  <*;) +  M t)  (4.12)
i=i
where 0 <  w,- <  7r are all distinct for i >  0. In addition it is assumed that |j ||oo < 
C < oo with l'K(s) as 2-transform of iv(i). It follows that [47]
=  5  E l C . i 2^
-  1 = 0
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where 6(u>) satisfies
/OO 6 (u;) dev = 1 , (ii) <5(u>) =  0, for u? ^  0.
■OO
It is noted that $ u,(eJU') =  0 by the definition of spectral function. The above
A
property implies that by taking Oo =  0 and noting (4.11) and (4.10),
lira JL(0) = ±  f  |G(ejn  -  G (e ^ ) |2$ u(a;) dev +  +  §TP ^ 0
L-+oo s,7T J — it
= T E  \Ci\2\C'(e^) -  G ( e ^ ) \2 +  $„(w) + dTP0- iO.
4  1=0
By taking C,- =  2 /y /N  for all i, ev; = 2in/N,  and
P° '  = ( j j )  <liag(l./>2...... />a|”- ,,)> S = M f \  (4.13)
we arrive at
Jim  M O )  =  i £ ‘ |G(ei" ') - ( J ( e iw-)|a +  ®.(ai) + «T/>0- 1ff (4.14)
-  ( i | ' | G , v 4 ) - ^ r ) + ( ± ) 2 iiG»L
that is exactly the same cost function in Chapter 2 for unconstrained least-squares 
algorithm for the case <5 =  0. Hence the results in Chapter 2 can be applied that 
leads to the next result.
T h eo rem  4.2 Suppose the input data is persistently exciting as in (j.12). Then 
the estimate based on recursive least-squares converges to the solution of frequency 
domain least-squares solution as in Chapter 2 asymptotically. Moreover there holds 
error bound
sup ||G -  G |U  <  M p - N +  2*//>-"
CeS(pJU) V P ~  1
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as L —► oo.
Because the proof follows directly from the analysis in this subsection, and Corol­
lary 2.2 of Chapter 2, it is omitted. We would like to emphasize that the assumptions 
used are mild. Indeed, the stochastic noise v{t) does not affect the asymptotic so-
A A
lution 0* in light of (4.14). If ||4>u,||oo ^  0, then the cost function J l (0) converges 
to
lim J L(0) =  ±  [* \ G ( e n - G { e > ”)\2* w( u )d "L->oo ZK J - n
+ ( i | ' | 6 ( . n ) - ^ | 2)  + ( ^ ) 2|l<>IIL-
In this case, it is difficult to predict the modeling error in frequency domain with 
the sup-norm. But we argue that the system eventually settles at some steady-state 
value that can be modeled as some persistent signal whose spectrum function dom­
inates One can incorporate such function in construction of the persistent
signal (4.12). In that case Theorem 4.2 holds again. We would also like to mention 
that as |Ci| =  2 / y / N  for all /, the persistent signal may not affect much on the 
performance of the system. If does, one should scale {C,}, and /q-1  proportionally 
to a degree that the persistent signal is not significant.
4.2.3 A nalysis for Closed-Loop System s
The undermodeling error in frequency domain becomes more difficult to analyze for 
feedback systems without further assumptions on the plant model, and the persistent 
exciting signals. In this subsection, we consider the identification problem for closed
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Figure -1.2: Closed-loop identification problem
loop system as in Figure 4.2, i.e., the RLS is applied to input/output data for the 
closed-loop system in Figure 4.2.
We assume that the system is a fixed regulator to focus the on identification part 
[47]. The plant input and output can be written as (see Figure 4.2)
u{t) =  r(t) + K{z,0)y{t) ,  y(t) =  G(z)u{t) +  v(t) (4.15)
where r(t) is the reference signal, y{t) is the measured plant output, u(<) is the 
disturbance or measurement noise, and I\ is the transfer function of the feedback 
controller, parameterized by the identified parameter vector 0 of the plant model. 
The relation between u{t) and y(t)  shown in (4.15) implies that
Thus the prediction error as defined in (4.5) is given (by taking H{z,Q) =  1 ) as
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follows:
< ( t j )  = ( T z j k ) M i )  +  *»(< )]+  »(*) (4.17)
“  ( T 5 f i ) l ^ W  +  v(0 ).
where
A0 (.-) =  G(z) -  G ( z j ) ,  m  =  ■■(<)•
For our applications to adaptive control, both K (z, 0) and G(z, 0) are parameterized
A
by 0: the parameter vector that is recursively estimated using RLS algorithm as 
discussed earlier. It should be clear that if G'(s, 0 ) is close to the true unknown 
plant, then
e( / ,0)  «  A ar(t) + v{t)
that is the same as the case for the open-loop estimation problem. The following 
result is obtained.
P ro p o s itio n  4.3 Suppose f(t )  is persistent exciting in the sense that
$ r M  =  w/), w,- =  2in/N.
yv  i = 0
Then with Ji(0) defined by
M O )  =  £ ^ > ’0) + { o - h f  p0- '  ( 6 - »0) .
i=l
there holds asymptotically
Jim  J L(0) =  |m  [g(WA,) -  G(Vt//,)]|2
N-l
+  ( 0 - 0 Q) P o 1 ( d - 0 o)  +  Y ^ m v( 2 i n / N )
i=0
where W{ = (1  -  (W^)G(lKAr))/(l -  K(W^)G(W*N)). Moreover with RLS applied
to closed-loop identification, the estimate 0  converges asymptotically to the mini­
mization solution for lini£,_co J l { 0 ). Consequently, i f in addition W; =  1 , there 
holds error bound in 'H<X) norm given by
sup ||G -  G'Hoo < Mp~N +  2M p - N J £ ± ±
G65(p,A/) V P ~  1
asymptotically.
Because the proof is similar to the derivation in Section 4.2, it is omitted. It 
should be clear that the above error bound may not hold as IK,- =  1 does not hold 
in general. However, we would like to comment that by equation (3.13) of Chapter 
3, there holds
1 - K G   __________ 1__________
1 -  K G  ~  l -  A a S f / K / i  1 -  KG’)
The above equation is derived with the assumption that the control part minimizes




1 -  I \G
that is precisely the 7i<x, cost for MRC based loopshaping as studied in Chapter 3, 
Hence there holds inequality
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with the assumption that 7 ||Ag||oo < A. It follows that the qualification of the 
identified model is also related to the control qualification for the identified model. 
We will assume that Wi «  1 for all i , and thus the error bound in the above 
proposition holds approximately. The assumption on the persistent excitation of
A A A
f (t)  is mild as K ( z ,0 ) and G{z,0)  are known, and one can always synthesize r(t) 
such that the spectrum of r(t) is the same as in the above proposition.
4.3 A daptive Control in Hoo Based on R ecur­
sively Identified M odel
In adaptive control, feedback controller is “tuned” according to the identified plant 
model that is time-varying in nature although the true unknown plant is linear 
and time-invariant. In traditional approach, robustness of the feedback control is 
not taken into account in the selection of adaptive control law. The reason lies 
in the assumption of exact identification for adaptive modeling, and thus model 
uncertainty does not exist. It is now widely known that the lack of robustness in 
the control part causes the adaptive control to “fail” in the presence of the modeling 
error. Hence, our approach is to incorporate Hoo control into the adaptive control 
law. In particular, those results derived in Chapter 3 for model reference control 
will be modified, and employed in this section to achieve robust adaptive control. 
We begin with some known results for H control of time-varying systems with 
finite horizon performance index. These results will then be used for our adaptive
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control problem. Finally, model validation results will be employed to ensure the 
robustness for the proposed adaptive control scheme.
4.3.1 F in ite  H orizon H o o  Control for T im e-varying System s
Because Hoo norm is an induced H 2 norm, or i 2 norm, it has a time-domain inter­
pretation. In this section, we review some of the existing results for finite horizon 
Hoo control with time-varying systems. Two problems will be considered: state 
feedback and state estimation.
In state feedback problem for finite horizon Hoo control with time-varying sys­
tems, we are considering the following problem. We are given an n th order time- 
varying system of the form:
x(t + l) = A tx{t) + B u w(t) + B 2tu{l), C(0 =  Cux{t) +  D u u(t), .t(0) =  0, (4.18)
where w(t) 6  R ”1',  u[t) G R '"2, and f (0  G R Pl. To simplify the problem, it 
is further assumed that DftC'u =  0. For state feedback, the measurement of the 
state variables is available. The problem is to synthesize a state feedback controller 
u(t) =  Fx{t)  such that the performance index
Jf  =  E [c(')] 'rc(') -  72 E W O l M o  < 0 (4.W)
<5=0 (= 0
for all possible io[t) G C2 and w(t) ^  0 where 7  >  0 is prespecified. There are two 
problems to be answered here. The first is the existence of such controllers, and the 
second is the synthesis of such controller if it exists. The following result can be 
found in [46],
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T h eorem  4.4 Consider tim e varying system  in (4 -18) ,  and the performance index 
in (4 . 19)  with 7 >  0 given. Then there exists any feedback controller n( t )  — T x { t )  
such that Jp  <  0 fo r  all possible w( t )  €  d2, i f  and only i f  there exists a solution  
sequence ( A ^ i ) } ^ 1 f or  the difference Riccati equation
X ( t )  =  A * X { t  +  \ ) { I n +  R tX { t  +  l ) ) - l A t +  C l C u ,  X { N )  =  0 , (4.20) 
Rt = B * ( D l D u ) - ' B l - B u B l h \
such that D f tD \ t +  B'llX{t.)B2t >  0, and the matrix
Q l =  J t +  B j ' X ( t ) B u  (4.21)





, B t =J t  —
D ] ,D u
B u i?2t
0
I f  the above conditions hold, then with u{t] II where the
gain is given by
Ft = ~ Til 2 ( J t +  B ( X ( t ) B t ) - l B f X ( l ) A u (4.23)
J p  <  0 is satisfied f o r  all possible w( t )  € ffi.
All controllers satisfying J p  <  0 for the worst case are characterized in 
but not quoted here. For application to our particular problem, static feedback 
gains suffice. However we do need to know the limit of the state feedback gain 
as N  >  t —» 0 0  under the condition that the state-space model converges to a
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time-invariant system. This is directly related to the adaptive control where the 
identified model is convergent for the RLS algorithm as analyzed in the previous 
section. Moreover we will allow 7 to be a function of time t because in the real 
time control, the exact value of 7 for which the feedback controllers exist such that 
sup|H|2_i J f  <  0 is not known in advance. Thus 7 needs “tune” also in order that 
Hoo control be used for adaptive control.
C orollary 4.1 Consider tim e varying sys tem  in (4 . 18), and the performance index 
in (4 -19)  with 7* > 0 given. Then there exists any feedback controller u{ t )  =  J-x{ t )  
such that J f  <  0 f o r  all possible w{ t )  € C2, i f  and only i f  there exists a solution  
sequence { A '^ ) } ^ 1 f o r  the difference Riccati equation (4 -20)  such that the m atrix  
Qt in (4 -21)  is nonsingular, and has m x negative eigenvalues and m2 positive eigen­
values. M oreover suppose
lim [At, B \ t, B2t, C'k, D\t) =  ( /l, B\, B2, C1, D12)
( —♦CO
that are constant m atrices satisfying  ( /l, B 2) stabilizable, and
rank =  n  +  ?7? 2 V0.
A  -  e i°In B 2 
Ci Du
I f  in addition, lim /_co7/ =  7 >  0, and the following algebraic Riccati equation
X  =  A T{In +  R X ) ~ ' A  +  C f C u  R  =  B 2{Dj2D u )~ xB j  -  B xB j
adm its  a stabilizing solution X  >  0 such that Q  =  limz—oo Q t ‘s nonsingular, and has 
negative eigenvalues and m2 positive eigenvalues. Then liniA'>«~00*’ m  =  x.
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Proof: For the first part, we simply replace B \ t by # i t / 7 t, and apply Theorem
4.4 for the case 7  =  1. For the second part, let Ft be as in (4.23). Then Theorem
4.4 implies that
lim sup J f  < 0  
holds that is equivalent to ||7/r||oo <  7  where
Tf (=) =  {Cx +  D l2F)(sIn -  /I -  B 2F)~lB\
with F  =  lim/v>i-.o© Ft- Using the same argument as in [34], the convergence for the 
solution of the difference Riccati equation to the stabilizing solution of the algebraic 
Riccati equation can be shown but omitted. The corollary is thus true. I
For the numerical computation, the difference Riccati equation in (4.20) is not 
in a good form as it requires the computation of (/„ +  R tX ( t  +  l ) ) -1  that amounts 
to about 0 (n 3) computational complexity. Hence, in real time computation, it is 
recommended to convert (4.20) into the following:
X ( t )  = A j X ( t  + l)A, -  A j X ( t  +  1 )B,(Jt +  B j X { t  +  1 )Bt) - xB j X { t  +  l ) A t + C j f i u
(4.24)
where J t is the same as in (4.22). In what follows next, we consider the dual problem 
of state estimation.
The state estimation problem considers a dual problem to state feedback. We 
are given an n-order time-varying system of the form:
x(t + 1 ) =  A,x(t) + B u w(t)y .r(0) =  0, (4.25)
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y(t) =  Cux{t)  +  D 2tw(t) 
where w(t) € R mi, and y(t) € R P2. It is assumed that B \ tD f t = 0 . The objective is
A
to find a state estimator ((t)  = Cy(t) such that
S  [A*(0]TA*(0 “  72 S  M O lM O  < 0 
(=0  <=0
(4.26)
for all possible w(t) £ C2 where Ax(i) =  £(t) -  £(t) € RPl. The dual result to 
Theorem 4.4 is given as next.
T h eo rem  4.5 Consider time varying system in (4-18), and the performance index 
in (4-19) with 7  >  0 given. Then there exists any state estimator (,*(0 =  Cy{t) such
that J i  <  0 for all possible w(t) £ C2, if  and only if  there exists a solution sequence
f or M)e difference Riccati equation
Y(  1 + 1 )  =  A,Y{l)U„ + k , Y m - ' A l  + B u BZ,  V(0) =  0, (4.27)
R, = C Z ( D i ,D l ) - 'C 2l - C l C u h 2,
such that DuD], + Ci,V(t)C2t >  0 , and the matrix
Q t  ~  J t  +  C ,X ( t )C j  (4.28)
is nonsingular, and has exactly px negative eigenvalues, and p2 positive eigenvalues 
where
- r 2/„. 0  1 r Cu
(4.29)Jt =
' ~ 7 Pi 0
, c t =
0  DotD l C<a
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A
I f  the above conditions hold, then with (f(t) =  Lty(t) where the static state estimation 
gain is given by
Lt =  - A tY( l)C?(J t +  CtY( t)Cj ' ) - 1
Jl < 0  is satisfied for all possible w(t) € O2.
It is noted that the state estimation problem is slightly different from the state 
feedback case in that the solution of the difference Riccati equation (4.27) can be 
computed in real time recursively. For state feedback case, the solution of the dif­
ference Riccati equation (4.20) has to be computed backwards, and such backwards 
computation has to be repeated for each different N,  and thus it is not suitable for 
real time implementation. Although there is a difference between the state feedback 
and estimation problems, a similar result to Corollary 4.1 holds for the case of state 
estimation.
C o ro lla ry  4.2 Consider time varying system in (4-%5)> an(l the performance index 
in (4-S6) with 7 < > 0 given. Then there exists any state estimator ((t)  =  Cy(t) such 
that J i  <  0  for  all possible w(t.) € C, if  and only i f  there exists a solution sequence 
{V'(/)}{1q1 for the difference Riccati equation (4-27) such that the matrix Qt in 
(4-31) is nonsingular, and has p\ negative eigenvalues and p2 positive eigenvalues. 
Moreover suppose
lim {Ai, Bit,C'ii,C-2t, D21) =  (/I , , C \ , C). D>\)
1—* CO




rank =  n +  P2 VO.
A -  e>°In B x 
C2 D21
I f  in addition, lini(^ TO 7, =  7 >  0, and the following algebraic Riccati equation
Y  =  A(In + R Y ) ~ 'A t +  B f B u  R  = C ^ D ^ D n Y ' C i  -  C [C xh *
admits a stabilizing solution Y  > 0  such that Q =  lim«_oo Qt is nonsingular, and 
has p\ negative eigenvalues and p2 positive eigenvalues. Then limiv>t—co Y(t)  =  Y .
Because the proof is similar, it is omitted. It should he indicated that the 
conditions on Q and on the algebraic Riccati equation in the above lemma are both 
necessary and sufficient for the existence of the output injection gain L such that 
||7l||co < 7  where Ti  is the transfer matrix from iv(t) to Ax(t) =  (,*(/) — £ ( 0  given
by
Tl (s ) =  Cx(z ln -  A -  L C i Y ' i B i  +  LD2X)
with L = limyvx—co £<■ Again, for numerical computation, the difference Riccati 
equation in (4.27) is not in a. good form as it requires computation of {In + R tY(t) )~l 
that amounts to about 0 ( n 3) computational complexity. Hence, in real time com­
putation, it is recommended to convert (4.27) into the following:
Y( t  +  1) =  A tY ( t ) A j  -  A tY{ l )C j{J t +  CtY ( t )C ? ) - 'C tY ( t ) A l  + B u B f t, (4.31)
where J t is the same as in (4.29).
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4.3.2 R eal T im e H o o  Control for F in ite H orizon Case
For the identified model Gt{z) at time t obtained through recursive least-squares 
algorithm, our control objective is to synthesize an observer-based controller A't( r ) 
at each time t such that the closed-loop system is robustly stable, and has similar 
performance to that of the reference model. This problem is considered in Chapter 
3 for time-invariant systems. We consider again SISO case for simplicity of the ex­
position although it can be easily generalized to multivariable systems. Specifically, 
our design problem is to synthesize h't(z) for the feedback system as in Figure 4.3 
to achieve the above mentioned stability and performance.
Figure 4.3: The feedback control system
This section will derive corresponding synthesis algorithm for time-varying case 
that is parallel to the results in Chapter 3. Since the identified model has an FIR 
structure of degree n — 1, a simple state-space model can be used for G't(z):
(4.32)















* t  
<72








and Dt — < / q .  Normally Dt — 0  is assumed by strictly properness of the discretized
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A A
systems. It is noted that A t and B t are in fact constant matrices. For loopshaping 
purpose, often an integrator, or an accumulator is used to achieve both the desired 
loopshape, and zero steady-state error for step input. Thus, we consider the pre­
compensated plant
* L Z I  , = 1
Simple calculation yields following relation
Pli = £  9k, P\ = £  9k, i =  li •••>n ~  L
k=0 k=i











A /  At
Pi P i • P n - l  1 (4.34)
and Pt =  Ct(zln — A t)~l B t. The reference model is assumed of the prototype
(4.35)
A r B r
cv --1
o
1 0 Q l
= 0 p q 2
1 1 0
There are two reasons for choosing a prototype model. The first is its simple relation 
with both time domain and frequency domain performance. The second is that the 
augmentation as in Chapter 3 increases the order of the state-space realization by 
at most one. Indeed, we have the following augmentation according to Chapter 3
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>1( = 0 1 0 , p t = A /Pi , H = CVl
0 0 f i . 0 « 2
, Ct = C, 1 1 (4.36)
It is noted that the above realization yields
Pt(z) =  Ct{z ln+i -  A t) - ' B t, R(z) =  Ct( z ln+i -  A t) - 'H  
as required by the model reference control procedure in Chapter 3. The feedback
A
system has a configuration in Figure 4.4 where Kt{z) =  I \ t(z)/[z  — 1).
Figure 4.4: The modified feedback control system
T(z)  = ( I - P t ( z ) K t(z))~'Srdl +
(1 - A )
0
The performance index is the induced 2-norm of the time-varying system
(1 -  A)
XKt{z)
where S,d(2:) =  ( /  — /?(c) ) -1  =  /  — 6 '((s / n+1 — At + HCt)~l B t is the ideal sensitivity. 
Strictly speaking, the above transfer matrix does not exist by time-varying nature. 
In that case, the above transfer matrix T(z)  should be interpreted as an operator 
that maps input r[t) to the regulated output £(/). This problem was studied in 









It follows that T{z)  maps r(i) to ( (1  — A )(M 0 +  e(0)» Au(0) by the feedback system  
in Figure 4.5. Because R(z)  can be chosen arbitrarily, Sid can be made stable, and 




Figure 4.5: The reference feedback control system 
T h eo rem  4.6 Consider time varying system in (4-36), and the performance index
• * »  = £ K ( 0 ) r C ( 0  -  it  E M O f K O .  c w  =
(=0  <=0
with 7 t >  0 given. Then there exists any output feedback controller u(t) =  lCy(t)
such that Joo <  0 for  all possible r(t) € t2, i f  and only if  there exists a solution
sequence {A '(0}ilol f or ^ ie difference Riccati equation
X ( t )  =  A i X ( t  + l ) ( I  + R tX ( t  + l ) ) - l A t + C?Ct, X ( N )  =  0, (4.37)
R t =  B tB' f/X2 -  HJIt / 12,
(1  -  A) ( M0  +  e (0)  
Au(0
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such that the matrix
Q t - J t  +
T “ 72 An, 0
B t H X( t ) B t H , Ji =
0 A2/m2 .
is nonsingular, and has m\  =  1 negative eigenvalues and m2 =  1 positive eigenval­
ues. I f  the above holds, the controller achieving s u p ^ ,^  J^, < 0 is given by





X ( t ) A t.
Proof: Using the results in [46], the synthesis problem amounts to the solvability 
of the difference Riccati equation (4.37) with an additional constraint on Qt, and 
the solvability of the difference Riccati equation
Yt+1 =  (A t +  IICt)(In+l +  r fC j C Y ( t ) ) - 'Y ( t ) ( A t  +  IICt)T, Y(0)  =  0 ,
such that In+j + a 2CY(t)Ctr > 0 where a 2 =  1 -  (1 -  A)2/-y2 > 0. Clearly, Y(t)  =  0 
for all t is the solution. Moreover the central controller is given as in (4.3S). In this 
case, the output feedback reduces to the state feedback due to the identity
T(z)  =
The theorem is thus true.
( l - A ) C ,
AT*)
(~/n+i — A t — BtFt)~x II.
For real time implementation, the difference Riccati equation in (4.37) can be 
written as
X ( t )  =  A j X ( i  +  ! ) / ! , -  A j X ( t  +  1 )V(t)X(t  +  1M, +  CjCt
1 3 9
(  r  i T r  i V 1 r i T
B t H [Jt  +  [ Bt H X ( t  +  1) [ Be H B t H  j
where
m  =
Because At, H  are in fact time invariant, Bt has only one time varying element, and 
most of the entries in (A t, B t, H)  are l ’s and 0 ’s, the iterative computation is much 
simpler requiring approximately O(n) for computational complexity.
For the dual case, we can set
(4.39)
0  0  . . . .  0 A (9i 1
IIEx-
1 0  0  . .  0
to* II
A 4
92 a t  _  
,  o t —
o 
:



















> B? = *t *tPi Pa I (4.40)
At 0 0 Bt H  = 0  Qj a 2 1
At = 0 1 0 , B , = 1 (4.41)
0 0 1 c t = Ct p) o
where p is  are the same as in (4.33). In this case, we have the relation 
Pt(z) =  Ct( z ln+, -  A t ) - 'B U R(z)  =  H(zJn+t -  A t)~ 'B t.
Our goal is to minimize the induced 2-norm of the time-varying transfer matrix
T ( .- )  =  Srd'U  -  A -1 ( 1 - A )  XKt(z) + (1 - A )  0 (4,42)
The transfer matrix T(z)  should be interpreted as an operator that maps the input 
r(t) to the regulated output ((I). This problem was studied in Chapter 3 for time-
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invariant case. The next result is parallel to the previous theorem for which the 
proof is omitted.
T h e o rem  4.7 Consider time varying system in (4-41)> an^ ^ ie performance index
=  ]£[C (0]TC(0 “ 7? JCfrMF'rfO*
<=o (=0
with 7 ( > 0  given. Then there exists any output feedback controller u(t) =  fCy(i)
such that Joo < 0  for all possible r(i) € I2, if  and only if  there exists a solution
sequence for the difference Riccati equation
Y( t  + 1 ) =  A tX ( t ) ( I  + R tY ( t ) ) - xA j  + B tB j ,  V(0) =  0, (4.43)
Rt = C jC t /X 2 -  H T1 1 /^ ,
such that the matrix
Q t  =  J t  +
is nonsingular, and has m\  =  1 negative eigenvalues and =  1 positive eigenval­
ues. I f  the above holds, the controller achieving sup-((j€f2 < 0 is given by
V Y(t) ’ ct '
T
- 7 2A»u 0II
II H i o A2/,,,,
I<t{z) =  - F t(sIn+l- A t - B t F t - L t C t ) - ' L t, Ft = H ,
/  r  1 n T \  - 1
(4.44)








For real time implementation, we convert difference Riccati equation (4.43) into 
the following:
Y(t  +  1) =  A ,Y ( t )A t -  A tY( t)V( t)Y( t)At  + B tB j (4.45)
where
For the same reason as in the dual case, the computational complexity for each 
iteration for solving Y{i  +  1 ) requires (9(n).
4.3.3 R obust A daptive Control in H o o
For adaptive control, the identification and control algorithms have to be combined 
in closed-loop and implemented in real time. A conventional approach is the model 
equivalence principle. However for /HCX, based adaptive control, there are several 
issues need be resolved before we can establish robustness for feedback adaptive 
control. The first is the quantification of the modeling error in Hco norm. Although 
an asymptotic error bound is derived in Section 2 for recursive least-squares algo­
rithm, such error bound does not hold for each finite time instant, especially at the 
initial phase of the adaptive control. The second is the determination of the 7  value 
for the control part. Clearly the 7  value measures the performance and stability 
in the presence of the model uncertainty. Finally is the selection of A value in the 
Tioo performance index. These parameters play crucial role in the adaptive control 
algorithm proposed in this dissertation.
To further analyze the robustness of the feedback system, we recall the perfor­
mance index in Chapter 3:
V(t)  =
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where Sid is the ideal sensitivity, and T{n(z) — K P (1  — A 'P ) -1  and T0Xit(z) =
A A
P I ( ( I  — P K ) ~ l . The performance index has two components: the first one involves 
the size of E 0Xii or that measures the performance of the feedback system in 
frequency domain as discussed in Chapter 3. The second component involves the size
A
of K { I  — P K ) ~ l that hinges to exactly the robust stability condition for additively 
perturbed plant.
L em m a 4.2 Suppose that J\ <  7, or J2 <  7 for some stabilizing feedback controller
A
where P(z) is stable except a possible pole at z =  1 . Suppose further that US^ Hc© < 1 
(that can always be made true because Sid{z) can be chosen arbitrarily). Then the 
feedback control system in Figure J,J, is robustly stable for all additively perturbed 
plant P(z) = P(z)  +  A p(:) 6  Ti^. provided that ||Ap>||o& < A/7 .
Proof: For additively perturbed plant with stable uncertainty, a necessary and 
sufficient condition is [13]
| | A ' ( / - P A , ) - 1| U | | A H U < 1 .
The hypothesis ||5w||oo 5- 1> and J\ <  7, or J2 <  7, together with ||Ap||oo <  A/7 
imply that the above condition is true, and thus the closed-loop system is stable. I
There is a gap between the robust stability condition in the above lemma and 
that for the feedback system in Figure 4.3 because the model uncertainty is given 
by
± g(z ) =  G(z) -  G(z) € Woo (4.46)
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whereas A p(s) =  A g(*)/(*  —1) that may not be bounded even if A c (;)  is bounded. 
The next result is true.
C orollary  4.3 Suppose that J \  <  7, o r  J2 <  7 f o r  som e stabilizing feedback con-
A A
troller where P ( z ) =  G [ z ) / ( z  — 1) is the nominal plant with additive model uncer­
ta in ty  in (4 -46) ‘ Suppose fu r th er  that
||5,m||oo <  «, =  Sid/ ( z  -  1). (4.47)
Then the feedback control system  in Figure 4-3 is robustly stable fo r  all additively
perturbed plant G(z) =  G(z) +  A o(c) €  provided that ||Ag||co <  ttA/7.
Proof: The hypothesis J x <  7, or J2 <  7 implies that
|A'(eju,)(7 -  P { e ^ ) K { e ^ ) ) ^ S i f { e ^ ) \  <  7/A Vw.
Substituting P ( z )  =  G [ z ) / [ z  — 1), and using the relation I \ { z )  =  K ( z ) / { z  — 1), the 
above is equivalent to
7/A >  | (ejuJ -  1) K (ej“ ) ( /  -  G( e jw)K ( ) ) “ 1 S f /  (ejuj) \
= |/v(cJ" )( / -  G(a‘“) K W “) ) - 'S r ; ( c n \
> \K{e‘- ) ( l  -  G{c‘“)i<(t'“ ))-'\ l t i  Vu>
by the condition ||5|i/||<» <  k . It follows form [13] that the feedback system in Figure
4.3 is stable for all | | A g | | c c  <  KA/7. I
Because the reference model has a pole at 2  =  1, the value of k in (4.47) can 
be made small or close to one. This condition should be taken into consideration
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in the synthesis of Sid(z) in order to obtain large stability margin. We note that 
the larger the value of A, the larger the stability margin for the closed loop system 
as it can tolerate larger size of model uncertainty by the robust stability condition 
HAgHoo <  /cA/7 . In extreme case, the performance index with A =  1 reduces to the 
robust stabilization problem without any consideration of the performance. The 
above analysis leads to the conclusion that the value of A should be chosen close to 
one at the initial phase of the adaptive control because the plant model is poorly 
known at the beginning. As the model becomes more accurate, the value of A can 
be decreased so that the performance of the system can be taken into account for 
adaptive control. The problem is clearly how to tune the value of A, and how to
determine the value of 7  for which both are time varying.
It turns out that the model validation results in [5S] are helpful. The following 
result is quoted from [5S].
T h e o rem  4.8 Let {u(0}feo > a,,d {3/(<)}fco finite input'/output- response data. 
Then there exists a linear time varying system Pt(z ) capable of producing the same 
input/output data {«(*)}f=o\ and {y(t)}jZo with 11-P1 1 < c, i f  and only if ||7/ | | 2 < 
e\\u\\2.
A A
Because of the time varying nature for G*, the model uncertainty A g = G — Gt
is in fact time varying. Thus the error signal
ea{1) = y { t ) - m  = [ G - 6 ,)u{t)
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as used in RLS (cg(0 =  y{t) — $ (t — 1 )T0{t — 1)) is the output of a time varying
A
system. The above theorem implies that there exists an extension of Gt such that 
IIAgIIoo =  | | r te o |M |r , t t | | 2 where I \  is a truncation operator that keeps only those 
numbers at time smaller than or ecptal to t. Because cg(0  is measurable, and used
A
in RLS to estimate Gt recursively, the quantity 7 1 =  | | r tec ||2/||P tw ||2  can be easily 
computed. The efTect of the noise can also be taken into account if the size of the 
noise is known a priori. For instance if c( is the truncated C2 norm of the corruption 
noise, then we may set
A  *= ( e ,  +  | | r (e o l U ) / | | r cu | | 9 . ( 4 . 4 8 )
Although this estimate is conservative, it does not change much the value of 7 t if 
the size of noise is small. Combining the above analysis with Corollary 3.S, we 
conclude that the value of 7 * used in the control part needs to satisfy the inequality 
71 <
We summarize the our proposed adaptive algorithm as follows.
Hop Based Adaptive Control Algorithm:
• Step 1 : Design experiments to obtain a priori information (iV/, p) of the true 
and unknown system. Based on the a priori information, synthesize the ref­
erence model R(z) (e.g., prototype system) to represent the desired frequency 
shape and time response, and to make the value of k in (4.47) small, or close 
to one.
• Step 2: Using the recursive least-squares algorithm in Section 2.1 (Theorem
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2.1) to identify the plant G{z) € «S(M, p) with FIR model adaptively, using 
P{—1) Pq as in (4.13), and Oq — 0.
• Step 3: At each time t, estimate the value of 7 *, the size of the modeling error 
using (4.48). Choose A close to one to start with, and set 7  <  kA«/7 *.
A
• Step 4: For each identified FIR model Gt, compute precompensated plant
A A
Pt according to (4.33), and compute realization of Pt, and F  =  H  according 
to (4.39) -  (4.41). Compute iteratively Y(t  -f 1 ) from the difference Riccati 
equation (4.45), and set the observer-based controller according to (4.44) with 
t replaced by t +  1 .
A few comments arc in order. First at the initial stage of the adaptive control, 
the plant is poorly known that will result in large 7 *, and consequently small 7 < value. 
Because the time interval is small at the initial stage, the difference Riccati equation 
(4.45) is likely to produce the required solution even though 7 , is small. As time 
t increases, 7 * tends to improve that allows large 7 1 value, and thus the difference 
Riccati equation (4.45) is likely to continue producing the required solution even 
though the time interval becomes large. Second, we have used state estimation 
Riccati equation in order that the controller can be designed in real time. Recall that 
the state feedback Riccati equation has a backward structure, and is not suitable for 
real time implementation. Because the observer based controller has constant state 
feedback gain, it can be implemented as in Figure 4.6 where A , F  are constant, and 
C has only one time varying entry. Third, the value of A should decrease gradually
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to about 0.5 as time increases in order to improve the performance of the system. 
The tune of A should be based on the value of 7 * as discussed earlier. The adjustment 
of A( and 7 * should also take the asymptotic behavior of the identified model into 
consideration so that both A( and 7 1 will converge to some fixed value.
(zI-A-BF)
Figure 4.6: The observer-based feedback control
T h e o rem  4.9 Suppose the true and unknown plant G{z) € S(M ,p) ,  and the ref­
erence signal is persistently exciting. Then with the Hoc based Adaptive Control 
Algorithm, the feedback system with true plant is stable if for  each time t, the dif­
ference Riccati equation (4-45) admits the required solution as in Theorem 3.6.
Proof: The hypothesis implies that the identified model converges to G(z), an 
FIR  model with modeling error bounded in Hoc norm. Moreover the state estimator 
gain Lt converges to L as t —» 0 0  that is stabilizing. It follows that the observer-based 
controller stabilizes the model P(z)  =  G(z)/(z  — 1 ) asymptotically, and satisfies
A A  A
\ \K(I  — G!A’) - '1 | | 00 <  K7/A where 7 and A are the limiting values of 7t and A<. With 
G(z) = Ao(z )  -f- G(s), the feedback system in Figure 4.3 has an equivalent form 
(in terms of stability) in Figure 4.7. Clearly the instability of the feedback system
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u(t)
A  A A  - 1
K(I-GK)
Figure 4.7: The feedback control system
implies that ||AgA'(7 — GK)~x | | o ©  >  1, and the C2 norm of the signal u(t) and ||ec ||2 
will grow unboundedly by the persistent exciting. However this instability is clearly 
eliminated by the fact that
\ \K(I  -  G A ' ) - ‘ | U  <  / c i / A  <  « 7 / A  <  « | | c o l | 2 / ( A | | u | | 2 ) .
Hence the observer based controller stabilizes G(z) / (z  — 1 ). I
A natural question is whether or not the difference Riccati equation admits the 
required solution for all t. Our suggest is to replace A'< with a constant gain smaller 
than 1/M  if (4.45) fails to admit the required solution. Because G(2 ) is stable, and 
the loop gain is smaller than one, the feedback system maintains stability. As more 
accurate model is obtained, the difference Riccati equation is more likely to produce 
the required solution. We may then turn on the controller I \ t.
C hapter 5 
C oncluding R em arks and Future 
R esearch Problem s
Adaptive control has been studied for several decades because of its learning and 
adaptation ability. However, the conventional approach has a drawback on the as­
sumption of a finite dimensional model for physical systems. The model uncertainty 
is ignored, which leads to the lack of stability robustness for adaptive systems in the 
presence of model uncertainty. Because physical systems can never be described ex­
actly by finite dimensional models, adaptive control must take the model uncertainty 
into account in order to gain engineering applications.
This dissertation focused on robust adaptive control using an 'HtXl approach be­
cause it offers worst-case stability and performance guarantees provided that the 
physical plant can be described by norm bounded uncertain models. This re­
search problem was decomposed into identification and control that was tackled 
separately. For the identification problem, our results showed that for a class of 
infinite dimensional systems, the least-squares based linear algorithm is capable of
H 9
producing the uncertain models with Hoo norm bounded additive uncertainty. The 
upper bounds on the model uncertainty are provided for both deterministic “hard 
bound” and stochastic “soft bound”. For the control problem, model reference con­
trol was studied using Hoo based loopshaping method. Our results provide synthesis 
algorithms for the additive uncertain models to achieve performance close to that 
of the reference model. These algorithms are computationally efficient with low 
complexity, and are thus suitable for real time implementation. Finally the results 
for Hoo based identification and control were employed to derive algorithms for the 
purpose of adaptive control. Under certain conditions, robustness for the proposed 
adaptive algorithm can be established.
Compared with the existing work, this dissertation provided new insight to mod­
eling and control problems, and opened new direction for robust adaptive control. 
The use of Hoo theory for both identification and control in adaptive systems is 
novel, and was not investigated by other research workers. Our results indicated 
that while Hoo control was initially developed in frequency domain, it has applica­
tions to adaptive control using time domain data on line. Moreover our results were 
built on those results on identification in Hoo, and model validation that appeared 
in literature very recently. Hence robust adaptive control using Hoo method is still 
in its infant stage. Because Hoo approach is new to adaptive control, many prob­
lems have not been explored. Although our work has accomplished an important 
step in using Hoo theory for adaptive control, we are not able to even touch some
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of the problems in this research direction. We would also like to mention that the 
identification algorithm used in this dissertation is least-squares type. Hence it is 
not completely an Hoo type algorithm. Thus a more interesting problem is the di­
rect use of Hoo approach to tackle the identification problem for which very little is 
presently known. Further research is required in this direction. We outline some of 
the future research problems next, and expect that these problems will be resolved 
in the future.
• Identification with HR models.
In this dissertation, we considered only those models of FIR type. In this 
case, least-squares algorithms are capable of producing both nominal model, 
and the quantification of the modeling error. However, if HR models are used, 
then those results derived in Chapter 2  do not hold any more. The problem of 
modeling uncertainties becomes much more difficult for HR models. Because 
an HR model is more general and more effective for representation of linear 
systems, this problem is extremely important for system identification.
• Identification and control of unstable systems.
For unstable plants, it is much more difficult to tackle the robustness for 
adaptive control systems. First, the output for an unstable system is very 
easy to be saturated that gives much more difficulty to obtain some useful a 
priori information. W ithout necessary a priori information, it is not possible 
to obtain the upper bound for the modeling error in frequency domain based on
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finite measurement data. Second, as the identified model tends to be unstable 
also if the true plant is unstable, the control problem for such uncertain systems 
is more much difficult than the stable case - recall that the true plant is 
unknown. Moreover, the synthesis algorithm proposed in this dissertation 
would be more involved because in this case, both state feedback gain, and 
state estimation gain need to be designed.
• Finite horizon H<x, control for state feedback.
For the state feedback problem, the synthesis of the state feedback gain with 
finite horizon control can not be done on-line because of the backward 
iteration. As for the case that the number of inputs is larger than the number 
of outputs for the plant, the adaptive control algorithm developed in this 
dissertation has to solve state feedback gain, and thus it remains unclear how 
the synthesis of the state feedback gain can be. implemented in real time.
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A ppendix: Supplem entary D ata  
for C hapter 3
This appendix is used to include those background materials, and derivations 
not available in Chapter 3. This section refers to particularly those references on 
Hoo control [14, 15, 20, 37, 48, 73].
A l. Inner and Co-inner Functions for Theorem  
3.14
C o ro lla ry  5.1 Suppose V{z) =
A B
C D
€ TZHoo is a controller realization, then
V(z) is inner if  and only if  there exists a matrix X  =  X m >  0 such that
(a) A"X A -  X  +  C 'C  =  0
(b) D ’C +  B ’X A  =  0
(c) (D -  C A - XB ) 'D  =  D ’ D +  B ' X B  = I
and V{z) is co-inner if  and only if  there exists a matrix Y  = V" > 0 such that
(d) A 9}'A -  V +  13B ’ =  0
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(e) B D '  +  A Y C '  =  0  
(!) D{D -  CA ~XB ) '  = D D '  +  C Y C '  =  I  
then show that V(z) in Theorem 3.69 can be written as V (z )V (z ) '  =  /  +  C Y C ' ■
Proof: By the Theorem 3.14, the transfer function V(z) = I  + a C (z In+r — A — 
L aC)~xa~x(La — Ii). To further simplify, let C =  aC, A = A + LSC  ancl B  =  
a~x(La — II). Then V(z) = I  + C'[zl — A)~XB.  We need to show that V(z)  is 
co-inner. With stabilizing solution Y  >  0 in Theorem 3.69, it is noted that Riccati 
equation (3.61) can be written as
Y  =  (A + LsC )Y (A  + LsC)'  + <x-2 (Ls - H ) ( L s - I I ) ' ,  
= A ' Y A + B B ' .
where La =  II — q 2(A + IIC)YC~{I + a 2C Y C ’)~x. To show the condition (e) above, 
we rearrange and multiply La by (I  + a 2C Y C ‘ )~x. The result is satisfied as follow.
a - x{Ls -  II) +  a{A  +  LSC ) Y C '  = B D  + A Y  O ' = 0
and to show the condition (f), let Vs{z) =  C(z l  -  A)~XB.
{s i  -  A ) Y ( z - xI  -  A')  =  Y  -  A Y  z~x -  zYA"  +  A Y  A '
we rearrange the equation above.
Y  =  {si -  A )Y (z~xI — A')  +  / 1 W 1 +  z Y A '  -  A Y  A"
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and
B B '  =  Y - A Y A '
=  ( z l  -  A ) Y ( z - 11 -  A*) + A Y z ' 1 +  z Y  A ” -  A Y  A '
= (z l  -  A )Y (z~xI  — A") +  A Y (z ~ xI  -  A ')  +  (z l  -  A ) Y A \
Thus,
vsv ;  =  C ( z l  -  A ) - xB B ' ( z ~ xI  -  A ‘ )~XC '
= C Y C '  +  C ( z l  -  A)~XA Y C '  +  C Y A ' ( z ~ xI  -  A ')~XC'
and
v { z ) v { z ) ' =  iD +  v3)(D- + v;)
D D '  +  VaD'  +  d v ;  +  v .v ;
D D '  + C ( z l  -  A)~XB D '  + D B ' ( z ~ l J -  A ’ ) - XC '  +  C Y C '
+  C ( z l  -  A ) ' 1 A Y C '  +  C Y A ' ( z ~ xI  -  A ' ) - XC"
D D'  +  C Y C '  +  C ( z l  -  A)~X(B D '  +  A Y C ')  + (D B '
+ C Y A ' ) ( z ~ l l  -  A ' )~XC '
D D '  +  C Y C '
I  + C Y C '
1 + q 2C Y C ' .
Therefore V(z )V(z ) '  =  I  a 2CYC*  is proved. However, this is not exact co-inner. 
I
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A2. The D erivation of D iscrete-tim e Equation •
The state space solution in[37] yields the following equivalent conditions for J  <  7 : 
Let A, R  and Q € Cn x n with Q and R  Hermitian. The symplectic pairs S  with 
2n x 2n matrices for obtaining the discrete Riccati equation
/ A  0 I  R
\ .  - Q  1 .
1
_ 0 AT
We now present some results on the properties of -V as well as conditions under 
which S  belongs to dom(Ric).
D efin ition  5.1 D isc re te - tim e  R icca ti eq u a tio n
Suppose that S  € dom(Ric) and X  = Ric(S).  Then
(a) X  = X T
(b) X  satisfies X  =  A r X ( J  +  R X )~ '  A + Q.
(c) The matrix ( /  +  R X ) ~ l A is stable.
L em m a 5.1 Suppose that R  =  B B r and Q = CTC where (A , B) is stabilizable and 
(C, A) has no unobservable modes on {r : |; |  =  1 }. Then S  € dom(Ric(S)) > 0, 
and ker(X) belongs to stable unobservable subspace o f (C ,A) .
The discrete-time control which is associated with two symplectic pairs:
/ A - B R r ' D j C , 0 I  B R - l B T \
V - C f [ I - D u R - 'D l ) C \  J 0 ( A - B R - ' D j C x f /
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/ (A - B 1Dt1R - 1C)t  o" I  C TR~XC
\ - B j { I - D TxR~xD.x) B j  I
»
0 A - B xDTlR~xC
T  =
Let us consider for the plant size of m  >  p given by Theorem 3.10. A state-space 








(1 -  X)C 
0 {z l  -  A) - l ■H B /X
A - H B/X  "
( l - X ) C 0 0
0 0 /m
C 0
We assume that the system G{z) is stable and a (D ) < 1 . First, we define some 
matrices:
R  =  DIDx. -
1O1.
, D\, — [Z?n D\2] =
0  0
0  0 0  /




C l  =
1---Ot
0
, D.\ — [Dn D2X] —




-7 - 2/  0 
0  /
- 7  " 27 0 0
0 — 7 “ 2 /
0  0 /
, /? =
-72/  0 
0 I
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B j  =  [B\ B 2\ = ■H B /A , C , =
Cr
C2
(1 -  \ ) C  
0
c
B jR ~ xD \C \  =  0 , D t . I T ' D i  =  0
/  +  B f R~xB } X  = 1 + (A- 2BB* -  ~f-2H i r ) X ,  B r i l  -  D ^ f T 1 DA)B ‘t =  0 
A  -  B xD'a R - xC = A + I l C , /  +  C'jR~xC j Y  =  /  +  [ ! -  )2]C 'CY
R~XC/  = 0
c
" /  — a 2C Y C ‘ 0 l ^ C Y C '  1
Z Z  = (I  + R - 'C f Y C } ) - '  = 0 I 0
C Y {1 - X ) C m 0 1 + C Y C ’
-1
The block element(3,3) of matrix (I  + R~xC /Y C f )  1 can be calculated as Schur 
complement as follow: If A~x exists, then
■ • - i _ _
/I D y4-> +  £ A ‘ lF
7<11
C B - A - JF A " 1
where A =  B  -  C A ~XD, E  — A~ lD, and F  =  C A ~X.
Z  £ ( 3 ,3 )ll3  =  [ I  +  C Y C '  +  C Y C ' i ^ - ^ f i l - i ^ — ^ - f C Y C ' Y ' C Y C '
- i
/ ' Y C m(- ^
= (* + eve* + (-/ + [/- (^ ^ ) 2crc-])cy'c*j
=  [/ +  ( / -  0 2C Y C r ) - xC Y C ’) -x 
=  I - { I -  p 2C Y C m +  C Y C * )- lC Y C m 
=  I  - { I  + a 2C Y C r ) - ' C Y C ’
- l
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If S  €dom(Ric) and T  € dom(Ric), there exist matrix X  >  0, and Y  >  0 . By 
the lemma 5.1, and lemma 5.1, there exists a matrix X  — Ric(S)  >  0. Then we 
arrange to give the Riccati equation by the lemma 5.1. The Riccati equation of the 
system can be represented as follows:
X =  A" X  (I  +  R X ) ~ l A  +  Q
( A -  B f R - ' D ; C \ r X ( l  + B j R - l B }X )~ l {A -  B jR T l Dmx Cx)
+  C ; ( I - D uR - 'D l ) C i  
A mX { I  + [ - H  B/X)
+
A ’ X  [I +  {\~2 B B m -  y - 2H H m)X ]- l A +  (1 -  A f C ' C .  
and also the state feedback matrices [37] is given by 
F  =
" - 7 " 27 0 - I F
X ) ~ l A
0 7 B-/X
[ 7 -0 ]
(1 -  A)C





{R +  B"j X B s ) - \ B ' j X A  +  D\  C,
( R +  B } X B f )~ 'B}X  A 
(7 +  R ' l B } X B j ) - l R - ' B } X A  
R ~ 'B ' jX { l  +  B j R ~ lB ' X ) - ' A  
X { I  +  (A~2 B B '  -
' —7 -27 0 ’ - I F
0 7 B ' l  A
F  = F2 =  -A - 2 J3\\'[7 +  (A'~2B B '  - . , - 2  I J  EJ*\ V l - 1
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Similarly, there exists Y  = Ric(T)  satisfying
Y  = A { l  + Y R )~ l Y A '  + Q
Then the stabilizing solution Riccati equation can be written as
Y  =  A ( I  + Y R ) - l Y A m + Q
= (A -  B xDmARTxCj){l  +  C}R~xC j Y ) - xY(A -  B xD \ R - ' C j ) m 
+  b x( i - d a r ~ xd . x)b;
= (A + HC)[I + a 2Y C mC )- 'Y { A  +  I I C ) \
Since A  +  I iC  is stable, Y  can be zero. If Y  = 0, then L = H. and also the output 
injection matrices [37] is given by
L = [LX L2] = - [ B xD:x + AYC]](R + CjYC})- '  
= ~[BXD \  +  AYC}]{I + R - xCjYC})~lR~x 
=  - [ ( 0  0 - H  ) + AYC}](I + R - 1Cf YC}) -1R- '
L = L2 = - ( [ o  o - H )  + AYC})(I  + R - ' C j YC})
In order to get L , let us separate each step of calculation.











=  A f  + Y ([ ( l -A )C*  0 C'} •'-1CM11o 0 )
1 o o » c








= - H [I - (/ + a2C Y C m)~'CYC'}
Finally, we combine two equations obtained by each steps. The output injection L 
is given by
L 2 =  ~ [A Y C '{ I  + a 2C Y C m) ~ 1 -  H[I -  (I  +  a 2 C Y C ' ) - 1 CYC ')  
=  ~ [A Y C '{ I  +  a 2C Y C T l -  H  + H C Y C ’U  +  a 2C Y C T l] 
=  f I - { A  + H C ) Y C m(l  +  a 2CYC")~ l
Suppose that there exist two Riccati solutions, then all rational internally stabilizing 
controllers I({z)  such that ||.F£,(./J,/v )||©o are given by K  =  $ ) [37]. The
central controller is given by
A Bi b 2
I<o{z) = Cx Du D\2
c 2 D2\ 0
where









-ZZ'L2 + B2b7'Dx i
=  Z ^ ( B 2 +  L\2) b \ 2
F2 +  D n D 2xC 2
1 -  7 ~2Y X
—b 2\{c2 ■+■ d 2\F\)
and we note that =  /  due to Y  =  0, and D \ 2 — D2\ =  / ,  and D\\ = 0 .  The 
observer-based feedback controller
A + B F +  LC - L
F 0
I<(z) = — F ( z l n - A - B F -  LC)~'L =
This is certainly observer form. If A + I iC  is unstable, the Riccati solution is Y  0. 
In this case, the central controller is given by
I<{z) = - F [ z I - A -  7  ~2(IJ -  Z „ L s)H m X  + X ~2B B ‘ -  Z ^ L s C ] ^  Z ^ L S.
where F  =  - X ' 2B \ X [ I  +  (X~2 B B '  -  y - 2H H ’ ) X ] - 1 A and La = II -  a 2(A +  
H C )YC *(I  +  a 2C Y C m)~l . This is not observer form. 1
A3. The derivation o f dual case in discrete-tim e
By [37], let us consider for the plant size of m  < p given by Theorem 3.12. A 
state-space realization of G(z) is given by
G(z) =









( s i - A ) ' 1 ( [  (l -  A )B  0 | B  ] )  ,
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A (1 — \ ) B  0 B
— - H 0  0 I m
A ~'C 0  Ip 0
First, we define some matrices:
=  D \P \ .  -
7 2 An 0
, A . =  [ A i A 2] = 0  0  7
0 0 L J








, B j R T ' D l C , =  - B H
I  +  B f R ' lB } X  
R  =  R~l
I  +  a ^ B B ’X,  C i( I  ~  D x.R~lD])C\  =  0
—7 - 2 /  0
I - D \ R - ' D a =
D. i =
t t 1 =
o 7
I  0 
0  0
, B\D 'XR  Cj  =  0
, B i( I  — DART'D a )B;  =  (1 -  X f B B '
— [T^u D j i ] —
D u ' 0 0
, R ~ ' =
1
1 -> 1 to O
■
=
£>2, . 0 7 0 7
- 7 - 2/  0 0
0 - 7 - 2 /
0  0  /
, C)R~xCf  =  - 7 - 2H ’H  +  A"2*?**?
/  +  Y C j R~xCj =  /  +  F [ - / T  A- 1C"“]





0 7 A“ l C
=  [Bx B 2] = (1 — A)B  0 5 , /  +  73,72"1 B } X  =  7 +  a 2B B ' X
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The Riccati equation X  and K, and output injection gain L of the system can be 
represented as follows:
X = A‘X(I  +  RX)~lA +  Q
=  (A -  BsR-'D\CxyX{I  +  BjRrxBmj X ) - \ A  -  B}R ' lD\Cx) 
+C'X{ I - D X.R-'D\)CX 
= (A + BH)'X[I +  o? BB‘)X]~l{A +  BII).
Y =  A(1 + YR)~'YA’ + Q
= (A -  B xD:xR- 'Cf )[ I  + Y C mR - lC j ) - 'Y (A  -  B ^ R - ' C j ) '
+b x(i - d :xr - ' d a )b ;
=  A [I+  Y(X~2C ’C -  7 - 2H mH ) ] - 'Y A m +  (1 -  X f B B ’.
L = [Ll L2] = —(BXD"X +  AYCm)(R + CjYCj )~x 
=  -AYC'(R  +  Cf YC})-'
=  - A Y C mR~l{I+  CJYC]R-1)-1 
= —A(I + YC]R-lYCf )-lYC}R-'
L = L2 = - i 4 [ / +  Y{X~2C ’C — i ~ 2 H* H)]~A ( - \ ~ XY  C m)
= X~lA[I + Y(X~2C"C -  H mH))~lY C m
In order to get F,  let us separate each step of calculation. Consider that
[ F 2
= - ( R  + B}XBj)~ l{B}XA + D \ C X)
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=  - R - ' ( I  +  B } X B JR r l )“' B } X A  +  D \Ci  
To simplify the calculation, let us separate the equations as follow:
F  =  Ft =  FUI +  F2nd 
Fut =  R~X(I +  B ) X B j R - x) - xB'}XA 
0









B}X(1 +  B } X B j R - x)~xA
=  B ' X { I  +  cx2B B ' X ) ~ x A.
F»nd =  R - x{I + B'sX B } R - ' ) - xD \C\
0 0
0 0
/ - I I
As the preceding proof, we apply Schur complement matrix. Then, the state feed­




/  — (1 - X f B ' X B h 2 0 (1 -  X ) B 'X B
-1
0
0 I 0 0
- B ' X { \  -  X ) B h 2 0 I  +  fl'.Y fl - H
=  /  +  B mX B  +  B \ X B, D0 -A )/y2 V  ^,2
(1  — A) 2 j -1-fi’A '-B p ^ A 'lB J  ( - H )  
-  ( /  +  +  (p2B * X B  -  I  +  / ) ( /  -  p B ' X B ^ B ' X B ) " 1 {-IF)
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=  ( l +  {1 -  p2B * X B ) - ' B ' X B y X){-H)
=  [ / - ( / -  f32B * X B  + B ' X B ) - xB ' X B ) { - H )
=  - H  + ( l  + a ? B ' X B ) - ' B ' X B H
Hence, Since F  =  FXst +  F2„d,
F  = F2 =  - ( B ' X i l  + c f B B ' X y ' A - H  + i l  + c f B ' X B y ' B ' X B H )
=  -  (l9*A'(7 +  a 2B B ' X ) - ' A -  H  +  B " X ( I  +  c ? B B mX ) ~ xB h )
= H -  B " X { I  +  a 2B B mX)~' (A + B H ).
I
A4. T he Supplem ent P roof o f Theorem  3.14
Let us define Ls such that the Riccati equation Y  is satisfied. The modified Ls is 
given by
LS = I I -  a 2[A +  HC)YC"{1  +  a 2C Y C m) - x
where by the matrix equivalent, 7 +  a 2C Y C  =  (7 +  a 2C Y C m)m and Y C m(I + 
a 2CYC*)~xC  =  Y C mC ( l  + a 2Y C ' C ) - x =  Y { I +  a 2C Y C ') ~ lC mC,  and substituting 
these into Y  the below.
Y  =  A Y A m + B B m (5.1)
=  {A + L SC ) Y ( A  +  LSC)'  +  a~2 (Ls -  H){L -  s -  77)*
=  (A  +  H C  -  a 2(A + H C )YC*(I  +  a 2C Y C m)~xC) Y
(A + H C -  a 2(A +  H C)YC*{I  +  a 2C Y C y ' C ) '  nonumber (5.2)
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+a~2 (La -  H)(La -  H )’ (5.3)
= (i4 +  H C )Y (A  + H C Y  -  o '2(A  + H C ) Y C ’(I  + a 2C Y C ' ) ~ l CY{A  + H C )* 
- { A  +  H C)Y[a2{A +  H C ) Y C ’( I  +  r f C Y C T ' C } ’
+ a2{A +  H C ) Y C ’(I  +  a 2C Y C ’)~xCY[ot2{A +  H C ) Y C '{ I  +  a 2C Y C ' ) - xC\' 
+a2(A + H C ) Y C m{I + a 2C Y C ') ~ 2C Y {A  +  H C )’
=  {A + H C )Y(A  + H C )m
- ( A  +  HC)YC"(1  +  a 2C mC Y ) - la 2C aC Y {A  +  H C ) '  (5.4)
- { A  +  H C)Y[I  +  Q2C'C Y ]~xa 2C 'C Y ){A  +  H C )’ (5.5)
+{A +  H C )Y{I  + a 2C ' C Y ) - ' a 2C ' C Y { I  +  a 2C mC Y ) ' 1 
a 2C 'C Y {A  +  / IC ) ’ (5.6)
+{A +  H C )Y {I  +  a 2C Y C ' ) ~ 2a 2C 'C Y { A  +  H C )’ (5.7)
To simplify equations, we further rearrange and combine as follows.
Step 1. Eq.(5.4) is rewritten by
Yx =  [A + H C ) Y [ I - ( I  + a 2CmC Y ) - 1Q2C mCY]{A + H C y
= {A + H C )Y { I  + a2C mC Y ) - ' ( A  + H C y  (5 .S)
Step 2. Eq.(5.5) and Eq.(5.6) are combined by
Y2 = - ( A  +  HC)Y[I  +  a 2C mC Y \ - ' a 2C 9CY)[I  +  a 2C mC Y ) - \ A  +  H C )’ (5.9)
Step 3. Eq.(5.S) and Eq.(5.9) are combined by
Ya = (A + HC)Y[I  +  a 2C mC Y )- ' [ l  -  ( /  +  Q2CmC Y )~ 1Q2C ’CY)(A  +  H C )’
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=  (A  +  H C )Y [ I  +  a 2C 'C Y \~ 7{A +  I l C y  (5.10)
Finally, Eq.(5.10) and Eq.(5.7) are combined by
X, = (A + HC)Y[I  + a2C*CY]~2[I + ct2C'CY]{A +  HC)'  
X =  K, =  {A + HC)Y[I  + c?C'CY)- l {A + HC)m
Thus, it is verified that the modified output injection gain Ls satisfies Riccati equa­
tion X. 1
A5. The Supplem ent P roof of Lemma 2.1
Alternatively, the Lemma 2.1 can be proved by matrix factorization and equiva­
lent fact. Also, P  and A' given by state space form as (3.1) and (3.2) obtain the 
followings equations by matrix equivalent transform:
( / - P A ' ) " 1 =  I  + PI \ ( I  — PK)~l =  /  +  P{I — A 'P ) -1  A'
(.1 - P K ) ~ ' P  =  P + P K { I - P I < ) - 1P = P ( I -  KP)  
K { I - P I < ) - '  = (1 — KP)~l K  
(I - P K ) - ' P I <  =  P K ( I - P K ) - 1 = { I - P K ) ~ \  similarly,
( /  — A 'P ) -1  =  /  +  I < P ( I -  K P ) - 1 = I  + K i l - P I Q - ' P  
( I - K P ) - ' P  = P  +  A 'P(/ -  A 'P)-1P  =  P ( /  -  PA' ) -1  
A '( / - A 'P ) -1  =  ( / - P A T 1 A'
( / - / y P ) -1A'P =  KP{I  -  K P ) - 1 = {I -  KP)~l -  1
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Then, factorization results have
A + B F  + LC 0 L  *
PI< = - B F A 0
0 C 0
A 0 B
I<P = LC A  +  B F  +  LC 0
0 - F 0
A - B F - B
( /  — K P )~ X = LC A + B F  + LC 0
0 F I
A + B F  + LC LC - L
( / - P A ' ) - 1 = - B F  A 0
0 - C I
A + LC 0 L '
LC A + B F L




=  C(8 I  - A -  LC)~XL(I  -  C(8 I  - A -  B F )~ XL)
+{I  -  C(8 J — A — B F )~ XL)
=  { 1 - C { 8 1 - A - B F ) ~ XL){I + C { 8 1 - A - L C ) - XL), and
A + LC 0 L
K ( I  -  P K )~ X = - B F A + B F 0
- F F 0
-( / +  F ( 8 I  -  4  -  B F )~ X B)F { 8 I  - A -  LC)~XL 
-{F +  F(81 -  A -  B F )~XBF){ 8 I - A -  LC)~XL
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=  - F ( 6 I  — A -  B F ) - \ 6 I  - A - B F  + B F - L C  + L C )
(61 -  A -  LC)~XL 
=  - F ( 8 I  - A -  B F )~ lL ( I  +  C(6 I  - A -  LC)~lL).
A + B F  + LC LC - L  '
( I - P K ) - ' P K  = - B F A 0
0 - C 0
A + LC 0 L '
B F A + B F 0
C - C 0
= - C ( 6 I - A - B F ) - ' B F ( 8 I - A - L C ) - \  and
/I - B F - B
K P ( I - K P ) - 1 = LC A + B F  + LC 0
0 F 0
A + LC 0 B
LC A + B F 0
0 - F 0
=  —F( 6 J -  A — B F )~ lLC(S1 -  A -  LC)~l B
Otherwise, we omit proof. I
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